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PREFACE

The GAP (General Assembler Program) system is a system which

assembles assembler language for the AGC (Apollo Guidance Computer). In

addition to doing assemblies, the GAP (AGC) system has a large section which

performs tasks needed to send necessary information to the manufacturers of the

AGC and to ensure the accuracy of the information sent.

The historical forerunner of the GAP (AGC) system was the YUL system.

The YUL system ran on the Honeywell-1800 computer.
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Erasable memory is divided into 8 banks with 256 words per bank. Words .
in banks 0 - 2 are addressed directly by the address portion of the instruction word,

Addressing words in banks 3 - 7 is done by relative addressing. This requires that

a bank register (EBANK) be set to the proper value at execution time. The 8 hard-

ware registers mentioned above are treated as the first 8 locations in EBANK 0.

Fixed memory is divided into 36 banks of 1024 words each. Two of

these banks are directly addressable. An additional 22 banks may be addressed

using 1 bank selector register (FBANK) to supplement the address information in

the instruction word. The remaining 12 banks require the use of 2 registers

(EBANK and SUPERBNK) in addition to the address information in the word.

1.3 AGC Language

AGC programs are written in two languages. The first is an assembly

language referred to as AGC Basic or just Basic. Part of the Basic coding of each

AGC program is a limited facility interpreter. This part of the program uses AGC

Interpretive coding as a set of parameters to be used at execution time. Since each

interpretive instruction is expanded into many basic instructions, the result is

similar to the savings effected by the use of subroutines. Thus, despite the space

allocated to the interpreter, a net saving in instruction storage requirements is

realized. The penalty paid for saving space is greatly increased execution time.

Thus, interpretive coding is used only where realtime performance is not required.

1.4 Structure of the AGC Programs

AGC programs have three levels of organization. They are (MAIN),

SUBROUTINE, and Log Section. (MAIN) is essentially for remarks, bookkeeping,

and specifying (not calling) subroutines. Both (MAIN) and subroutines are divided

into log sections.

Subroutine is used here in an unusual way. It means only an arbitrary

section of the program. It is not called in the usual sense: subroutines are used

mostly to split the whole program into manageable pieces. The split has no

necessary relationship to the structure of the program.

Log sections are tied more directly to the program logic, since instruction

numbering is carried out within log sections.

To understand this structure, a picture is helpful. First note that the

subroutines to be assembled with a given program are specified within (MAIN) by

means of SUBRO cards.

(MAIN) Subroutine 1 Subroutine 2
:

L SUBROUTINE CALLS

[zr]2] -- |SuBROSi, ---, SUBROSn[suEE [seu]sna]-T|
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Here Ll, L2, S1L1, etc., denote log sections made up of a set of detail cards

(AGC coding and remarks). The cards contained in the subroutines named by the

SUBRO cards in the log section whose name is SUBROUTINE CALLS are simply
strung onto the end of the main program. The subroutines appear in the order in

which the SUBRO cards appear.

1.5 The Role of the 360/75

In order to fully appreciate the AGC and its associated languages and

procedures, it is necessary to understand the central role the 360/75 plays in

program development, simulation, and manufacturing. To put it most dramatically:
the AGC cannot physically exist until the programer's work is done.

This work is carried out through a series of 360/75 programs. These

programs create files of card images of the source deck, assemble the source

program, and store the binary object module on a second disk pack, simulate the

logic of the AGC with or without environment, and, when the program is finally
debugged, manufacture various binary outputs to be used in wiring the AGC. The

details of the use and functions of these programs will be presented later, but for

now, note that, making the preposterous assumption that one had coded a complete
and perfect AGC program, this is the order of work flow.

1.6 The GAP System

The GAP system may be diagramed as follows. It is an overlay load

module which is linkedited from more than a dozen separate control sections

(CSECTs). The entire structure is made available through the catalog procedure

AGCASM.
General
Routines

Assembly General

Routines and Storage

PASS1GEN | |PAS1PTS5 [passecen| PASSSGEN|

PASS2AGC | |PASS3AGCPASS1AGC

Manufacture
General

MANUAGC

CONVRS |, _IAGCONVRS

facilitating the construction of a generalized assembler. By replacing those control

sections specific to the AGC with control sections specific to other computers, one

gets an assembler for that computer.
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1.7 Usual Flow of Work in Developing an AGC Program

Start

* CREATE

* ASSEMBLE Le 1* _

Can this

revision be used for
No

* MODIFY ~ 1

simulation ?

Yes

Simulation

No

Is it No Is there Yes

working properly ? more than one way ( )
to fix it?

Yes

Is it

manufacturable ?
No

Yes

* MANUFACTURE

To Raytheon
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2. AGCONVRS

2.1 Introduction to AGCONVRS

AGCONVRS is an extremely sophisticated, highly user-oriented multiple
file maintenance system for linearly ordered data sets. It allows the user to create

files, merge additional material, delete material, renumber cards, print and punch

material, All of these features leave complete histories, Thus it is not necessary

to use special backup procedures to recover from user error. Sufficient features

are built into the system to avoid this. All of these features are available at levels

that correspond to AGC coding. That is, one creates programs, subroutines and

segments, and is able to work within these at the log section level. Since the

programs for the AGC contain upward of 40,000 cards, this eases numbering prob-

lems.

2.2 Filing System of AGCONVRS

This section is devoted to a characterization of the filing system of

AGCONVRS in terms of principles that should direct the reader in his use of the

system. It should be noted that the system is almost completely general: it can

store almost any kind of card images. (Obvious exceptions are instructions to the

system.)
First, some brief definitions. "Data'' refers to those card images the

user wishes to store for his further use. This can include programs, alphameric

material of wide variety, or arbitrary combinations of these. A linearly ordered

data set is one in which, given two cards from it, one can determine which card

comes first. "File has two meanings. The first is the same as that in System/360

JCL. That is, it is an area of storage unified by its labeling and addressing in JCL.

The second meaning is more properly thought of as subfile. Thatis, it is a set of

card images which occupy parts of a single JCL file. These card images are unified

by the AGCONVRS program. This is rather abstract. It is perhaps less confusing

to say that the program AGCONVRS has assigned to it one data set or file. Thisis

done by the JCL with the program. AGCONVRS is then able to subdivide this storage

space, in order to store sets of related card images. These sets of card images
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will be PROGRAMS, SUBROUTINES, SEGMENTS, and VERSIONS. In order to avoid.

the necessity of trotting out this list or an "etc. ,'"' I wish to call these sets of card

images by the generic name file. It should be amply clear (in the light of this

warning) which meaning is appropriate. The directory is a file containing a list

of names of the files stored, and an area where revision history and location and

sequencing data for the records (card images) are stored. "Revision n" refers to

an entire data file. It is generated by modifying revision n-1.

There are four things that characterize the system. The first is that

two areas are written into during creation or updating of a file; one is the data area,

the other is the directory. Second, each card image exists only once in the file.

Third, once a card image is in the data file, it remains in the file, Finally, sub-

routines within programs, log sections within programs or subroutines, and cards

within log sections are linearly ordered. Thus, the system is able to use the fact

of total linear ordering to store and retrieve data. Although this scheme may be ob-

scured by the details of the system and the proliferation of names of files, it tends

to be the best arbiter of the use of the control options.

The main benefit of this kind of filing system is that very large files of

data can be created and maintained (updated, modified, etc.), keeping all revisions

of a given file available, without using excess disk storage space, The reason for

this is that each update or version creation does not make a duplicate copy of the

file, but adds only those cards which make it different from its predecessor. Of

course, the system would use storage disadvantageously with relatively small files

that underwent considerable revision. Even in this case, the ability to recall all

prior revisions may outweigh the cost of additional storage.

AGCONVRS also has the capability to expand the storage area allocated

to it for its data files. It informs the user when it does so.

2.3 Features Available to AGCONVRS Users

The next thing to discuss should be the details of the AGCONVRS filing

system. This is in order to fully explain the options available to the user. Un-

fortunately, in order to describe the filing system, it is necessary to use the

terminology of the control cards. Thus, in this section, this terminology will be

introduced; the explanations will come later.

Instructions to the AGCONVRS system can take four forms. The highest

levelis the Director. At this level one can CREATE, MODIFY, DELETE,

PRINT(*), and PUNCH(*) ones files. The next level is the subdirector FROM. This

is a modifier to the director CREATE, and allows the user to add toa program's

list of names, to the effect that subsequent revisions to the old and new Version are

independent. The third level is the Acceptor or =LOG card. It too is used asa
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modifier to director cards and specifies the log section to be modified, or (say)

printed. This is necessary since directors and subdirectors refer to programs,

subroutines, segments, and versions, while the numbers on the data cards are

unique only within log sections. The fourth level is the merge control card. These

allow the user to DELETE, CHANGE CARDNS, PRESERVE CARDNS, BEGIN (END)

INSERT at the card level within log sections.

It should be noted in passing that once a file exists, it may be referred to

as either a program or a subroutine, regardless of whether it was created as a

program, subroutine, or version. Segments remain as segments,

Each director card refers to a file and causes the execution of a major

routine of AGCONVRS. All such routines are reenterable, This means that as many

director cards may be included in a job step as the user wants. AGCONVRS is part

of the catalog procedure AGCASM.

2.4 Structure of AGCONVRS Files

Before proceeding with the details of the features just discussed, the

filing system of AGCONVRS will be described, in the hope that it will prove useful

to the reader in understanding the interactions between, and restrictions on, the

various features.

It will be recalled that AGCONVRS uses two storage areas on a disk pack;

one for data and one for the directory. The data area is further broken down into the

linear file and the overflow file. The linear file contains the original contents of

each data file. That is, it contains those card images that resulted from the cards

that were included at the time of creation (creation without the subdirector FROM).

The overflow file contains only the additions to the original file (both data and merge

control cards). Within the linear file, all card images pertaining to a given file are

in sequential order, There are no card images from other data files interleaved.

The overflow file contains card images of those cards that are added during modifica-

tion. It contains them in the order they are received; thus, the card images relating

to a given file may not all be contiguous. The directory is similar to the overflow

file in that information pertaining to a given file may be in several noncontiguous

blocks.

When one originally creates a file, the card images are stored in the

linear file. They are referred to by a NAME and a revision number, The name

is that assigned by the user; the revision number will be one unless the user

specifies otherwise. Each modify director increments the revision number by one

and places the incoming cards in the overflow file. The directory is updated with

the information that an additional revision exists and the address in the overflow

file of the card images that were added. If one deletes revision n, the directory



ig modified so that the cards added to form revision n cannot be accessed. When

the user subsequently modifies revision n-1 again, the card images for that re-

vision are put in the overflow file in a location different from the location of those

card images which made up the prior modification of revision n-1. A new entry

is made in the directory as well. Thus, the data card images and the directory

information that have been made obsolete remain on the disk pack until file main-

tenance is done. File maintenance is performed periodically to remove such items

from storage. File maintenance also rewrites the linear file, incorporating the

material on the overflow file. The overflow file is empty after this operation.

2.5 Structure of the Directory

The directory is considerably more complex than the data files. It

contains all the information necessary to honor a request to the AGCONVRS system.

It contains the name lists, revision number history, sequence number information,

status information, and address information. The point is that the records them-

selves are disassociated from any information about themselves, thus they can be in-

different status with respect to different programs: this is the heart of copyless

quasi-duplicate data storage.

The information is stored in four types of record areas called list

structure elements.(LSEs). These are root, name, revision, and data. These provide,

respectively, information for initialization of the system, name and version lists

with pointers to appropriate revision and data LSEs, external and internal revision

number correlation and status information, and location and description of data

records. The root LSE is not physically contiguous with the rest of the directory.

Of necessity, it precedes the other areas of the AGCONVRS file. Each type of LSE

is associated with an algorithm within AGCONVRS. The algorithm is designed to

use the information in an LSE of the appropriate type. Each LSE is subdivided into

a number of fields. These fields are associated, in a regular way, with the various

parts of the information which the LSE contains.

The various files fit together in the following way. The first thing in the

file is the root LSE. Next is the record storage area, which is split into the linear

and overflow files. Third is the directory, which contains the name LSE, and then

blocks which contain one revision LSE and several data LSEs. Finally, there is an

expansion area. A rough pictorial representation is as follows.

DATA Exceenany_ ————_—_———.

Root Linear | Overflow | Name Rev. | DATA | Rev. | Data ie Expansion
LSE File File LS

LSE LSE LSEs | LSEs Area

 Nealish
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Each LSE is subdivided into a number of fields. These fields are associated, ina

regular way, with the various parts of the information which the LSE contains.

There is one root LSE. It has twelve fields in its basic form; optional
information may be included by making modifications at the systems level. The

first field identifies the file as an AGCONVRS file. The second field is the standard

increment for the sequence number, In the case of the GAP system, the six digit
sequence number is incremented by 100, wherever incrementation is left to the

System. Of course when a sequence number is specified by the incoming cards,
this overrides the system renumbering. The third field contains the number of

the first column of the sequence field, two in the case of the GAP system. The

fourth column contains the length of the sequence number field, six in the case of

the GAP system. The fifth and sixth fields contain, respectively, pointers to the

last record in the linear and overflow files. The ninth field contains a pointer to

the start of the name LSE, The tenth field contains a pointer to the expansion area

relative to the directory. Fields eleven and twelve contain, respectively, the

original size of the linear and overflow files.

Each name LSE has either six or nine fields, depending on whether it is

associated with a file under its original name or with a version. The first field

contains the size of the LSE. The second field contains the internal representation

of the name of the file. The third field contains two flags; the first indicates original
file or version, the second gives active or deleted status. The fourth and fifth

fields give, respectively, the address, relative to the directory, of the first re-

vision and data LSEs relating to the file. If the file is not a version, the sixth

field is the last and gives the external (user assigned) file name. If the name LSE

refers to a version, the sixth field contains a branch index, This is used, together

with the internal revision number in field seven, to find the original file, which the

version is a descendant of. The eighth field contains the initial revision number

assigned by the user, The ninth field contains the external version name,

Each revision LSE has four fields. The first gives the size of the LSE.

The second field contains the internal revision number, The third field contains

flags to indicate possible numbering errors due to mechanical failures (non user

errors), delete status. The fourth field contains the actual revision number.

.The set of name LSEs in the GAP system is made more complex by the fact

that each log section has its own name LSE. Thus the collection of name LSEs

necessary to retrieve a program has as many elements as there are log sections

in the entire program.

The data LSEs associated with each revision LSE have nine fields. The

first is the size of the LSE. The second field is the internal revision number of
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the revision which inserted the group of records pointed to by the data LSE. The

third field contains the number of records covered by this LSE. The fourth field

contains two flags; the first indicates whether the records are in the linear or

overflow files, the second indicates whether the records are data, control, or

remarks. The fifth field contains a pointer to first record of the group, relative

to the start of the section which contains the record. The sixth field contains the

sequence number of the first record in the group at the time of insertion. The

seventh field contains the increment to the sequence number to be used for this

group of records. The eighth field contains the number of entries in the deletion

list. The ninth field contains the deletion list, whichis a list of the internal

revision numbers of those revisions which deleted the records covered by this LSE.

As mentioned above, there are four main algorithms in AGCONVRS, each

associated with one of the four types of LSEs. The start algorithm initializes

the system. If the identification field of the root LSE is valid, the start algorithm

sets up tables and copies the name list onto temporary direct access storage. The

reason for this is to protect against machine failure, since AGCONVRS operates

by modifying the directory.

The name algorithm searches the name list for a name which matches that

on the director card. If it finds the name LSE it passes the location of the revision

LSE's andthe data LSE's to the revision and data algorithms. It also copies these

LSE's ontotemporary direct access Storage.

If the director is a delete, the name algorithm checks for descendants.

If there are none, the name LSE is flagged as being in delete status. If the name

algorithm finds no match with the name on the director, it either creates a new name

LSE (if the director is a create), or returns an error message (in the case of any

director other than CREATE, including *CREATE/S FROM).

The revision algorithm searches the revision LSE's to find the revision

number referred to on the director. If one is not found, it searches for a location

to place a new revision LSE. Furthermore, during the search, the ancestral table

is formed. It is a well ordered set of internal revision numbers which are associated

with revisions or versions that are ancestors of the revision specified. The most

recent revision subject to renumbering is also noted. Ifa version is involved, the

revision number on the director is changed to the complete form which shows what

the revision is descended from.

The data algorithm is in a sense a multiple algorithm, since it functions

rather differently in case of retrieval (e.g., for the assembler), modification, or

deletion of the revision. In addition during a modification or retrieval an auxiliary

routine is used in the process of assigning sequence numbers to data records.



Since the assignment of sequence numbers is one of the keys to copyless quasi-
duplicate data storage, it is worthwhile to explain it in some detail.

The main purpose of the auxiliary routine is to tell the calling routine

which sequence number information to use. It first attempts to read the data LSE.

If there are no more data LSEs, it returns to the data algorithm. If the data LSE

points to stored control records (meta-remarks), then it goes on to the next LSE,

If the data LSF points to data records, it then asks if any revisions in the deletion

list occur in the ancestraltable. If they do, it reads the next data LSE, If no

entries to the deletion list occur in the ancestral table, the routine then asks if the

last revision which caused renumbering was prior to the revision which created the

data LSE, Ifthisis not the case, then the routine creates an area which contains sequence
number information and returns to the calling routine with a message to use the

sequence number information in the area just created. When renumbering has

occurred, the increment to the sequence number used is the standard one of 100,
rather than whatever appears in field seven of the data LSE,

A routine which uses the data algorithm for retrieval must issue calls

for one record at atime. The data algorithm reads a data LSE, and asks if the

revision which created this data LSE is in the ancestral table. If not, it reads the

next data LSE, If the LSE is in the ancestral table the auxiliary numbering is

invoked, When the numbering routine encounters a data LSE which points to records

which belong in the revision being called it sends the location and sequence number

of the next record to the calling program. Only when one LSE has been exhausted

does the data algorithm move on to the next LSE,

There are two basic operations which occur during file modification,

Cards may be added to the file or cards may be made inaccessible to the new

revision. The key to understanding both processes is to recall that the directory
is actually rewritten during modification, hence data LSEs may be rewritten as

two or more new LSEs.

First consider deletion of one or more card images. All cases may be

reduced to the case where all card images to be deleted lie within a certain sequence

number range. The range may, of course, contain only one card image. It is most

fruitful to consider sequence number ranges, Since a sequence number range can

easily be calculated for each data LSE from the information contained in it.

The data LSEs are read, then range computed and compared with the

range of the delete. If the range of the LSE contains a subset of the range of the delete,
the LSE is split in two, so that the range of one of the new LSEs is contained in the

range of the delete, and the intersection of the range of the other new LSE with

the range of the delete is empty. The first new LSE gets the entry to the delete

list. The second is left alone, If the range of the delete is a proper subset of



the range of the LSE, and the sequence number of at least one record pointed to by

the LSE is included in the range of the delete, the LSE is split into two or three

new LSEs, depending on whether the range of the delete is or is not coterminous

with the range of the LSE. Again, it is split so that one of the new LSEs is coter-

minous with the range of the delete, and the range of the other one or two LSEs

are disjoint from the range of the delete. The new LSE whose range is coterminous

with the range of the delete receives the addition to its delete list. If no record

pointed to by the LSE has a sequence number within the range of the delete, no

action is taken, and the user is informed that no card images were deleted.

Addition of a card image is more complex. This is due to the ability of

the system to effect (apparent) replacement of card images without being separately

requested to delete the old card image first. Since cards that are being added are

simply added to the overflow file in the order they are read in (provided they are

in proper sequence), the address of the card image is passed to the data algorithm

along with the sequence number.

Assume first that the image to be added to the file has a sequence number

which does not appear in the revision being modified. Then one of three things must

happen. Either there is a data LSE which is being created for the new revision to

which the record may be added, or there is an active data LSE whose range contains

the sequence number of the new record, or neither of the first two cases has

occurred. In the first case the group size of the LSE is increased by one. In the

second case the old LSE is split in two and a new LSE, containing the new record

is formed between the halves of the old LSE. In the third case a new LSE is formed.

If the new record has the same sequence number as a record in the re-

vision being modified, then conditions one and three above cannot occur. Thus

either the new sequence number equals the first sequence number of the records

pointed to by the LSE, or it equals the last such sequence number, or it equals an

interior sequence number. In the first two instances, the old LSE is split in two, so

that the record whose sequence number is matched is placed alone in an LSE. This

LSE then gets an entry to its deletion list. Then a new LSE is formed in front of it

to point to the new record. If the sequence number of the record matches an interior

sequence number of the range of the LSE, then the LSE is split into three LSE's such

that the middle one points to only the record whose sequence number in the revision being

being modified is matched by the record to be added. This LSE receives an entry to

its delete list. Between the first two of the three LSEs a new LSE is created which

points to the record being added.

If all revisions of a member or version are being deleted, it is only

necessary to flag the name LSE for a delete. This is of course preceded by a

check to see that the member or version has no descendants. If only one revision
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is being deleted the data LSE's are read to determine if they were inserted by this

revision, or if this revision is on the deletion list of the LSE. Inthe former case

the LSE is physically deleted from the directory. In the latter case the revision

number is removed from the deletion list. This is to remove the effects of the

revision on the data LSE.
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Si THE ASSEMBLER

3.1 Overview

The assembler is called by the catalog procedure AGCASM. The task

is specified by the director ASSEMBLE, It is a two-pass assembler. That is,

it goes through a program twice, processing each card sequentially. There is an

intermediary editing and bookkeeping step between passes called pass 1.5. Pass 2

is followed by a step called pass 3 which does final editing and 1/O operations, Out-

put from the assembler consists of certain on-line printout which contains information

on the various program steps, an assembly listing which is printed from the

GAPOUT tape, and an object module on disk pack AGCB02.

3.2 Pass 1

Pass 1 requests the program named on the ASSEMBLE director from

AGCONVRS. The request is issued for one card image at atime. Pass 1 com-

pletes its processing of each card before it requests the next. Pass 1 produces

88 bytes of output from each 80 byte card image.

This output consists of a duplicate card image, 80 bytes, preceded by

eight bytes of additional information. The first byte of this is the "opflag." It

may take on the values 10, 20, 40, 60 in hexadecimal. These values indicate

respectively numeric tag, symbolic tag, illegal location field and tag table full

when encountered. The latter of course will terminate the assembly.

The second byte is "opaux." It may take on the EBCDIC characters F,

T, U, B, Mand O. These indicate respectively illegal sign anywhere, no room,

undefined, badly defined, multiply defined and oversize symbol in address field.

Some other cusses are also indicated during pass 1. Bytes three and four contain

a tentative fifteen bit AGC word. If the card contained a basic op code, pass 1,

through a table look-up, places the binary machine instruction in the word. i

the card contained something other than a basic instruction other action must be

taken. Bytes five and six contain the number of additional words reserved by

that word, Bytes seven and eight contain the value of the location counter,



Pass 1 also constructs the symbol table. This is used most heavily by

pass 2 to translate symbolic addresses and tags into binary memory information.

Pass 1 initiates processing of EBANK, SBANK, ERASE, MEMORY,

EQUALS, and =. SUBRO is processed by placing the information in the address

field in a special table. This table is referred to at the end of (MAIN). The entries

are used to generate requests to AGCONVRS for the subroutines name in the

address field of the SUBRO cards. If something other than a basic instruction or

one of the assembler instructions discussed above is encountered, pass 1 identifies

the type of statement on the card, and places this information in bytes two and three

of the output word for pass 2 to use.

Pass 1 output is written on a scratch disk. It contains 88 bytes of output

for each 80 byte card image input. It also contains a partially filled symbol table

(definition and health), and a rough form of the memory type and availability display.

It should be noted that card images are sentence read. That is, a blank

is the signal for the end of a field. This leads to some Strange results in certain

special cases when the syntax interpreter tries to operate. For example

1 25 40

61533 TIME INSERTION OF NEW

would produce the error message

"uninterpretable word in director.
"

This is because the first three letters in the third field are INSERT, and the sentence

reader thinks it has discovered an INSERT card. It then looks at field two, and

sees TIME, which does not match either BEGIN or END, the two legal possibilities.

Note that if by really odd circumstance BEGIN had been the tag in the tag field, the

assembler would have been really led astray.

3.3 Pass 1.5

Pass 1.5 edits the output from pass 1. It does not process card images,

but performs tasks which facilitate further processing of the data. It does three

things. First it changes the symbol table from a threaded list to a geographic list.

The purpose of this is to save time. It is faster to use a threaded list during pass

1 and a geographic list during pass 2. The time saved more than makes up for the

time used in conversion. Pass 1.5 also processes the reservation and conflict

tables. The two main tasks are to order the tables and delete multiple entries.

Finally, pass 1.5 resolves threads of symbols and locations created by EQUALS

or =, Again, this processing collects information and discards redundant material

so as to form unique chains of entries.



3.4 Pass 2

Pass 2 operates on the output of pass 1.5. Thus, in addition to card

images it has available the symbol table, the reservation and conflict tables, and

the eight bytes of information generated by pass 1 for each line of coding.

Pass 2 completes the binary AGC word. It assigns binary equivalents

of interpretive coding and completes the addresses. It also processes those

assembler instructions which pass 1 could not. These are the address constant

generators (IDNADR, 2BCADR, 2CADR, 2FCADR, MINUS, PLUS, ADRES, BBCON,

CADR, DNCHAN, ONPTR, ECADR, FCADR, GENADR and REMADR), together

with COUNT (* $$/XXXXX). Processing of BANKSUM is initiated by pass 2. Pass

2 also generates the rest of the cusses, looks up the appropriate message in a table

for cusses generated in pass 1 and pass 2, and writes them into the GAPOUT tape.

Pass 2 writes all of the GAPOUT tape, with the exception of the various

tables printed at the end of the listing. Pass 2 writes the binary memory information

onadrum. The data is geographically ordered within paragraphs, although the

paragraphs are not necessarily in geographic order.

3.5 Pass 3

Input to pass 3 is the output from pass 2. Pass 3 places the paragraphs

in geographic order, and inserts proper header records. It writes the ordered

and labeled object module on the disk pack AGC BO2, together with the symbol

table. This is not an object module for the 360, but for the AGC. The object mo-

dule which is stored could not be converted to a systems/360 load module, and

thus, could not be run on the 360. The simulator (which is a systems/360 program)
uses the AGC object module, together with the symbol table, as a set of input

parameters to be used at execution time. The use of the symbol table allows

symbolic reference to AGC locations during simulation. The AGC object module

is an exact map of core of a mission peculiar version of the AGC. If an assembly

is requested that already exists on AGC BO2, then all steps are done except to

overwrite on AGC BO2.
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4, USE OF GAP

4.1 JCL

Having at last reached the section most of my readers will turn to first,

I must insert a plea to at least read the other sections while waiting for your first

run to be returned. That way you will have something satisfyingly legitimate to do,

and might even be better prepared to understand why your run bombed out. I do

not have doubts about the accuracy of the instructions I am about to give: asa

consumer of manuals, I have come to learn that meaning changes subtly (yet vitally)
with the first few experiences.

No matter which facet of GAP one wishes to use, the first problem is to

get on the air. As brought out earlier, this necessitates using 360/JCL. The

particular JCL statements that are used depend, of course, on the nature of the

job to be done.

There are eight types of JCL statements. Only four out of the eight are

necessary to use the GAP system. The need for the other four is pretty well

eliminated by the great flexibility of the GAP system.

.

The four necessary types are the job statement, the execute statement,

the data definition statement, and the delimiter statement. All four have special

symbols in card columns one and two. Each one has one to four fields. The fields

must appear in a predetermined order, but do not need to follow a rigid format. The

end of a field is indicated by one or more blank columns with the exception of the

comments field which is sentence read. The first field ina JCL statement is the

name field, the second is the operation field, the third is the operand field, and the

fourth is the comments field. Because of the use of blanks to indicate the end ofa

field, the name in the name field must be contiguous with the special characters

in cc. 1 and 2.

The first JCL statement is the priority card. This is peculiar to this

institution: priority is usually a parameter on the JOB card. The card has the form:

/*PRIO NN
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where nn ranges from 01 to 13. APOLLO work is done on priorities 02 through

09, with larger numbers indicating both greater urgency and shorter execution

time. The actual system is posted throughout the Laboratory. The priority state-

ment is punched on a special orange card. Pre-punched priority cards are avail-

able in the computer rooms.

The second JCL statement is the JOB card. It has the form

7/JOBXNAME JOR NNNNeNAME.F PROBNAME

where jobxname is eight alphameric characters. (Further information on job-

names may be found on p. 14 of IBM form C28-6539-7: Job Control Language. )
The jobname is followed by one or more blanks. Next is the word JOB followed

by one or more blanks, This is followed by accounting information. First is a

four digit account number. These are available from group leaders. Next comes

the last name of the programer and his first initial, separated by a period. This

name must be on the list of names that is accessible to the computer. Group Leaders

are responsible for seeing that names are added. Last is the problem name, It

is used to analyze machine use to plan for future needs. The only blanks that should

appear are those that are indicated.

The second JCL statement is the execute card. This has the basic form

// EXEC AGCASM

EXEC is a command to the system to execute the catalog procedure AGCASM. The

procedure consists of a set of JCL statements. These appear on the output marked

by XX, rather than // or /*. The procedure specifies data sets and the devices on

which they are located and contains further execute statements. These execute

statements cause the execution of programs which control AGCONVRS and the

various programs which make up the assembler.

If the user wishes to obtain a listing of the names of the programs whose

source decks are stored under AGCONVRS, together with the revision number in-

formation necessary to trace ancestry of a program, he must code the parameter

DIR=0. In order to change the maximum permissible time for a job step to run,

the parameter TIME. stepname=(m.,s) is coded, where m is minutes and s is

seconds. There is an upper limit on the number of minutes which may be specified,

but this limit is quite large. The parameter may also be coded TIME. stepname=(m):

if the parameter is not coded TIME. UA=15, TIME.DIR=5, are the default options.

The time limit of 2 minutes on steps 3 and 4 are set by the operating system. These

limits are generous, and need not be modified. It is also possible to request that

the assembly listing be directed to the on-line printer, rather than being first

written on a GAPOUT tape. The parameter is

ASMLIST=*SYSOUTSAS
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SYSOUT=A _ is, of course, the standard JCL parameter setting for printed output.

It is best if this option is reserved for short assemblies, suchas segments. This

is to optimize the use of I/O facilities.

Most programs are stored on GAPO0O1. Some, however, are on GAPO02

and GAPOO3. If the user's program is on either of the latter disk packs, it is

necessary to code FILE=GAPOOk, k = 2 or 3 as appropriate. If FILE is not

coded, FILE=GAP001 is the default option.

There is one last parameter which can be useful in certain circumstances.

-It will be recalled that AGCONVRS is re-enterable, while the assembler is not.

This means that if one wants to do more than one assembly, one must execute the

catalog procedure AGCASM more than once (rather than just adding * ASSEMBLE

directors, as can be done with AGCONVRS directors). The usual way to do this is

to submit a separate job for each assembly. If the assemblies are truly independent,

this is the best procedure. It allows higher priority and assures that the remaining

jobs are not affected by the failure of one. However, if one is modifying a program

several times, with assemblies of more than the final revision, it is necessary that

the modifications proceed in sequence. Ina system with MVT, this is not possible

to insure with separate jobs without waiting for output, or issuing special instructions

to the operator. Both of these methods have drawbacks and can easily be circumvented

by submitting a job with multiple job steps. The set-up of a deck with multiple jobs

will be illustrated later, but for now, note that it may be desirable to insure that

later assemblies are attempted even if an earlier assembly terminates abnormally,

This is done by coding COND=EVEN_ on the second and subsequent EXEC cards.

This tells the system to execute the current job step even if a previous job step

terminated abnormally. This seems to allow the possibility of a modification step

failing, with the result that prerequisite coding would not be present when cards

are later added to the file, thus giving the program a form neither anticipated nor

desired. In fact, what happens is that when a modify step fails, the GAP system

deletes any assembly that follows it. Since it is the GAP system, and not O/S,

COND=EVEN does not affect this kind of cancellation. For the record, it is possible

to have a non-crash system failure which will fool the GAP system. This is a rare

enough occurrence so that for practical purposes, it can be ignored. The same

conditions which cause the assembly to be omitted will cause all future modify re~-

quests to be rejected. This will in turn cause all future assembly requests to be

rejected. Thus, except for one type of rare case, the system is failsafe.

The next JCL card is the data definition statement. It has the following

form.

//UALSYSIN ND *
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UA is a job step name within the catalog procedure AGCASM. SYSIN is the data

set name which step UA uses to refer to the input data. As explained earlier, DD

says this is a data definition card, and the * in the operand field says that the data

follows in the input stream.

Following the DD card are the non-JCL cards, e.g., directors or detail

cards. After the last card in the job step which is data for AGCONVRS, one places

the delimiter card, /*.

4.2 Directors and Subdirectors for AGCONVRS

Once the user has gotten GAP on the air, he must specify to the GAP

system which tasks he wishes performed, and which files he wants them performed

on. The first step in this process is the director card. All operations in the GAP

system are in the category of one or another director. In many cases, additional

specification is needed or desired. In order of decreasing generality, this is pro-

vided by subdirectors, acceptors, various merge control cards and detail cards.

Some of these types are used only with AGCONVRS.

The following are the valid directors for AGCONVRS, together with their

necessary subdirectors.

CREATE AGC PROGRAM progname BY programer

CREATE REVISION n OF AGC PROGRAM progname BY programer

[CREATE
AGC VERSION progname BY programer

FROM REVISION n OF AGC PROGRAM progname BY programer

CREATE REVISION m OF AGC VERSION progname BY programer

{promREVISION n OF AGC PROGRAM progname BY programer

MODIFY REVISION n OF AGC PROGRAM progname BY programer

DELETE REVISION n OF AGC PROGRAM progname BY programer

DELETE REVISION ALL OF AGC PROGRAM progname BY programer

PRINT REVISION n OF AGC PROGRAM progname BY programer

PUNCH REVISION n OF AGC PROGRAM progname BY programer

PRINT* REVISION n OF AGC PROGRAM progname BY programer

PUNCH* REVISION n OF AGC PROGRAM progname BY programer
te

#e

He

HH

HH

HF

HF

WF

WM

He

KH

In all cases the asterisk or Sis in column one, column two is blank, and all

words are separated by blanks. Words written in lower case are variables. ''m"

or "n" are replaced by integers, "progname" by eight or fewer alphameric characters,

and "programer" by sixteen or fewer alphameric characters which may contain

embedded blanks. "programmer" is the only word which may contain embedded

blanks. The word PROGRAM can be arbitrarily and capriciously replaced with

SUBROUTINE, SEGMENT or VERSION. The only place where use of these words

is restricted is inthe director CREATE. When one is creating FROM, one must

create a VERSION.
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Once a file is given a name at creation time, it must be referred to by

that name. Conversely, once a name has been used for one file, it may not be

used for another. The name of the programer, however, is written into the file

each time the file is referred to. This means that each time the programer uses

a different name, that name will appear in the directory listing. Prior names may

be retrieved by using the PRINT* director. Thus, this feature may be used to

record the programer or group responsible for the latest revision.

CREATE The CREATE director has two rather different functions. The

first is to originate files of card images directly from cards. The first

two forms given do this. When REVISION n is not specified, the revision

number assigned is one. The second function is to make available two

or more independent versions of the same file. This is done using the

director CREATE together with the subdirector FROM. It is also possible

to add detail cards during the creation. The cards added become part of

the new version. Only one revision of the new version is made in either

case. The method of adding detail cards is the same as with the director

MODIFY.

MODIFY The director MODIFY is used to add, replace or delete cards

within a given file. This may be done within existing log sections or

entire log sections may be added or deleted. Each time the MODIFY

director is used with a given file, the revision number is incremented

by one. MODIFY may be applied to the last revision only.

DELETE The director DELETE can be used either to delete the latest

revision of a given file or to delete all revisions of a given file. These

deletions do not remove the images of detail cards from the file. They

modify the directory to make the file inaccessible. If revisionn ofa

given file has been deleted and revision n-1 updated, only the latest

(chronological) revision nis available. It is not possible to delete any

revision which has descendants.

PRINT,PUNCH The print and punch directors are used in the same way. They

are used to obtain printed or punched output of the detail cards of a file.

It is possible to restrict the output to specified log sections.

PRINT*,PUNCH* These directors will print or punch those cards that caused re-

vision n to be different from revision n-1. This includes "programer"

and merge control cards.
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4.3 Merge Control Cards

Some directors allow, and some require, further specification of the

task to be performed. The subdirector FROM has already been presented. This

is used only with the director CREATE and so may be considered something of a

special case. There is a further class of instructions; the merge control cards.

The most general of these are the acceptor cards. They take the following forms.

=LOG log section name

=LOGADD log section name

=LOGDEL log section name

"log section name" is a sixteen character alphameric variable which may contain

embedded blanks. These cards must appear in the order the log sections appear.

=LOGDEL can be used only during modification. It is the only card

necessary to delete the entire log section named. Up to ten log sections may be

deleted under any one director card.

=LOGADD can be used only in modification. It must be preceded by an

=],OG card with the name of the existing log section which the user wishes the new

log section to follow. Otherwise, the new log section will appear as the first one

in the file. Detail cards and merge control cards may be included under the =LOG

card used to place the new log section, but only detail cards may be included under

the =LOGADD card.

=LOG can be used with all directors except DELETE. It has three

meanings. When used with PRINT, PUNCH, PRINT* or PUNCH, it indicates a

restriction of the output to those log sections named. It is used to place a new log

section within a file. Finally,, when used with CREATE or MODIFY, it ordinarily

specifies which log section the detail cards following it will be added to.

The use of either CREATE (with subdirector) or MODIFY together with

an =LOG card primes AGCONVRS to merge cards into the file named on the director.

The reason that the acceptor card is necessary is that the namelist of the directory

contains "progname-log section name" pairs, and thus AGCONVRS needs both to refer

to the stored data. All detail cards with proper sequence numbers following the

acceptor card will be placed in the file. If the number on a detail card is not

matched by the sequence number of a card image already in the log section of the

file, then the card image is simply added to the file. If a card image with the same

sequence number already exists in the log section, then the new card replaces the

old card inthefile. It does not matter if the old card and the new card have the

same specification in column one: the replacement occurs in all cases, More than

one =LOG card may be included under one director.
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This method of adding coding, together with the DELETE merge control

card described below, is sufficient for most changes to a program. The additional

merge control cards do provide more power. They also allow for far worse mis-

takes.

There are seven further merge control cards. They are

1 8 18 25

bnnnnrannb wren rrr tr DELETE

bnnnnnnb errr rrcrre nr DELETEb THROUGH bm mmmmm

bnnnnnnb CHANGE bbbCARDNS|)TObmmmmmm

bnnnnnnb PRESERVE b CARDNS

bnnnnnnb BEGIN bbb b INSERT
bnnnnnnb BEGINbbDDINSERT b WITHDmmmmmm

END INSERT

These cards must be preceded by an =LOG card. They may be used under

any MODIFY director, or under a CREATE-FROM pair. They may not be used at

file creation time. They must be in proper order by sequence number. They may

not be used under =LOGADD.

The DELETE card makes the specified card image inaccessible to the

new and subsequent revisions. The DELETE THROUGH card performs the same

operation on images nnnnnnnn through (including) mmmmmm. It is not

necessary that there exist card images with all possible sequence numbers, or even

that there exist cards with the sequence numbers that specify the range. If matches

are not found, this information will be printed out.

Remember that the standard sequence number increment is 100 in

AGCONVRS. This means that the system "expects" only cards with sequence num-

bers nnnnoo, but it will search for all others. Thus, the only ones it reports

as non-existent are those with sequence numbers of the form nnnnnn, nnnnnn

+100, and soon. It will find and delete all, however.

The increment of 100 was chosen as an aid to program modification since

it leaves 99 numbers free between each pair of cards. This is usually sufficient,

but not always. There are two ways to take care of the exceptional case. One may

CHANGE CARDNS and then add cards in the ordinary way, or one may use the

BEGIN INSERT option.

CHANGE CARDNS renumbers card nnnnnn, making it card

mmmmmm. It then takes cards sequentially and numbers them mmmmmm+100,

mmmmmm+200, and so on, until either the end of the log section, or another

merge control card which causes or stops renumbering is encountered. Usually
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the new initial number is coded mmmm. AGCONVRS interprets this as the

four high order digits. Once renumbering has been performed, there is usually

enough space to insert the cards.

More logical, however, is to use BEGIN INSERT. This allows the in-

sertion of any number of new cards into the coding. In fact, the best way is to

include 2 9 18 25

0001 CHANGE CARNNS TO COO]

at the beginning of the log section. Then any number of inserts, substitutions or

deletions may be made within the log section, and the numbering will retain the

form 000100, 000200, ---, nnnnOO, ---.

To insert any number of cards at any point in the coding, use

NNNNAN REGIN INSERT

The number nnnnnn may either be free or may already be assigned to a card

image. In the former case, there is no problem; the cards following the insert

card are placed in the file and assigned sequence numbers nnnnnn, nnnnnn+200,

nnnnnn+200, ---. The cards previously in the file which had sequence numbers

higher than nnnnnn are renumbered similarly, starting with the sequence number

assigned the last card in the insert plus 100. If the number nnnnnn is not free,

then it is necessary to consider whether or not the card with sequence number

nnnnnn is to be replaced (by the first card following the insert card). If it is not

to be replaced, then it is necessary that the first card following the insert card be

an exact duplicate of the card with sequence number nnnnnn. If card nnnnnn

is to be replaced, then of course, the first card following the insert card must be

the card that it is intended to replace card nnnnnn with.

The end of the group of cards that is to be inserted at nnnnnn is

marked by 9 18

END INSERT

END INSERT does not turn off renumbering. Its purpose is to indicate that the

detail cards which follow it are to be treated individually by AGCONVRS. If an-

other insert card immediately follows the detail cards of the previous insert, an

end insert card is not needed.

Cards following an insert card do not need to be numbered. Any sequence

numbers will be ignored. It is necessary to have the appropriate character punched

in column one (e. g., a remarks card must have the R punched).
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It is also possible to force the sequence number of the first card of the

insert to any desired value, provided that value is greater than the sequence number

of the card the insert is to follow. This is dope by coding
2 18 5

NNNNNN REGIN INSFRT WITH MMMMMM

Usually the number selected as the sequence number of the first card of the insert

will have the form mmmm00.

4.4 Assembler Instructions

The assembler must be taken into consideration during three phases of

program development. First, during coding, certain instructions to the assembler

must be included. Their purpose is to enable the assembler to assign addresses

and locations at assembly time, and to check that the programer does not violate

certain addressing requirements. These instructions are local in effect, in that

their influence extends at most over a log section. Often there are several such

instructions within a log section. There are also assembler instructions which

generate constants, reserve erasable locations, equate symbols and generate

addresses. These are included with the coding in appropriate places.

The second function of the assembler which the programer must provide

instructions for is the collecting of subroutines at assembly time. This is done by

including cards of the form 18 25

NNNNNN SUBRO SUBNAME

in the main section of the program. Subroutines are simply added on at the end of

the main program in the order in which their SUBRO cards appeared in (MAIN).

SUBRO cards may be scattered throughout the main program, since at assembly time

they are used to construct a table which is then used after PASSIGEN has completely

read (MAIN) to issue calls to AGCONVRS for the cards in the subroutines. Let it

be emphasized again that SUBROUTINES in AGC coding are simply housekeeping

devices. Thus, it is perfectly natural that the assembler simply strings the sub-

routines to (MAIN).

The third way in which the programer must instruct the assembler is to

cause the assembler to carry out its entire set of functions. That is, the programer

must make up a deck which causes the assembler program to execute. Again, the

deck will consist of JCL (as specified in 4.1), plus certain directors and subdirectors

peculiar to the assembler.
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The various forms of the assembler director are as follows:

*x ASSEMBLE REVISION n OF AGC PROGRAM progname BY programer

x ASSEMBLE REVISION n OF AGC SUBROUTINE subname BY programer

«| ASSEMBLE REVISION n OF AGC SEGMENT segname BY programer

omREVISION n OF AGC PROGRAM progname BY programer

In all cases, the file of card images indicated in the director card is assembled.

In the case of a program with SUBRO cards, those subroutines are assembled as

part of the program. The segment assembly requires that the program named

on the subdirector has already been assembled, and that the object module is

available on AGCBO2. The segment assembly uses the symbol table of the program

in order to determine definitions, conflict and so on.

By substituting # for * on a director, one can assemble directly from

cards inthe input stream. The input cards are not stored. The object module is

stored on AGCBO2 as usual,

4.5 Examples and Stray Hints

The foregoing presentation has been somewhat abstract and discrete.

This section will provide examples of the use of the GAP system in the form of

sample decks and the output associated with each. The idea is to indicate some

of the possibilities, rather than to demonstrate exactly how to use the system.

A pretty fair rule is: if this manual does not inveigh against it, or if your common

sense does not tell you it is foolish, then the scheme you are contemplating will

probably work, and almost certainly will not get you in serious trouble, The

reason that this cavalier statement can be made is that all error conditions that are

caused by improper control cards can be recovered from by using only control

cards for the GAP system; no additional programs or data sets are necessary.

In general, most sequences of tasks (directors) are valid provided the

individual director is valid. Further, all sequences of merge control cards are

valid. It is not valid to telescope tasks, since the presence of a control card in

the input stream would be interpreted as the end of the old task and the start of the

new. It is not valid to include acceptor cards or merge control cards in the

creation of a new file from cards. It is not valid to add or delete log sections during

version creation (this is an as yet unresolved anomaly in the GAP system). It is

not valid to have more than one assembly per job step. At most ten log sections

may be added or deleted during any update. Other invalid usages are recognized

by the system as mistakes, and some message is printed.
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The output generated by a GAP job comes in two parts. The first part is

the on-line output, the second is printed from the GAPOUT tape.

The on line output contains information on the person whose name appeared
on the JOB card, the JCL the input deck contained together with the JCL in the

catalog procedure AGCASM, and various OS/360 messages and codes. Next comes

reports on the outcome of the tasks requested of the GAP system. These will in-

clude reasons why a task was impossible, and also printout of cards added or deleted,

and the first hundred or so cussed lines of an assembly. It also contains a section

on assembly evaluation. If a directory listing was requested this comes next,

followed by the list of assembled programs resident on AGCBO2 (the VTOC list).

The final part of the normal on-line output is the accounting information.

The printout of the GAPOUT tape consists of a listing of the assembled

program together with several tables containing information on the program. The

program is divided into (MAIN) and SUBROUTINE sections, and within these into

L (log) sections.

At the top of each page of the printout from the GAPOUT tape is repro-

duced the assembly director which requested the assembly. Also at the top of the

page are the data and time the assembly was made, (MAIN) or SUBROUTINE and

revision number and page. The next line contains L log name, the page number

within the log section (user's page no. ), and current setting of EBANK and SBANK.

Following this two line heading are the detail cards. Column 1 contains

an R, A, P or blank. Columns 2-7 contain the sequence number. If there is a P or

R in column 1, the card is simply printed out. If there is an A in column 1, then the

card is printed starting in column 49. If column 1 is blank, then columns 9-26 con-

tain the number of the reference to the tag in the address field, and the page of last

reference to that tag. Columns 30-36 contain bank and location within bank informa -
tion. Bank information is in octal, while the within bank location is in octal.

Columns 39-46 contain either another address if the operand is one which is reserving

more than one location, or an octal representation of the contents of the AGC word

at that location. The tag field starts in column 50, the op code starts in column 59

and the address field starts in column 66. Columns 82 onward are used for remarks.

Since there are six octal positions available, and only five are necessary

to represent an AGC word, some explanation is in order. For the separate repre-

sentation of the operand and address portion of the word it is necessary to represent

both the 4 bit operand and the 10 bit address. The minimum number of octal places

for the first is two, and for the second is four. Those instructions which can be

represented by three bits print out only a single place octal number, and the full

address is printed out. If the instruction requires 4 bits, then the instruction is

4-11



printed out in two octal places. In this case if the address only uses 9 bits only
©

three octal places are used, while if more than 9 bits are used for the address the

op code is incremented, an apostrophe is placed in column 44, and only three octal

places are printed out. Note that 2777 is the highest displacement used, so that itis

impossible for the op code to be incremented by more than two.

As an example, consider these two possibilities;

54,003 TS

55,400 TS

In binary these would be

011 100 O00 O00 011

5 4 0 0 3 in both cases the op code

011 101 100 000 000
is 0111.

5 5 4 0 0

Other cases are decoded analogously.

Following the actual program are several tables containing information

about the program. In sequence these are the symbol table, the undefined symbol

table, the unreferenced symbol table, erasable & equals cross-reference table,

memory type and availability display, count data (from COUNT and COUNT*

assembler operations), paragraphs generated (this includes module, side sense

line and wire information), octal listing, occupied locations table and a list of the

subroutines used.

The following printout is selected from several runs. It should illustrate

fairly well the kinds of output to be expected. The various tables for the AGC program

are not included, since they are both self-explanatory, and of no use until the pro-

grammer has a certain expertise.
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JOB ACTOEZE

”

SOeee eee VIC1S . StPTe 291569 Ft eeeeee HELP FCRK YCUR COMPUTER PRCBLEMSe

CCG STAFF PEMBERS ARE AVAILABLE TC FELP YOU WITH YOUR COMPUTER PROBLEMS:

MARTHA PENNELL GENERAL CCNSULTING
CATALOGED PROCEDURES
FCRT RAN»PL/I BAL
LIPSVC »FORMAC ,CRBF

PUBLISHER

CAVE LYNCe WAC, MAC—TC-FCRTRAN

BeTTy SILVER CRBeeSYSTEM

NANCY CLARK (MORNINGS ONLY) MAU pFOR TRANS PLOTTING

FL/I

PcTe& RUBERTS LIPSsvc

DAVE LATIMER CAP

RUSS FANEUF
,

FILL I

ANN HATHAWAY MAC sFCRTRAN,CRBE

BILL bwHITTEMOKE PL/IT»LIPSVC

ECe ECUCFER TASE STORAGE

ACCUUNT ING ADMINISTRATION

cRNIE SABINE SYSTEMsPACK PAINTCNARCE

BARBARA UcHKOER PUBLISHER» MANUALS »4EMCS

MARK KATZ PL/I,CRBE

SSHPSPHRESHRIAEHVHTH VABHSE SSIS FER HHSHHHSTIHS SKARAHEKRECHERECHAKSEEKERS HKEKERSEEHS SHSKKEKES SEER SRSEKCEKKEHES HKERHKEKRAKEHES AEE

eee eeene Y9N18 AUGUST 13,5 1505 #¥44eae% DEMISE OF VCGeMCKSE MAC, OCGeMORSELIB, FIC.

TL7-116 X827-)7)

ILT-LI6R XO2)-447

IL7-22) X82)-1674

IL7-149 C x821~5e5

IL7-325 XS21-191 -

IL 7=129 X821-104

IL7-129 XA29-151

TUL7-14°CxX821-585

IL7-14¢C x871=-565

TL7-1510 X621-234

IL7=-129 X82) -2¢62

ILT-149B X82)-231

IL7-129 X821-2792

EFFECTIVE IMMEVIATELY 0CGeMURSEMAC HOS BELN KENAMED COGeSYSMACs AS LF 8/13/69 DCGeMORSEL IB, OCGeMORSEPBS, OCGeMORSEMON HAVE

BEEN KENAMEC CCGeSYSLIB, DCGeSYSUBJ» ANC CCGeSYSMOVe. PROCCDUPES *RFMA', *REMAL®, *PEMUA', AND *REMUAL' HAVE BEEN CHANGED TO

®OCGA', "DCGAL%s *CCGUA%, ANC *CCGLAL® FeSPECTIVELY.

EHHEE9FSESDHSHHTHTHVKEESEHHHEOH HEHEPOKTEHER SESS SHES ERERSEKEERESET ERRSSEEAETE SCHKSHKEHSEEKEEEHEEESEEREOSETOERETESERETERE



PI-d

4/A0T6E26

4/7 ExKEC AGC

KX PRCC ASMLIST="*UNIT=( TAPESsoD
KX

XKUA

XKMACPAC

JISUSPRINT

_

ASYSPRINT
XXSYSCUT
MXSYSLOUMP
KXSYS FUNCh

xxOCC ARC

XKRFDIR OD

XXRFUTL

KKRFELT2

KKTEMPSTOR
KXINTERPAS
XXVULBINC1
Kx

XXYULBINO2
xXx

XAYULBINTP
ax

4 (7UAe)SYSIN

BEGIN STEP

TEF2Z3€1 ALL

JCB U3STS,LANCYeS GAP OCCUPEATATICN

SHSSSOKSESESSESSSOSCKESOSSSOSSESEHEESEEESE

e ‘

e JOB: AQ76626 *

* PROBLEM: C375 *

* PKOGKAMMERS LANOYeS *

* KOOM: IL? -2308 MS@ 64 *

* EXTENSION: 1260 %

*® HOME PHONE: &€1-8654 *

* *

e *SHWSSESCHEESSHESHESSESKSESSHSSEKSEEE ESS

ASM eASPLEST=*SVSCUTHA®

FILE=GAPU01,OIR=1

€xKEC PGM=MACFETCH, PARMSAGCASM,RECICA=450KeT IME=15

CD CSNAME=SYSL.USERL 1Be¢DISP=SHR
DD SYSCLT=(A_ e005)

DD SYSOUT=A

UC CAS®LIST
DD SYSOUT=AeSPACE=(TRK o(} 5Ub eRLSE)
OC SYSOUT=B,OCB=( BLKSIZE#LE&C)

CO VOLUME=SER=EFILEsUNIT=2314,CSNAME=AGCPRIGM,DISP=OLD
UNI T=2301 sSPACE=(TRK (10 52))

OC UNIT=2314e¢SPACE=(C VL(2,1) ),0CB8=BLKSIZE=7280
CO UNIT=(23146»pSEPHCRFUTLIbe SPACE=(TRKs (he 3000)

DD LNIT=2301eSPACE=CTRK, (2609
CC CSNAME=SYSLeUT2,CISP=OLD

bD LNIT=2314 eV CLUME=SER= ACC BU2pSPACE=(C¥Lo(2el)eRLSE Dy

DISP=(NEWePASS)
oo UNIT 22314» VCLUMC=SER=AGCEN2,SPACE=(CVL (21) eRLSED»

OLSsP=CLO

CC VOLUME=SER=GAPAGIN»LABELSC1, ALD,
LNIT=(TAPED »,OLFER)D,DISF=(,KEEP)

0D *

L: REGICN=450K MAXTIME= 152000 PGM=MACFETCH

OCe FOR AQ7T6626 UA

TEF2371 mACPAC ON 347

IEF2Z371 SYSPRINT ON 346

IEF2371 S¥SOUT UN 346

IEF2Z371 SYSUDUPF Ch 346

IEF2371 SYSPLNCH ON 346

IEF23713 CCC ARO ON 452

IcF2371 RFOIR cN 1CO

IEF2371 RFUTI CN 456

I1EF2Z371 RFUT2 ON 3241

IEF2Z371 TEPFSTCR CK 1CO

IEF2371 INTERPAS ON 237

IEFZ371I VUL BINGL ON 454

IEFZ3TI YLLBINO2 CN 454

IEF2371 VU BINTP ON OC3

IEFZ3T7TI SYSIN CN 45€

DENO

EFER) e LABEL =( NL) » VCLUME=SER=GAPOUT'» XI09LNG00

¢cc20cu0
05030000
NNCGFC99

vn0scc co

anceoéeccoo

v0dTCLOC
9980060

ocngs¢oco

ON1LNOHNG
0011€000

OC1L26000
691300600
cG14c004

xu0150C-00

60160000

x0C1 70C00
AH1LBCOCO

xOu1 96000

£92c¢90C0

C9N6169 03222221
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GAPS ASStMBLE REVISION 1 UF AGC SEGMENT GAPDEM BY DUCCUMENTATION

tL

PCubl
ROOV2

RCCO3

RUUU4

RVOO5S

Rovoce

RQvVUT

ROUOB

RGOU9

ROG1O

ROOIL

ROO12
R0013

RGO14
ROU1L5

Ru lo

ROC1T

ROU1B

RUC1S

RCO2U

RVV21

ROG22
RUO23

ROO24

KOU2Z5

ROVU2Z6

Ge27
0028

vu29

cn30

ou31

Gu32

0633

0034

0u35

cC36

vu3T

Cu38

v039

Vv04U0

co4l

0042

WCRSE

@eeee FUOLLURING CakuU IMAGES,
Seeee TG THE GAP ASSEMBLER.

PROGEX

JMLOVP

JéTWO

J¥FOLR

JMTEN

wYERS

J*SUP

JMLPCN

eeees COCE RESULTING FRUM ThE

KEF

ROCF

REF

Ptr

REF

RLF

REF

REF

REF

REF

PLE

REF

Rut

RLF

T

i

~~

mem

Le

ewe)
ee
oe

SETLCC KEENTRY
BANK

EBANK= JMSUM

CGOUNT® $$/JCHA

CA MYEBS

TS EBANK

CA JMFCUR
TS JMSUM

CA J*TEN

TS JMLPCAT

C4 JMTWG

AUS JPSUM

ccs JMLPECNT
tT JPLOCeP

Tc cNOCF JCB

cec 2

Cec 4

Orc Ju

GCT 624fy

SETLUC 2449
BANK

ERASE 41

EQLALS JMSUM +1

LAST

LAST
LAST

4

25 9239
259250
E5,14uyu

2572uCu
2592 nrl

25 9202
2520065

254204

2592405

25527. 6
25027
25e20hu
2522711
252512

25 92°13

WITHCLT *R*® ANC LOE NUMBERS, WERE INPUT
STOUR A OES OTE T TESTE SE EEEEREREERR EERE RE

FRANK 25
FIND VACANT LCCATICNS IN FRANK 25
EPBANK 5

SWITCH TO EBANK §
A

SUM = A
INITIAL TZ4TIUN OF LOOP COUNTER

8

SUM = SUM + 8

TEST LCCP COUNTER ANC LECREMERT
+, GO BACK

+09 ENC

CONSTANT FUK EBANK §

EEANK 5

RESERVE 2 LUCATIUNS, CALL FIRST JMSUM
CALL SECCAC LCCATICN JMPLCNT

ABOVE INPUT 4e46@

seTLOC RETNTRY

BANK

cBANK= JMSUM

CUUNT* $$/JUFN

3.2916 1 PRCGEX CA MYcB5

64 403 Ts UBANK

3 2ul4 CA JMFUUK

S5E*4Cl 4 TS JMSUM

32015 1 CA IMTEN

5£°4ClL 1 JPeLCCP TS JMLPCNT

2 2913 1 CA JIMTHG

27°4ne Vv AOS JMSUM

11*4:1 1 ccs JMLPCNT

& 2cc5 v Tc JPLCOP

0 5u45 6 TC ENCOFUCe

CCuu2 © IMT CEC 2

2258 SEPT 16,1569 (MAIN PAGF

USER*S PAGE NC. }

FRANK 25
FINC VACANT LOCATIONS IN FBANK 25
EPANK 5

SWITCH TO CFPANK
A

SUM = 4

INITIALIZATION FF OLONP COUNTER

P

SUM = SUM + Pp

TEST LCOP COUNTER AND LECPEMENT
+e

e ’

GC BbACK

END

5

4
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GAPS:

t

0643

0044

0045

0046

0047

0648

0U49

ASSEMBLE REVISION 2 OF AGC SEGMENT GAPCEM BY COCUMENTATION

MCRSE

RtF 4 LAST 4

2542014
2552015
25,2016

E5,1400
E5,14¢Cy
€5414Cu
ES st4ul

00064 6

00012 1
C240 1

E551401

JMFOUR

JMTEN

MYFBS5

JMSUM

J¥LPCNT

*

OFC

CEC

OcT

SETLOC
BANK

ERASE

EQUALS

4

19

024690

2400

+1

JMSUM #1

2:58 SEPT 16,1969 (MAIN) PAGE

USER*S PAGE NO. 2 F5

CONSTANT FOR EBANK 5

FBANK 5

RESERVE 2 LOCATIONS, CALL FIRST JMSUM
CALL SECOND LOCATION JMPLCNT

5
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GAPS ASSEMBLE REVISIUN 1 UF AGC SEGMENT GAPO&M BY DOCLMENTATION

L

PO1L42

0143
G144
6145

0146

0147
vl48

C149

01590
ols.
0152

0153
C154
vis5

0156

6157
0158
0159

C160

Vvlel
O1bzZ

C163
0164

0165

C166
0167

c16é8
0169

0170
C17.
0172
C173

0174
0175

0176
V177
Ul76

MCRSE

EXAMPLE OF SIMPLE INTERPRETIVE FRCGRAW

KEF

REF
RLF

REF

REF

REF

REF

REF

REF
KLE

KEF

REF

REF

hee

PEF

FEF

3

1
3

1

N

mA

ny

WwW

a)
pee

LAST

LAST

LAST

LAST

LAST

LAST

LAST

LAST

LAST

LAST

6 Tu

2592.0)
2592963
E5—914CZ

73

26,2063
2542764
259265
25,2066
2592067
25 p2ule
250071
2592072
25 92873
254274
2592075
2592076
25,2u77
25 ee liu

25,7161
25ed1u2
252103
25ec104
255215
2552106
25-2107
2592110
25-2111
25e2112
252k13
26,7114
2502115

E5149)
e5el4c2
t5.14L2
b594424
6591446

36 51%

Cc éccec
66201

Ovvul

voos1
Ouuvo2

T777uU

CCGCE
64743

02447
C2441
55523

€2433

41406

717641

C2403
C6455

50375
62411
77626

71314°

§)375

C2417

17626

T1306

T7500

52072
uv 5045

€551423
C5,1445
E5,)467

CcOF-
rece
new
Ce

OC

Oe
ew

oe
Oe

eK

oe
hw

OO
ee

XM

MATLOUP

MXMEINC

INMATA
INMAT?2

OUTMAT

SeTLUC GEENTRY

BARK

ERANK= IANMATI
COUNT® $$/JUHN

TC INTPRET
SETPL SSP

60

$1

CEC 2

AXxTs]
nec é

OLUAL*® PDUL®?
INMAT2 #180¢1
INMST2 412D yt

PODL* VOLE

INMAT2 46C,1

PUSH PUSH
ccT

IAWATI

STORE GUTMAT #6Vel
VLC4D DOT

INMAT) ¢6U

STAOR
STCRE UUTMAT 422Del
VLCAD OCT

INMAT1 ¢120

STAOR

STCKE CUTMAT #3 HD61
TIXel EXIT

MATLCCP

Tc ENDME JOB

SETLUC 24."
BANK

cRASEt #170

cOASE #170

CRoaSL #170

22158 SEPT 1691969

USER *S PAGE NOs

Z CUMPONENT
Y CCMPONENT

x COMPONENT

FIRST INPUT MATEIX

SFCUND INPUT MATRIX
QUTPUT MATRIX

(MAINI

4

PAGE

3

9
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STATISTICAL INFORMATION FOR DATASET AGCPROGM

THE

THE

THE

THE

THE

THE

THE

NUMBER OF RECORDS IN THE LINEAR PORTION OF THE FILE IS 16166C ( 71% FULL )

NUMBER OF RECORDS IN THE OVERFLOW PORTION OF THE FILE IS 29316 € 81% FULL )

LINEAR FILE STARTS AT BLOCK 1 AND HAS BEEN ASSIGNED2560 BLOCKS

OVERFLOW FILE sTARTS AT BLOCK 2501 AND HAS BEEN ASSIGNED 400 BLOCKS

DyRECTORY STARTS AT BLOCK 2901 AND IS USING 671 BLOCKS

NUMBER OF PHYSICAL EXTENTS IS CURRENTLY 1

BLOCK SIZE CIN BYTES}? IS 720+ ANO THE LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH (BYTES) IS 80

VOLUME=GAPNEL18 AUG 69 17:239:49,29 PAGE NO 1



6I-F

TABLE OF CCNTENTS FOR NATASET AGCPROGM

LATEST
PAGE REVISION = Loe

286 3 AAPCOM

28R 5 AAPLUM

172
. 1 ACORSCHK

226 3 ATOJOE

68 5 ALESKIP

9. 21 ALEXA

a7 1 ALE XADF

86 1 ALEXRASE

242 13 ALIGNCOM

407 6 ARTEMIS

256 1 AUXERASE

251 2 AUXP2NS

252 2 AUKP355S

267 1 al IN

244 1 PONSTAIDO

748 1 BCNSTBOS

345 4 acostccn

249 4 BC OSTCUM

VOLUME=GAPNL2 18 AUG 69

mnie wen nnn — REMARKS

VERSTCN OF COMANCHE REVISICN 55
AUTHOR=VELLA 15:02 APR.

VERSICN OF LUMENARY REVISION $6
AUTHORSVELLA 14:36 APR.

AUTHOR=THE MAD LOADER

VERSION OF COMAID
AUTHOR=TURNBULL

VERSICN QF SKIPPER
AUTHORZALE XA

REVISION 27
19:19 MAR,

REVISION 50

VERSTCN OF COLOSSUS REVISION 224
AUTHOR=SORANT

VERSION OF KOOLADE

AUTHORSALEXA

9:20 DEC.

REVISION 57

VERSION OF KILFRASE REVISION 74
AUTHORS ALEXA

VERSION OF COMANCHE REVISION 51
AUTHOR= PSNGROUP-BARNERTU7Ws17 JUNE

VERSICN OF COMANCHE REVISION 67
AUTHOR=LATONA 23245 AUG.

VERSICN OF LUMERASE REVISION 192
AUTHNR=AU XBOX

VERSTON GF LEMP24S
AUTHORS AUXBOX

VERSTON OF CEMP31S
AUTHOR=AUXBOX

VERSION OF FLY
AUTHOR=BAT

VERSICN OF COMAID
AUTHOREZELOIN

VERSToan oF CHIEFTAN
AUTHOR=ZELDIN

18:14 MAR.»

REVISION 114
17:23 MAR.

REVISION 102

17:18 APR,

REVISION 109
17:23

REVISION 29

1:85

REVISION 26

1:55

VERSION OF SAVECOME REVISION 5
AUTHOR=C RAMER-ZELDIN 13:46

VERSION OF COMANCHE REVISION 51
AUTHORSCRAMER=ZELDIN 13:46

MAR,

MAR,

MAR»

JUNE

JUNE

17239249029

15,1969

18,1969

1291969

12,1968

18,1969

15,1969

2771969

24,1969

941969

24.1969

19,1969

19,1969

19,1969

10,1969

PAGE NO 1



02-F

INTERNAL STRUCTURE OF SUBFILE/VERSION COMANCHE

INTERNAL

REVISION #

119

lat

91

92

93

99

107

1ll2

116

122

123

13 9

133

151

152

172

172

192

198

202

203

207

213

219

22°

221

FLAGS

B & 2 ACTUAL BEYISION NUMBER

450116)

450216)

46

4T

48

49

45012)

40202)

49e3(2)

49 04(2)

492512)

492602)

496702)

49e8l9)

492912)

490,95)

4901112)

49e12(2)

4501312)

49-1412)

49201512)

Ge LS5(2ve101)

49el,(2)

49e17(2)

46-1512)

4921912)

VOLUME=GAP00 1 18 AUG 69 17239349029 PAGE NO 141
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AGCBO2 TABLE CF CUNTCNTS FCR VOLUME SERTAL=AGCBU2
.

DAY=2E9 3324 6€9/16/69 PAGE 2

menee ee ne eens CSNAME- SERIAL SEO. _CRECT_. _ExPOT._ LSO BECEM BLKSZ LRECL KEY OP IBKAL LkkuS EX SEcgu I

AGCPROGeLUMINARYSRI17 AGCBOZ 90U1l 68/15/69 08/26/69 PS U 3998 ¢ an et 4C 3e ic

AGCPRCGeLUMINAFY.RI18 AGCBRU2 AGOL Ce/Z076S €&/22/69 PS U 300-8 ¢ “ 6h 60 38 #3 1c
AGC PRCGeLLMIRIGe REGS AGCBUZ CUPL 04/01/69 04/01/69 PS U 3¢N8 ¢ cen ef 5 1 1c

AGC PRCGeLUMIRIG.RIIG AGCB92 WOOL 8/12/69 18/24/69 PS YU 3908 ¢ y BA 2 15 1 ic
AGCPRCGeLUMFERF RUDD AGCE92 GUC] CéE/23/69 €6/23/69 PS U 3cce c % ec 2¢ 15 1 1¢
AGCPRCGeLUMPERF.RILE AGCBY2 BOIL 62/12/69 08/28/69 PS U 3u68 C ¢ 69 2u 16 1 ic
AGCPRCCeLUMYAGSIARII6 AGCBC2 9OUL 68/14/69 98/14/69 PS U 3an8 6 C ac en 15 1 1¢
AGCPRKCGeLLMES. ku02 AGCBC] YHIL 03/29/69 €5/27/69 PS U 3308 ¢ « en 4 36 1 1c¢
AGCPROGeMANCHES 5e2ROC2 AGCBO2 ‘WIL 83/29/69 (5/19/69 PS U 2°06 ig nN Bt ae 39 ] ic
AGCPRCGeMANCHESLORGGZ AGCB"2 CIIL €4/24/6S 64/25/69 PS U a8 a Cc e8O of 279 ~#21 1c
AGC PRCGe MERGCHK A REOS AGCBN?A 9991 65/02/69 L5/02/69 PS YU 31°C8 a © 6t 2¢ 1 1 ic

AGCPRCECNAVIGATESRKUIS AGCBS2 COCL C8/12/69 G9/34/69 PS oY acre c ¢ 8&0 4c 39 2 ic
AGCPRCGeNAVIGATESROLS AGCBY2 OOOL1 €8/2C/ES UB/29/69 PS U acre ¢ © en 4t 39 1 1¢
AGCPROG eNMNCHE ROC] AGCEeV2 Wu 07/29/69 v8/21/69 PS U 3arce ¢ C Bf ar 38 2 1c
AGCPRCG eNMNCHES RUO2 AGCBA2 NUO1L Ce/21/6S (09/49/69 PS oY 38 ¢ uo se 4 38 (1 1c
AGC PRCGeAPACHESR003 AGCBu2 Ul OS/3276S CS/15/69 PS U acre C fy 8% 4( 38 «(21 ic
AGCPROGGRBITeRCO3 AGCB92 Quul 64/11/69 64/11/69 PSU are C . 60 4 39 (1 1c¢
AGCPRCGeFIFCRTHC.RUUB AGCBLZ UL C4/10/6S (4/106 769 PS YU 3aere e 2 80 2c 16 1 1c

AGCPRCGeFLTESTS FOC] AGCHE2 OVAL 5/06/69 25/14/69 PS U 37 e c € pa . 4 29 (2 1¢
AGCPRLGeFCRTALRCG1 AGCBGZ 90J1 C5/17/69 C5/17T/09 PS U 300 6 C ¢ e¢ 20 1) ic
AGC PRCGeFRROCCM.RO21 AGCBLZ Cuvl 0O7/2176S LE/21/69 PS U 3CT& ( ce aC 4c 3°) (1 Cc
AGCPROG ePRROCOM.RG2ZE AGCBU2 9671 ©8/14/6S 98/29/69 PS U 3cra ¢ f eft 4e 39 (3 ic
ACCPRCG oP wROCUMSROZ7 AGCBO2 JI9GL GB/20/6S GB8/20/69 PS U 3°C8 ( men 4 39° «2 1c
AGC PRCGeFATEOPTC. RUUB ACCBX2 YQVL 99709769 LS/NGS/69 PS U 308 G ( en et 39 «2 ve
AGCPROGeRATEOPTCeRVUD AGCBV2 AML LCS/1LL/69 V9/10769 PSU 3c 8 Cc OR ae 36 (2 ic
AGCPRCGeFATECPTCeRCIO AGCBLZ Wel CS/1L/ES CS/IE/69 PS YU 3¢ca c & 8) a 39 2 ic
AGCPRCGeRESCALE 20K 0C2 AGCbV2 8991 05/13/7669 G7/07/69 PS U 3Cr8R € G@ eo 46 a9 1C

AGCCPRCGSRUINECJRCO4S AGCBC2 JVOUL 04/11/69 ©5/23/09 PS U 3008 ¢ t an a( 39 «(1 ic

AGCPRCG.SAVARYOROG] AGCCPO2Z O01 CE/I5/ES LESLE/609 PS LU 3B c fr 80 et 36 (21 ic

AGCPROG.SAVARY.RUC2 ACCBEV2 USVL 06/17/69 ~6/17/69 PS oU ance ¢ ¢ ef 4 38 2 1c
AGCPROCGeSAVARYoeRO%3 AGCBC2 OUSL CB/05/69 GB45/69 PSU 3¢08 C F an 4l 3a 1 1¢

AGCPRCGe SERVICHEe RU25 AGCCBY2 39UR 07/18/65 CS/04/69 PS U 3¢re c «Ar 4¢ 3R 1 1c
AGCPROGsSERVICHESRU29 AGCAuZ seVL 08/14/69 68/14/69 =PS OU arc nf ft pe ay 38 1 1c
AGCPRCGeSERVICKE SRD 3U AGCBC2 utvl CS/O1/ES LS/12769 PS U 3¢°8 C * BO 4 3e 1 1c
AGCPRCGe SCLARSPYeRCL? AGCA SY!VOIL O7/10/769 &T/10 769 PS oU 3.008 ¢ 1 PN ae 33 2 1c

AGCCPRCGeSTAKTRAKRUILS AGCBC2 WIR C7/E2 469 CT/ES2/69 =PS UU 3. @ (BY aw 38 } lc.
AGCPRCGe STARTRAKeRUZ1 AGCBt2 Wl CT/1C/7E9 CT7/1LE O69 «PS oU 300 & “RA at 36 2 1¢
AGCPROGeSUNDANCESR ICE ACCBu2 JsdJl UCT/31/E9 68/30/69 PS U acre ¢ fan 4¢ 37 #1 1c
AGCPRCGeSUNDISK e282 AGCBL2 INVL 62/05/69 82/05/69 PS oY 2908 t J Bo 4¢ 37 #1 1c
AGCPRCGe THORARUUT AGCAN2 JDL 7/03/69 47703769 PS ou 30re8 c Oe ar af 39° (oY ic
AGCPROGsYAHOO.COS AGCBit2 SIL =93/13/69 13/27/69 PS U 307-8 G ty ple of 29 1 1c

<<<<< END VTOC 84 VATA SETS >>>>>
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5. GAP MANUFAC TURING

5.1 Introduction

The manufacturing facility of the GAP system provides a means of con-

verting binary AGC programs stored in direct access storage to a variety of forms

and mediums suitable for input to certain external devices and processes. The

devices and processes referred to are described in the sections concerned with

specific manufacturing tasks. Additionally, GAP Manufacturing has a feature that

allows two binary AGC programs to be compared and all differences listed.

Each time an AGC program is manufactured, a record is appended to

a permanent data set called the Manufacturing History Data Set. This record in-

cludes the identification of the AGC program(s), the date and time of manufacture,

what type of manufacturing was done, and a notation as to whether the job was

successfully completed or not. In the case of a binary comparison, Statistics con-

cerning the number of words and paragraphs that differed and the number(s) of the

rope module(s) affected are also included.

The entire contents of the Manufacturing History Data Set may be listed

whenever desired by executing the catalogued procedure GAPPMHST. Asa matter

of practice, this is commonly done after each manufacture by inserting the card

4/ EXEC GAPPMHST

after the last manufacturing subdirector card in the job control deck. It will be seen

that this practice is followed in most of the examples scattered throughout the text.

One other permanent data set, called the Master Deck Sequence Number

Data Set, is maintained in conjunction with manufacturing. This data set consists

of a single record that contains a six-digit decimal integer called the Master Deck

Sequence Number. Whenever a master deck is manufactured, the current Master

Deck Sequence Number is retrieved and used as a label. This number is increased

by one before restoring it to the Master Deck Sequence Number Data Set. Thus

every master deck is provided with a unique identification. Execution of the cata-

logued procedure GAPPMHST will also list the current contents of the Master Deck

Sequence Number Data Set.
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Special programs exist for initializing both the Manufacturing History
Data Set and the Master Deck Sequence Number Data Set - see Appendix A. A

typical page of the Manufacturing History Data Set Listing is shown in Appendix B,
along with a list of abbreviations used.

Finally it must be noted that although the. modules which perform manu-

facturing are link-edited to form part of the overlay load module called by the

catalog procedure AGCASM, it is not traditional to perform manufactures this

way. There are separate catalog procedures which call a load module designed
especially for performing manufacturing tasks. This special load module is simpler
than that called by AGCASM, and thus saves computer space and time.

5.2 MANUFACTURE Tasks

The following manufacturing tasks may be performed by invoking the

correct procedure: |

1) PUNCH SYMBOL TABLE

2) PUNCH MASTER DECK

3) PUNCH SYMBOL TABLE AND MASTER DECK

4) PUNCH 36K CORE ROPE SIMULATOR TAPE

5) COMPARE binary AGC program A
WITH binary AGC program B

6) WRITE PORTAFAM TAPE

7) PUNCH 36K BRAID WIRING TAPE

In reference to tasks 1 through 3 above, the word "PUNCH" is a misnomer,

and is retained only for historical reasons; in actuality 80-character card images are

written on magnetic tape, and no cards are punched. Task 4 includes the ability
to write DIGISTORE tape or magnetic tape as well as to punch paper tape; the desired

output medium is specified by the appropriate subdirector card. Tasks 1 through
6 are discussed under separate headings in the following text. Task 7 is available

only to members of the Digital Development Group and will not be discussed further.

Questions concerning its use should be directed to the Digital Development Group

(H. Robert Howie, Jr.).

Any attempt to manufacture a binary AGC program that has been flagged
as a bad assembly will result in an abort in Tasks 2, 3, 6, and 7: the manufacture

is allowed to proceed in Tasks 1, 4, and 5. In any event, the message

Pil} }sekee WARNING. WARNING. YOU ARE ATTEMPTING TO PROCESS A BAD

ASSEMBLY. WARNING. WARNING, *****{!11{ is printed 100 times in the output

listing and the letter "B" is inserted in the manufacturing history record.
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The manufacturing output listing may contain error messages or codes.

Messages and User Codes are listed in Appendix C along with the appropriate action

to be taken. The presence of a System Code other than 000 usually implies that

serious system problems exist; in this case a GAP system expert should be con-

sulted (David P. Latimer).

5.3 MANUFACTURE JOB Deck

A binary AGC program is manufactured by submitting for computer run

a deck that contains the following cards:

a) a JOB card

b) a JOBLIB card if the output medium is DIGISTORE tape

c) an EXEC ute card that names a catalogued procedure that invokes

GAP manufacturing

d) a SYSIN card

e) a Director Card containing the name, revision number and author

of the AGC program to be manufactured or compared

f) one or more Subdirector Cards that specify the manufacturing
task to be performed, the output medium to be used, the number(s)

of the paragraph(s) of the AGC program to be processed, or the

identification of the second AGC program in a comparison task.

g) an EXEC ute card to print the Manufacturing History Data Set

h) an EXEC ute card to run the Master Deck Tape Checking and File

Duplicating Program if the task is PUNCH MASTER DECK

i) an EXEC ute card to list the PORTAFAM program tape if the task

is WRITE PORTAFAM TAPE

j) a job step termination card (/*)

Many examples of job decks that illustrate the use of the cards appear in the

following sections.

5.4 Execution of GAP Manufacturing

The GAP System manufacturing facility is invoked by executing either of

the catalogued procedures GAPMAGC or GAPMAGCA. This is done by including

either of the cards

J/ EXEC GAPMAGC or

4/ EXEC GAPMAGCA

in the job deck.
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The procedure GAPMAGCA is to be used only when the task is

Ss PUNCH 36K CORE ROPE SIMULATOR TAPE

and the output medium is 7-TRACK MAGNETIC TAPE. In all the other cases

the procedure GAPMAGC should be used.

§.5 Director Card

All tasks use a Director Card to identify the AGC program to be manu-

factured or compared. This card must be inserted in the job deck immediately

following the SYSIN card and must precede all Subdirector Cards. The Director

card has the following format:

x MANUFACTURE REVISION n OF AGC {EROGRAMm BY a

COMPARE SEGMENT

Here n represents a one to three digit revision number, m is a one to eight character

program name containing no imbedded blanks, and a is a 16-character author name

that may contain as many as 15 imbedded or trailing blanks. Unlike other GAP

tasks, the author name must be exactly as placed in the GAP author name file, other-

wise the manufacture will be aborted with user code 009. The directive COMPARE

is used if a binary comparison is to be performed; MANUFACTURE is used for all

other tasks. SEGMENT is used to designate AGC Erasable Programs.

Examples:

* MANUFACTURE REVISION 046 OF AGC PROGRAM COMANCHE BY RESERVATION

* COMPARE REVISION O2 OF AGC PROGRAM LUM69 BY NASA 2021112-031

s MANUFACTURE REVISION 069 OF AGC SEGMENT LEMIRIG BY STG

5.6
'

Manufacturing Subdirectors

With the exception of COMPARE, all manufacturing tasks are specified by
the first Subdirector Card following the Director Card. Each task is discussed under

a separate heading in the followingtext.

5.6.1 Punch Symbol Table

The subdirector

S PUNCH SYMBOL TABLE

causes Manufacturing to convert the AGC Program Symbol Table to 80-character card

images and write them out on magnetic tape. The following actions ensue:

a) A Symbol Table Header Card image, containing the AGC Program

identification and a count of the number of following Symbol Table

Card images (exclusive of the Symbol Table Trailer Card image),
is generated and written on magnetic tape.



b) A Symbol Table Record is retrieved from direct access storage

and checked for validity.

c) Each successive set of five symbols and their definitions is

treated as follows:

1) The symbol definitions are converted from bi
a a8 ol

zoned octal numbers.
inary to six-digit

2) The five symbols and their octal definitions are
i

an 80-character EBCDIC card image.
re formatted into

3) The card image is written on magnetic tape.

da) Steps b) and c) are repeated until the Symbol Table is exhausted.

Note that the last card image may contain fewer than five symbols

and their definitions.

e) A Symbol Table Trailer Card image, containing the AGC Program

identification, is written on the magnetic tape.

Appendix D contains a listing of a specimen Symbol Table.

If an AGC Symbol Table is manufactured by the procedure GAPMAGC, the

card images appear on the magnetic tape as 80-character unblocked seven-track even

parity BCD records written at a density of 556 BPI. The tape is unlabelled.

An example of a job deck to manufacture a Symbol Table is the

following:

//COMANCHE JOB 0612eHOPE-J COMANCHEMFR
// EXEC GAPMAGC

J/MeSYSIN DD *

* MANUFACTURE REVISION 44 OF AGC PROGRAM COMANCHE BY HOPE

S PUNCH SYMBOL TABLE

// EXEC GAPPMHST

/*

An AGC Symbol Table may be manufactured under the procedure GAPMAGCA

only if this follows the previous manufacture of a 36K Core Rope Simulator Tape

on seven-track magnetic tape. The Symbol Table card images will then comprise

the third file on the unlabeled seven-track magnetic tape. In this case the 80-

character card images are blocked, twenty-one to a block, and written on the tape

as 1680 byte (2240 tape character) odd parity EBCDIC records ata density of 800

BPI.

A job deck representative of this type of Symbol Table manufacture is

shown in the section headed PUNCH 36K CORE ROPE SIMULATOR TAPE.
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5.6.2 Punch Master Deck

AGC Core Rope Memories are fabricated (by the Raytheon Company) by
a process whose initial input is an AGC Master Deck tape. This tape is generated

by GAP Manufacturing if the subdirector

Ss PUNCH MASTER DECK

is present in the job deck, The AGC program named on the Director Card is con-

verted from binary to octal and written on magnetic tape in the form of successive

unblocked 80-character card images. This is done as follows:

a) A Master Deck Header Card image is generated, containing the

current Master Deck Sequence Number and the date and time of

manufacture.

b) An AGC Program Paragraph Record is retrieved from direct

access storage and checked for valid identification. The number

of the paragraph is checked against the number determined from

the Paragraph Presence Indicators.

c) The Paragraph Trailer Card image for the preceding paragraph

(or Master Deck Header Card image if this is the first paragraph)
is written on magnetic tape after the current paragraph number

has been inserted.

d) A Paragraph Header Card image, composed of the Master Deck

Sequence Number, the AGC program identification, the paragraph

number in octal and the manufacturing location code (see Appendix

E) is written on magnetic tape.

e) The 256 words of the paragraph are separated into 32 sets of

eight words each. Each eight-word set is treated as follows:

1) The AGC words and their (odd) parity bits are converted

from binary to (five-digit) zoned octal numbers plus parity
digit. Each word is prefixed with a decimal code digit that

indicates the word type (basic instruction, constant, etc. -

see Appendix E). Unused AGC words are represented by
five zeros, a zero (even!!) parity digit, and a zero word type
code. Thus:

0000000
—_>—

wore zero Sen
code AGC parity digit

word
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f)

h)

2) The eight octal AGC words are imbedded in an 80-character
EBCDIC card image. This card image also contains the
Master Deck Sequence Number, the octal address of the first
AGC word relative to the first word of the paragraph, and
the manufacturing location code.

3) The card image is written on magnetic tape,
A Paragraph Trailer Card image, containing the number of the

paragraph just processed, is generated,

Steps b) through f) are repeated until all paragraphs have been

processed,

The final Paragraph Trailer Card image is converted to a Master

Deck Trailer Card image by inserting the words

END OF AGC MASTER DECK

This card image is written on the magnetic tape. Appendix E

contains a portion of a listing of an AGC Master Deck Tape along
with brief explanations of the Word Type Codes and Manufacturing
Location Codes. The decimal digit that runs in column eight of

the listing is used for carriage control (spacing) purposes if the

listing is produced on an IBM Type 407 Document Originating
Machine from a previously punched card deck.

Erasable banks (paragraphs) are treated in the same fashion as

fixed paragraphs, except that the Manufacturing Location Code is

replaced by the characters EBKn where "'n" is the octal bank

number. It should be clear that Master Deck Tapes intended for

rope manufacture must not contain erasable banks.

Master Deck Tapes must be manufactured by the procedure GAPMAGC.

The card images on the resulting magnetic tape appear as 80-

character unblocked seven-track even parity BCD records written

at a density of 556 BPI. The tape is unlabeled,

A Master Deck Tape may be listed, if necessary, by using the

following job deck with the appropriate job card:

J/LISTMOTP JOB 0612,-HOPE.J PRINT MASTER DECK
ff EXEC GAPPMDTP

/*
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5.6.2.1 Releases

Master Deck Tapes intended for release for rope manufacture must be

produced in accordance with the specifications in

APOLLO G&N SPECIFICATION

ND 1002377 Rev.

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE FOR GENERATION OF MASTER DECK

TAPE FOR MISSION PROGRAMS.

The following is an example of a job deck to produce a Master Deck Tape that

satisfies these specifications:

Z/MSTOKMFG JOB 0614eHOPE.J MASTER DECK COM 55

ti EXEC GAPMAGC

J /MeSYSIN DD =

* MANUFACTURE REVISION 055 OF AGC PROGRAM COMANCHE BY NASA 2021113-051

Ss PUNCH MASTER DECK

4/ EXEC GAPPMHST

al EXEC GAPCKMOT

4*

The procedure GAPCKMDT in the above deck invokes the Master Deck

File Duplicating and Tape Checking Program, a FORTRAN program which does the

following:

a) The Master Deck Card images that were written by the first

procedure (GAPMAGC) on the magnetic tape are copied back from

(the first file of) the tape into a temporary data set in direct

access storage.

b) The temporary data set is copied repeatedly to form files two,

three and four on the magnetic tape.

c) The tape is rewound and all four tape files are compared successively

with the temporary data set to verify the absence of copying errors.

d) Each octal AGC word in the temporary data set is checked for

correct parity and all bank check sums are verified.

e) A listing of the AGC Master Deck is made.

f) A page is printed that lists all occupied paragraphs, all vacant

paragraphs, the location of the check sum constant, the value of

the checksum constant and the value of the checksum for each

bank. A sample page is shown in Appendix E,

5.6.3 Punch Symbol Table and Master Deck

An AGC Program Symbol Table followed by a Master Deck will be written

on magnetic tape if the subdirector

Ss PUNCH SYMBOL TABLE AND MASTER DECK

is included in the run deck. The formats of the respective card images are the

same as those described in the two previous sections entitled Punch Symbol Table

and Punch Master Deck.



The following is an example of a job deck:

7/MSTANDMD JOB 0641,HOPE.J SYMBOL TABLE & MASTER DECK
4/ EXEC GAPMAGC
JIMSYSIN DD *

* MANUFACTURE REVISION O55 OF AGC PROGRAM COMANCHE BY HOPE
S PUNCH SYMBOL TABLE AND MASTER DECK
4/ EXeCc GAPPMHST

/*

This subdirector must not be used to produce magnetic tapes that will

be used to manufacture core ropes.

5.6.4 Punch 36K Core Rope Simulator Tape

The core rope memory of an Apollo Guidance Computer (AGC) may be

replaced for testing and debugging purposes in part or in toto by the erasable mem-

ory of a device called the 36K Core Rope Simulator (or AGC Monitor). The purposes

and use of the AGC Monitor are discussed in the publication E-2026 "Users' Guide

to the AGC Monitor (Core Rope Simulator)" by James D. Wood, September 1966,

Apollo Guidance, Navigation and Control, MIT Instrumentation Laboratory, along

with a brief description of the hardware.

The memory of the 36K Core Rope Simulator may be loaded with the

desired AGC program from any of the following sources:

a) an eight-channel punched (paper or mylar) tape;

b) a DIGISTORE (magnetic) tape;

c) the core memory of an SDS 9300 Digital Computer (if the 36K Core

Rope Simulator is tied into the Hybrid Facility).

In case c) above, the SDS 9300 Digital Computer memory must have been previously
loaded with the AGC program from a seven-track magnetic tape. The (punched,

DIGISTORE, seven-track magnetic) tapes referred to in the preceding are known

collectively as 36K Core Rope Simulator Tapes.

36K Core Rope Simulator Paper Tapes are also used by certain Apollo

subcontractors to load the memories of their Program Analyzer Consoles (PACs).

A 36K Core Rope Simulator Tape of an AGC program will be produced by
GAP manufacturing if the first subdirector in the job deck is

S PUNCH 36K CORE ROPE SIMULATOR TAPE
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This subdirector must be followed by two more subdirectors (their order
is inconsequential) which specify

1) the number(s) of the paragraph(s) of the AGC program

to be manufactured;

2) the type of output medium to be used (paper tape, DIGISTORE,

etc. ).

5.6.4.1 PARAGRAPH and Medium Subdirectors

If the entire AGC program (specified on the Manufacturing Director Card)

is to be converted to a 36K Core Rope Simulator Tape, the subdirector

S PARAGRAPH ALL

must be included in the job deck. For example, a 36K Core Rope Simulator Tape

of Revision 44 of AGC Program COMANCHE will result if the following deck is

run;

-

//COMANCHE JOB 0341-¢HOPEeJ COMANCHE MFR

4/ EXEC GAPMAGC

7/MeSYSIN DO *

* MANUFACTURE REVISION 044 OF AGC PROGRAM COMANCHE BY NASA 2021113-011

s PUNCH 36K CORE ROPE SIMULATOR TAPE

S PARAGRAPH ALL

S USE BLUE MYLAR TAPE

4 EXEC GAPPMHST

/*
,

A single paragraph of the AGC program may be converted to a 36K Core Rope

Simulator Tape by using the subdirector

S PARAGRAPH Y

where y is one to three-digit (octal) paragraph number.

If the subdirector

PARAGRAPH Y THRU Z
oF PARAGRAPH Y THROUGH 2nw

is used, a 36K Core Rope Simulator Tape will be produced that includes all the

paragraphs from y through z inclusive. Here y and z are both one to three-digit

(octal) paragraph numbers and y must be less than z. Paragraph numbers 0-7

refer to erasable banks 0-7 respectively. In the case of the two preceding sub-

directors, if either paragraph y or any of y-z are not present in the AGC program

being manufactured, no 36K Core Rope Simulator Tape is produced, and the manu-

facturer aborts with user code 24.
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It should be carefully noted that all 36K Core Rope Simulator Tapes

are manufactured in units of banks (one bank contains four paragraphs) not para-

graphs. Thus, if an AGC program does not use certain paragraphs, the vacant

paragraphs will still be included in the 36K Core Rope Simulator Tape output if they
form part of a bank that contains occupied paragraphs.

°

If the subdirector

Ss PARAGRAPH Y

is used, one bank composed of paragraph y and three vacant paragraphs form the

resulting 36K Core Rope Simulator Tape. Similarly, if the subdirector

Ss PARAGRAPH Y THRU Z

$s PARAGRAPH Y THROUGH Z

is included in the job deck, the resulting 36K Core Rope Simulator Tape will include

vacant paragraphs if at least one of the following is true;

1) y is not the first paragraph of a bank;

2) z is not the last paragraph of a bank.

If the 36K Core Rope Simulator Tape medium is DIGISTORE tape or seven-track

magnetic tape, each vacant paragraph will be represented as if it was formed by

converting 256 unused AGC words (unused AGC word is 15 zero bits plus zero even

parity bit) to the correct output format. If the output medium is punched tape, a.

vacant paragraph will appear to have been formed by converting 256 identical AGC

words, each one of which is 17777 (octal) plus zero odd parity bit (17777 = TC to the

end of the bank). These same conventions also apply to any unused words at the

end of a partially filled bank.

As an example of the use of the subdirector

Ss PARAGRAPH Y

the following deck will generate a 36K Core Rope Simulator Tape punched into blue

paper-mylar tape:

//COMCHEMF JOB 0250,HOPE.J COMCHEMF

v/ EXEC GAPMAGC

J/MeSYSIN OD #*
* MANUFACTURE REVISION 067 OF AGC PROGRAM COMANCHE BY NASA 2021113-061

S PUNCH 36K CORE ROPE SIMULATOR TAPE

5 PARAGRAPH 102

S USE BLUE MYLAR TAPE

1 EXEC GAPPMHST

4*
The output contains Fixed Bank 14, composed of paragraphs 100, 101, 102, and 103.

Paragraphs 100, 101, and 103 are punched as vacant paragraphs, each word of

which is 17777 (octal) as described in the preceding paragraph. An example similar

to the above which illustrates the use of the subdirector

Ss PARAGRAPH Y THRU Z
or S PARAGRAPH Y THROUGH Z
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is the following:

7/COMCHEMF JOB 0250,HOPE.J COMCHEMF

4/ EXEC GAPMAGC

J /MeSYSIN oO *

% MANUFACTURE REVISION O67 OF AGC PROGRAM COMANCHE BY NASA 2021113-061

Ss PUNCH 36K CORE ROPE SIMULATOR TAPE

Ss PARAGRAPH 101 THRU 107

s USE BLUE MYLAR TAPE

4/ EXEC GAPPMHST

/*

The punched output contains Fixed Banks 14 and 15, comprising paragraphs 100

through 107 inclusive. Paragraph 100 is a vacant paragraph, punched as shown

in the preceding example.

If the Paragraph Subdirector Card is omitted, the default option is

-§s PARAGRAPH ALL

The subdirector

s USE BLUE MYLAR TAPE

that appears in each of the three preceding examples causes the 36K Core Rope

Simulator Tape output to be punched into an eight-channel blue paper-mylar tape.

If the output is to be an eight-channel punched paper, aluminum or fiber tape,

use one of the following subdirectors:

S USE PINK OILED PAPER TAPE

S USE BLACK OILED PAPER TAPE

S USE ALUMINUM TAPE

S USE GREY FIBER TAPE

S USE GRAY FIBER TAPE

If the subdirector

ay
S USE DIGISTORE TAPE

S USE DIGISTOR TAPE

is included in the job deck, the 36K Core Rope Simulator Tape output will be written

on DIGISTORE (magnetic) tape. For example, a DIGISTORE tape of the 36K Core

Rope Simulator Tape output will be generated by the following job deck:

J/COMANCHE JOB 0250-HOPE.J COMANCHE MFR

J/JOBLIB DDO ODSNAME=KTL.LIB,DISP=(SHR»PASS) » VOLUME=SER=SYSLIBeUNIT=2314
4/ EXEC GAPMAGC
J/MeSYSIN OD *

* MANUFACTURE REVISION 044 OF AGC PROGRAM COMANCHE BY NASA 2021113-011
S PUNCH 36K CORE ROPE SIMULATOR TAPE

Ss PARAGRAPH ALL

Ss USE DIGISTORE TAPE
tt EXEC GAPPMHST
4%
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The 36K Core Rope Simulator Tape output will be written on seven-track

magnetic tape if the subdirector

s USE 7 TRACK MAGNETIC TAPE

is included in the job deck, and if the job is run under the catalogued procedure

GAPMAGCA. In this case, two files are written on the magnetic tape:

1) File one contains the program identification in the form of a single
77-character, even parity, 800 BPI, BCD record.

2) File two contains the 36K Core Rope Simulator tape output.

LRECL=126, BLKSIZE=3150, therefore there are 4200 tape

characters (core character = 8 bits, tape character = 6 bits) per

block. The records are odd parity binary and are written at a

density of 800 BPI. The following job deck will cause such a

tape to be manufactured:

J/COMANCHE JOB 0250,HOPE.J COMANCHE MFR

sr. EXEC GAPMAGCA

//MeSYSIN OD *

* MANUFACTURE REVISION 044 OF AGC PROGRAM COMANCHE BY NASA 2021113-011
s PUNCH 36K CORE ROPE SIMULATOR TAPE

S PARAGRAPH ALL

S USE 7 TRACK MAGNETIC TAPE

vt EXEC GAPPMHST

1*

An example of a job deck that will result in a seven-track magnetic tape with an

AGC Symbol Table as the third file (as described in the section PUNCH SYMBOL

TABLE) is the following:

//COMANCHE JOB 0250,HOPE.J COMANCHE MFR

// Exec GAPMAGCA

/IM.SYSIN DD *

MANUFACTURE REVISION 044 OF AGC PROGRAM COMANCHE BY NASA 2021113-011*

s PUNCH 36K CORE ROPE SIMULATOR TAPE

S PARAGRAPH ALL

s USE 7 TRACK MAGNETIC TAPE

s*

// EXEC GAPMAGCA

/IM.SYSIN DD *

* MANUFACTURE REVISION 044 OF AGC PROGRAM COMANCHE BY NASA 2021113-012

S PUNCH SYMBOL TABLE

4 EXEC GAPPMHST

/*

If the Subdirector Card specifying the output medium is omitted, the

default option is

S USE PINK OILED PAPER TAPE
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The output formats of the various types of 36K Core Rope Simulator

Tapes are illustrated in Appendix F, The formats are also described in the above

mentioned document E-2026 "USERS' GUIDE TO THE AGC MONITOR" on page 19

(note that GAP Manufacturing does not use the formats labeled character A and

character C).

When the output medium is punched tape, each bank is preceded and

followed by the program identification and the bank number punched in the form of

human readable characters. In this case a fixed bank occupies 436.4 inches and an

erasable bank 216.8 inches of punched tape, including tape feed and the human

readable identification. If the 36K Core Rope Simulator Tape output is written on

DIGISTORE tape, no program identification is included and the user must rely on

the computer operator to label (i.e. gummed label) the tape correctly. If the

output is written on seven-track magnetic tape, the first file contains the program

identification in the form described earlier in this section.

All 36K Core Rope Simulator Tapes are actually manufactured in two

stages. In the first job step, the binary AGC program is converted to 36K Core

Rope Simulator Tape format and stored in a temporary data set on direct access

storage, along with information concerning the type of output medium and the total

number of frames generated. In the second job step, the contents of the temporary

data set are retrieved and written on the proper output medium (determined from

the information passed along by job step one). If the output is punched, the com-

puter operator is informed via the on-line typewriter as to the type of tape needed

and the number of feet required. If the output is written on DIGISTORE tape, an

on-line message is sent to the operator requesting that the tape be labeled

i eS tt ott

AGCPROG. p.r, where "p' represents the program name and ris the three-digit

revision number.

Unlike seven-track magnetic tapes, DIGISTORE tapes are not rewound

when the job has been completed. Hence a whole series of AGC programs and/or

segments may be converted to 36K Core Rope Simulator Tape output format and

written successively on a single DIGISTORE tape.

5.6.5 Binary COMPARE

GAP Manufacturing will compare two binary AGC programs with one

another and list all differences if the job deck contains a COMPARE Director Card

followed by a WITH subdirector card.

The COMPARE Director Card, containing the identification of the first

AGC program involved in the comparison, was described in the section headed

Director Card.
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5.6.5.1 Subdirector WITH

The subdirector WITH identifies the second AGC program involved in the

comparison; it has the following form:

S WITH 360 REVISION N OF AGC PROGRAM M BY A

Here, as in the case of the Director Card, n represents the revision number, m

the name of the program, and a the name of the author.

The WITH subdirector must be followed by one of the three types of

PARAGRAPH subdirectors discussed in the section entitled PUNCH 36K CORE

ROPE SIMULATOR TAPE. The Paragraph Subdirector Card specifies the number(s)
of the corresponding paragraphs from each AGC program that are to be compared.
In this case, comparison takes place, paragraph by paragraph, not bank by bank,
so that bank boundaries are of no concern, in contrast with 36K Core Rope Simu-

lator Tape manufacture. For example, execution of the job deck

//BINCOMP JOB 0341-HOPE.S BIN COMPARE JOR

4) EXEC GAPMAGC

J/MASYSIN OD *

* COMPARE REVISION 097 OF AGC PROGRAM LUMINARY BY NASA 2021112-041
Ss WITH 360 REVISION 099 OF AGC PROGRAM LUMINARY BY NASA 2021112-051
S PARAGRAPH ALL

44 Exec GAPPMHST

/*

will cause all paragraphs of Revision 97 of the binary AGC program LUMINARY to

be compared with the corresponding paragraphs of Revision 99 of LUMINARY and

all differences to be listed.

5.6.5.2 PARAGRAPH Subdirector

When the subdirector

S PARAGRAPH ALL

is employed and a paragraph present in one of the AGC programs is missing in the

other program, a message to this effect is written in the output that includes the

number of the paragraph and the identity of the program from which it is absent.

Corresponding paragraphs from each of the two AGC programs are com-

pared word by word. If the paragraphs are identical, no output is produced. If

the paragraphs differ, a page is printed that shows the following:

1) the identities of the two AGC programs;

2) the current date and time;

3) the (octal) paragraph number, (octal) bank number and manu-

facturing location information (rope module number, side, sense

line set number and wire numbers);
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4) the (octal) bank address of each paragraph word; also the

corresponding (octal) address relative to the first word in the

paragraph (addresses 000 through 377);

5) an equal sign for each pair of corresponding AGC words that

match identically;

6) the side by side octal values and parity digits of each pair of

corresponding AGC words that do not match.

When all paragraph comparisons have been completed, a final page of

output is generated that tabulates:

1) the number of paragraphs that were compared;

2) the number of paragraphs that differed;

3) the total count of pairs of words that didn't match;

4) the module numbers of all core ropes that differed;

5) the number of paragraphs which did not possess counterparts with

matching paragraph numbers in the opposite data set.

A typical comparison output listing is shown in Appendix G.

It is possible to compare a binary AGC program stored in direct access

storage with a program on magnetic tape. It is also possible to manufacture a

program stored on magnetic tape. In either case the tape is searched until the

program in question is found. The catalogued procedures GAPMAGC or GAPMAGCA

must be modified before any attempt is made to work with binary AGC programs

on magnetic tape; consult a GAP system expert for further information on this

subject.

5.6.6 Write Portafam Tape

The PORTAFAM (Portable Fixed Memory) unit is a device that is designed

to replace the AGC Fixed Memory for field simulation tests and diagnostic purposes.

The principal elements of the PORTAFAM system are an erasable memory, de-

signed to replace the AGC fixed memory when testing in the field, and a magnetic

tape transport. An operational description of the PORTAFAM system is given in

the MIT Instrumentation Laboratory publication, E-2402, "PORTAFAM SYSTEM

OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION", by Jonathan Leavitt, July 1969.

The PORTAFAM memory is loaded with an AGC program by the magnetic

tape transport from a one-half inch, seven-track, IBM format magnetic tape called,

not surprisingly, a PORTAFAM tape.
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PORTAFAM tapes of AGC Mission programs will be generated by GAP

Manufacturing if the subdirector

Ss WRITE PORTAFAM TAPE

follows the Manufacturing Director Card in the job deck.

PORTAFAM tapes are blocked tapes containing one bank of AGC data

per block. The entire AGC program is repeated three times in succession on the

tape to provide redundancy and insure against loss of information from damage or

dropout when the tape is read.

PORTAFAM tape characteristics and formats are discussed in detail

in Appendix H.

As an example, running the following job deck will cause a PORTAFAM

tape containing Revision 69 of the AGC Mission program LUMINARY to be written:

//MANUPFAM JOB 1024,WARD.P PORTAFAM

4/ EXEC GAPMAGC

//M.SYSIN OD *

* MANUFACTURE REVISION 069 OF AG >

S WRITE PORTAFAM TAPE

© PROGRAM LUMINARY BY APOLLO

4/ EXEC GAPPMHST

4/ EXEC GAPPPFTP

/*

In the above, the catalogued procedure GAPPPFTP generates a hexa-

decimal dump of the PORTAFAM tape written in the first job step. Specimen

pages ofa PORTAFAM Tape Dump are shown in Appendix I along with instructions

for reading the dump.

Catalogued Procedures

All catalogued procedures mentioned in this document are listed in

Appendix J.
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6. UTILITIES AND BACKUP

6.1 GAPCOMPR

The original purpose of GAPCOMPR was to insure an orderly and

accurate transition from the H-1800 to the IBM 360/75 when the latter was in-
stalled in the spring of 1968. The program compares symbolic files ina point by
point sequential manner. In order for it to work properly the two files being com-

pared should have the same structure down to the log section level, GAPCOMPR
matches program names, subroutine names and log section names before attempting
to compare card images. This matching procedure is not flexible: if for example
the order of two log sections were interchanged in one of the programs, at best

one of the two would be compared at the detail card level, If there were other log
sections intervening between the two that were interchanged, then these also would

not be compared. Furthermore, the program compares the entire card, so that

even if the coding were the same in the two programs, if the numbering schemes

are different, all coding will be printed out as mismatches.

GAPCOMPR proceeds in two steps. The first step copies one of the two

files onto magnetic tape. The second step actually compares the file on the tape
with a specified file on the disk pack.

GAPCOMPR is a catalog procedure. Thus all that is necessary to per-

form a comparison is to submit the appropriate JCL cards and control cards, After

the ordinary JOB card these are:

J/ FXEC GAPCOMPR, (oF IL RF=GAPNON)

J/TAPF.SYSIN NN *

PROGRAM PROGNAME N PRIIGRAMMFR

/*

7/COMPRSSYSIN DD #

PROGNAMF (TAPE) PROGNAME (DISK) N (DISK)



The cards preceding the /* cause the program(s) named to be copied onto

tape. nis the revision number. The remaining cards cause the comparison.

Theoretically one can make as many comparisons as one wishes: the practical limit

is the number of programs which will fit on one reel of tape.

6.2 Disk Deletion

When an assembly of an AGC program is made, it is stored on a disk

pack by the name of AGCBO2. This disk pack fills up quite often, since no pro-

vision is made to avoid quasi-duplicate files.
_

Thus while a hundred revisions of

an AGC program may occupy only fifty percent more space than the original in

symbolic form, the assembled programs would take up one hundred times the space

of one assembly., Generally it is not necessary to have more than a few revisions

out of several hundred assembled at one time (latest revision, working program and

the like). So, in order to fit everything on one disk, periodic deletions of unused

revisions are made. The assemblies may be recreated at any time from the sym-

bolic records.

There are two parts to removing a program from AGCBO2. The first is

to remove the actual stored program. The second is to remove the catalogue informa-

tion which was used to locate the assembled program. After the usual JOB card code:

4/7 EXFC PGM=TEHPROGM

J/VOLUMFOL DD VOLUME=SER=AGCRO2,UINITH2314,N1SP=SHR
J/SYSPRINT DD SYSOUT=A

//SYSIN DD *

UNCATLG DSNAME=AGCPRIIG.PRIIGNAME .RNNIN
SCRATCH NSNAME=AGCPROG.PROGNAME .RNNN, PURGE VOL H=23142 A5CBKN2

4%

As many programs may be deleted in one step as the user wants. The

order of the control cards (UNCATLG and SCRATCH) is immaterial.

6.3 AGCTAPE

AGCTAPE is a procedure for copying AGC symbolic programs from

GAP disk files onto magnetic tapes. The first step of the procedure labels the

tape and the second tape copies the program. The first step may be omitted if

the tape is already labeled.

The program can be instructed to write a CREATE director card pre-

ceding the program. This allows the tape to be used as input to AGCONVRS to

create a file. The user can change the name, revision number or author of the

file as it exists on the tape.

A program can be "frozen" by copying the main portion onto tape with

a CREATE heading it, and copying its subroutines following it without CREATE

directors preceding them. When the program is then recopied onto a GAP file it

will include its subroutines within a single file.
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In order to label and copy a file the following JCL is used

// EXEC AGCTAPEsTAPE=TAPENAME ( eFILF=GAPOON)¢PGMNAMF=TFHINITT
J/LABFLSSYSIN DD *

TVOL INITT SER=PROGNAMFeOWNEREGAPSYS seMUMRTAPE=192 TSPEREWIND
/*

//PROGM.SYSIN ON *

n=1,2,3,4. 1 is the default option. PGMNAME=IEHINITT is coded only
when the tape is to be labeled.

Following the JCL it is necessary to include a control card. These are:

* WITH NTRECTOR CARN

* WITHOUT AITRECTOCR CARN

These instruct the program whether or not to precede the file by a CREATE director.

Following the control cards are the data cards. There is one data card for each

program, subroutine or segment to be copied. The form is

PROGRAM

SUBROUTINE name nnn programmer newname newnnn

SEGMENT

There must be at least one initial blank. There may not be embedded blanks, but a

break character ("_") on a data card is replaced by a blank on the director written to

head the file. Renaming and renumbering are idependently optional. Whatever is

coded for programmer will appear on the director card.

6.4 Backup and Recovery Procedures for GAP Files

GAP data sets are exposed to minimal risk of destruction from machine

failure. Nevertheless there are times during which they are vulnerable. For this

reason regular and systematic backup procedures are necessary. The system chosen

for backup depends on periodic copying of the entire file onto magnetic tape. There

are additional procedural safeguards: four backups are made before the first is

written over, and cards that went into an update of a major Apollo program are kept

as an update record. Recovery is by copying the latest tape version of the file onto

the disk and updating with cards.

There are two catalog procedures which have been written to implement

the backup. AGCBKUP copies a GAP file onto two reels of magnetic tape. AGCRECVR

restores the GAP file from tape. It is necessary that the tapes have standard labels;

for this reason program IEHINITT must be run prior to the first run of AGCBKUP

with each pair of tapes to insure standard labeling. Once a tape has been labeled it

is not necessary to label it again unless its name is to be changed. Backup on

GAP001 should be done twice a week: GAP0O0O2 and GAPOO3 should be backed up after

each addition to the file.
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To label a pair of tapes and copy the GAP file use the following deck.

4/ EXEC PGM=IEHINITT

/SYSPRINT ON SYSOUT=A

/J/TVOL DN UNT T= (TAPE9,1).NFFER)
J/SYSTIN OND *

:

TVOL INITT SER=TAPENAME, OWNER=GAPSYSeDISP=REWINI
TVAL INITT SFR=TAPETWO,OWNER=GAPSYS,DISPH=REWINI
4

4/ EXEC AGCRKUP,TAPFA=TAPENAME ygTAPFR=TAPFTWNeFILFZGAPOON
/*

The cards preceding the first delimiter card cause the tapes to be labeled,

Currently there are eight tapes that have been labeled, enough for four cycles of

backup. Unless it becomes necessary to relabel or replace and label one or more

of these tapes, itis only necessary to submit the card which causes the execution of

the catalog procedure AGCBKUP. ncan take on the values 1-4. FILE=GAP001 is

the default option if FILE is not coded.

The eight tapes used are labeled GP1BK1, GP1BK2, ---, GPIBK8. They

are used two at a time for the first four backups, and then the first two are used over

again for the fifth backup, and so on.

AGCBKUP will print a message to indicate whether or not the procedure

was successfully completed. If failure was caused by a write error rerun using a

different tape. If failure was caused by a read error (error on the disk), it will be

necessary to restore the GAP file from an earlier backup.

To recover a GAP file use

J/ EXEC GAPRECVR, TAPEKA=TAPENAMF,TAPFR=TAPFTWIeF IL FEGAPOON

All parameters must be coded.

6.5 TABSIM

TABSIM is a general purpose card-handling program written to operate on

an IBM 360 Model 20 computer. TABSIM accomplishes the usual functions of the

IBM 519 reproducing punch, the IBM 557 interpreter and the IBM 407 tabulating

machine. It can accomplish these functions one at a time or several in one pass.

TABSIM can accept input cards in either BCD mode or EBCDIC mode and it will

convert from BCD to EBCDIC if so desired.

Punching speed ranges from about 90 cards per minute when punching all

80 columns per card to about 250 cards per minute when punching only the first 10

columns per card. Interpreting can take place simultaneously with card punching with

only about a 25% decrease in punching speed. Listing speed is about 300 lines per

minute.
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A control card determines which tasks are to be performed ina particular
run. Every run requires a control card and certain runs also require parameter
cards. For general tasks such as listing, reproducing, and interpreting, TABSIM

requires only a control card, and the various control cards for performing these

tasks are available at the IBM 360 Model 20 console. In order to use TABSIM to

perform these general tasks, it is necessary to read only Section 2 (Operating
Procedures) of this guide. For more specialized tasks such as reproducing and

gangpunching, numbering, reproducing with rearranging, or reproducing with

numbering, it is necessary for the user to prepare the control card and the para-
meter cards, if any are needed. The methods for doing this are explained in

Section 1 of this guide.

6.5.1 Section 1 - Preparing Control and Parameter Cards

Every run must have acontrol card. Runs that gangpunch, reproduce with

rearranging, or reproduce only part of each card, also require up to four parameter

cards, A control card must have the following punches in the first 4 columns,

Column 1 2 3 4
12 0 12 6 It is necessary to use the

0 2 9 multi-punch key in order

7 9 to punch the code for col-

9
umns 1, 3, and 4,

The operation codes, specifying the tasks for a particular run, are punched in

columns 10-17 of the control card, TABSIM can perform the following tasks:

reproducing, gangpunching, numbering, listing, and interpreting, either one task per

runor any combination simultaneously during the same run, TABSIM canalso be used

for comparing two decksof cards, but when TABSIM is used for comparing, no other

taskscan be performed during the samerun, If the user specifies both punching and

interpreting, it is the output deck that is interpreted, but if the user specifies only

interpreting, the input deck is interpreted, When both punching and listing are

specified, the output cards are listed, If onlya listing is specified, the input cardsare

listed.

The 2560 card reader/punch on the IBM 360 Model 20 has two feed hoppers.

When using TABSIM all card reading is done through the primary feed and all card

punching is done through the secondary feed with one exception, That is, when

TABSIM is used for comparing twocard decks, then one card deckis read through the

primary feed and the other isread through the secondary feed, Therefore, the control

card and parameter cards are always read through the primary feed, the input deck

when listing reproducing or interpreting is read through the primary feed and when

gangpunching or numbering anexisting deck, this deck is read through the secondary

feed,

On the next page is a summary of the operation codes and their appropriate

columns inthe controlcard. These are explained inmore detail inthe following pages,
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Column

10

10

10

11

11

12

12

12

12

13

13

13

14

15

16

17

17

Operation
Code

8

M

A

blank or 1

2,3,4,...9

R

G

Task

80x80 Listing

MAC Listing

360 BAL Listing

Listing is single spaced,

Listing is spaced this number of lines between print

lines,

80x80 reproducing

80x80 gangpunching

Reproducing and gangpunching with a parameter card

to determine which columns are reproduced, which are

gangpunched and which are left alone,

Reproducing and gangpunching with column switching.

The first parameter card determines which columns

are reproduced, which are gangpunched and which are

left alone, Two additional parameter cards determine

the column switching.

Numbering

Numbering, with the card number interpreted on the

right side between row 1l androw 12 onthe output cards

Numbering, with the card number interpreted on the

left side betweenrow 11 and row 12 onthe outputcards

Interpreting

The input deck is assumed to be in BCD mode, If

punching is requested, the cards are punched in EBCDIC

mode,

The output cards arechecked to becertain all columns

are blank prior to punching,

Comparing with listing

Comparing - The run will stop when thereis an illegal

compare,



6.5.2 Card Listing

Column 10 of the control card is used to specify the type of listing desired, if

any. Column 11 is used to control vertical spacing of the listing, The following are

the legal operation codes for column 10,

blank No listing

8

M

Standard 80x80 listing with no special features.

For listing a MAC program or MAC data, The listing is formated the

same as using the "Honeywell Formats 407 Board" with all switches

down on the 407,

For listing a 360 BAL (Basic Assembly Language) program, This type
of listing has the following special features. If columns 10-14 contain

TITLE, the card image isnot printed in the listing but the printer skips
to head of form,and the card imageis printed asa heading at the top of

this and each succeeding page of the listing, If columns 10-14 contain

SPACE, the card image is not printed but the printer is spaced the

number of lines specified in column 16, If columns 10-14 contain

EJECT, the card image is not printed but the printer skips to head of

form,

The following are the legal operation codes for column 11,

blank or1 The listing is single spaced,

25350009 The listing is spaced this number of lines between print lines,
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Example

To list a 360 BAL program with double spacing, the control card should be as

follows:

aVee Ae

(2 EL a Tes eT eg aolan a7 29 a]asWeFiHalasBoaaTin ae awaawI eaor0F6y eae we Aiealese531$285 59Ses Sa59ColesO 6 GaTesO60 cafesv07 Hifas4 FyHe]a 9a

[o 000000000010000/000000000000000nnaannanninngg00000000:00000000/0000/0000nAnamanninggol
2

#4 18 15 t6fNFte 9920/2022 23 nln = slamonsu szisasa95softPSBwecates

The program deck preceded by thecontrol

card and followed by at least 6 blank

cards should be placedinthe primary

feed of the 2560 card reader/punch.

After the cards are read they will be

stacked in stacker 2,
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6.5.3 Reproducing and Gangpunching

TABSIM can be used to perform any of the usual tasks done on the IBM 519

reproducing punch, Like the 519, TABSIM can switch columns while reproducing, In

other words, it can take data from any column of the input card and punchitina

different columnof the output card, The format of the output cards is determined by
parameter cards when using TABSIM rather then by a wired board when using the

519, Column 12 of the control card determines whether any reproducing and/or

gangpunching takes place and if so what type. The following are the legal operation

codes for column 12,

blank No reproducing or gangpunching

R Standard 80x80 reproducing, No parameter cards are needed with this

operation code, This is exactly like using the 80x80 reproducing board

on the 519,

80x80 gangpunching, One parameter card is needed with this operation

code, All the output cards are punched identically like this parameter

card,

Reproducing and/or gangpunching, Either one or two parameter cards

are needed with this operationcode, The first parameter card must be

an R/G card, This card shows which columns are to be punched by

reproducing, whichare to be punched by gangpunching and which are to

be left alone, Each column of this card must contain a blank, an R, or

a G, All columnsthatare blank are left alone, All columns that contain

an R are reproduced and all columnsthat containa G are gangpunched,

If any column of the R/G parameter card contains a G, a second

parameter cardisneeded, Thiscard contains the data in the appropriate

columns whichistobe gangpunched into the outputcards, This operation

code is exactly like using the General Purpose Board on the 519,

Reproducing and/or gangpunching with column switching, Either three

or four parameter cards are needed with thisoperationcode, The first

one or two parameter cards are the same as the parameter cards

described in the previous operationcode 'P", The last two parameter

cards are rearrangercards, These 2 cards define the column switching,

They specify which input columncorrespondstoeachoutputcolumn, The

following example will explain how this is done,

To cause column 10 of the output cards to be reproduced from

column 25 of the input column, punch an "R" in column 10 of the

R/G parameter card. Also punch "2" into column 10 of the first
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rearranger card and "5" intocolumn 10 of the second rearranger

card,

Hence for each column of the output card that is reproduced, the first

rearranger card contains in that column, the "tens" digits of the input
column and the second rearranger card contains in that column the

"ones" digit of the input column, If columns 1-9 are input columns, the

"tens" digits would be zero, If the input column and the output column

are the same, for example, ifcolumn 15 of the output cardsis reproduced
from column 15 of the input cards, it is not necessary to punch the

number of the input columnin the rearranger cards, If for any column

there isan R in the R/G card and that column on the rearranger cards

is blank, TABSIM assumes the input column and the output column are

the same,

Example 1

In order to gangpunch 01/02/68 in columns 73-80 of an existing deck, the

control card and parameter card would be:

T2) [ 6) 89 wii 1304499007 00 9 dofae2929 24]7520 27 ralz9go defidey Yaiso 29 cafes 47a) Ae], GFea]essa onSafsT55 5jy.50 5Hsafer6262waferwoOFcase PO10safereU5F6]!F01500}

terresIn Aol
+s sels620 209038 10 0 em alea age

“9 6n00900000000000000000 0000/0000000000nm«=~
-

97

92768

[SEF 0]9000h.feage 5GeLTTagoyvale Fe a safeste 2s raleswoTi YTSBesywf awB90dfyOF0) SafesSr enoaoi5i]dSe98SejysWoCafeOG Galswow) Gales10 Hy]e0teLOO a}

“**

9709000000000)” e000)-

The cards should be placed in the 2560 card reader/punch as follows:
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primary feed,

secondary feed,

Primary Feed ~- Place here the control

card and parameter card followed

by at least 3 blank cards,

Secondary Feed - Place here the existing

deck whichisto be gangpunched, fol-

lowed by at least 3 blank cards,

| Stacker 2 will contain the cards from the

Stacker 4 wil] contain the cards from the



Example 2

In order to reproduce columns 1-60 of a card deck and gangpunch AGCSIM in

columns 65-70 of the output deck, the control card and parameter cards would be:

AGCSIM
Heh ey sesh Coe SV eee op Gi ky WHE OOe . GL WAR ARTAA

RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRARRRRRRRRRARRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR GGGGGG
$3 33Mere eae, 1. ah 0Wala ty HT 10OO}

C29 Js 0 a) 10 ees ef ee aa nhs ar ala wn

Trane fer'ar 0) ales Sa aaley091 7‘CMR CCRC RO NO RODE RORS SR CE

(TFs eas to fae is eelwg vote9? 2 aa] 6 tT A] wa] wD ML!wale wo S64) aAON SITws Ks) le 9 HT cals071H2fi2teAW wl
n

I ea rrr premrisieemre rissa T; alnan nh >aanlnnannannatn” Aonala
c,

=
errr tee merny0 0000 0/000 .0/000000001000000000000100000000/000000001000doc0C 0000000 0D OOORDO OODDODD

v2 6 afewrho wa ao aie 2 aa an mT aD wD a ma a euls aw wa ws xh Hw ay EHH EOE MO MA MITAIR armm’ 1
.-

3' lec MT EDU G UP E Tena dFe2aoeelee

The cards should be placed in the 2560 card reader/punch as follows:

Secondary Feed - Place blankcards here,

Primary Feed - Place here, the control

card, parameter cards, and the input
deck followed by at least 6 blank

cards,
Stacker 2 will contain the cards from the

primary feed,

Stacker 4 will contain the cards from the

secondary feed,

Example 3

In order to reproduce columns 1-50 of a card deck into columns 31-80 of the

output deck and geta 80x80 listing of the outputcards, the control card and parameter
- cards would be:

12345678991234567890103456708911034596769910345670991
RANA enw wl ww le 0a ale Vu ale sesiSTN Ws sepsis Oe Oks 6 Graseo 0 TI)dy TT On9
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Example 4

In order to reproduce columns 1-10 of a card deck in columns 70-79 of the

output deck and gangpunch 05/06/67 in columns 1-8 of the output deck, the control

card and parameter cards would be:
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6.5.4 Numbering

TABSIM can either number along with reproducing and gangpunching or number

what is presumed to be an existing deck, Numbering can start in any column and

extend for up tonine columns, Any decimal numbers can be used for the initial value

and for the increment. Column 13 of the control card determines whether any

numbering takes place. The acceptable operationcodes forcolumn 13 areas follows:

blank No numbering

N Numbering

R Numbering, with the card numbersinterpreted onthe right side between

row I1 and row 12 on the output cards

L Numbering, with the card numbers interpreted on the left side between

row 11 and row 12 on the output cards

The user caneither state explicitly the starting column for the numbering, the

extent of the numbering field, the initial value and the increment, or he can use a

keyword which impliesa specific column, initial value and increment, Ifa keyword
is used it must be punched incolumns 20-22 of the control card, The keywords
available and their implied formats are as follows:

Keyword Initial Value Increment Columns
MAC 000 000 000 000 000 100 2-7

360 000 000 000 000 000 100 73-80

If the user desires to state the columns, initial value, and increment explicitly,
this information is punched into the control card as follows:

Columns

20-21 Starting column for numbering (Punching as 01,02,,..09,10,...80)

23 Size of the numbering field (Any size up to 9 columns is legal)

25-33 Initial Value (If the numbering field is less than 9 columns, the

initial value should be right-justified with any remaining columns to

the left filled with zeros.)

35-43 Increment (If the numbering field is less than 9 columns, the

increment should be right justified with any remaining columns to

the left filled with zeros.)
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Example 1

Inorder to reproduce a card deck and number the output deck in columns 1-6,

with an initial value of zero and an increment of 100, the control card would be:
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The cards should be placed in the 2560 card reader/punch as follows:

gee SecondaryFeed - Place blankcards here,

vy

SF

Primary Feed - Place here the control

card and the input deck followed by

at least 6 blank cards,

Stacker 2 will contain the cards from the

primary feed,

Stacker 4 will contain the cards from the

secondary feed,

Example 2

Inorder tonumber anexisting card deck incolumns 75-80 with an initial value

of 500,000 and anincrementof 10 and tointerpret the card numbers only, on the right

side between row 11 and row 12, the control card would be:
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Example 2 (continued)

The cards should be placed in the 2560 card reader/punch as follows:

Example 3

Secondary Feed - Place here the existing
deck which is to be numbered and

interpreted followed by at least 3

blank cards,

Primary Feed - Place here the control

card followed by at least 3 blank

cards,

Stacker 2 will contain the cards from the

primary feed.

Stacker 4 will contain the cards from the

secondary feed,

In order to reproduce and list a MAC program deck and to interpret, and

number the output deck incolumns 2-7 with aninitial value of zero and an increment

of 100, the control card would be:
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6.5.5 Interpreting

TABSIM can either punch and interpret a deck of cards or just interpret an

existing deck. Column 14ofthecontrolcard determines whether standard interpreting

takes place, Standard interpreting means that the first 64 columns of the card are

interpreted above row 12 of the card and that columns 65-80 are interpreted right

justified between row 11 and row 12 of the card, If column 14 contains an I and

punching is specified (either column 12 or 13 is non-blank), the output deck is

interpreted, If column 14 contains an I and no punching is specified (column 12 and

13 are both blank), the input is interpreted, If column 14 is blank, there is no

standard interpreting.

There is one other type of interpreting available with TABSIM, If column 13

contains an R or an L. (specifying numbering), the card number only is interpreted.

The number isinterpreted between row 11 and row 12 of the output cardseither right

justified or left justified depending on whether column 13 contains an R or an L,

Example 1

Inorder tointerpret and list a MAC program deck, the control card would be:

moe ewsoo -yo
een

ome IAD “

12Ws aferar43aaleya6 7 afer29Suiswe

The program deck preceded by the control

card and followed by at least 3 blank

cards should be placed inthe primary

feed of the 2560 card reader/punch,

After the cards are read and interpreted

they will be stacked in stacker 2,
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Example 2

In order to reproduce a card deck, and interpret the output deck, the control

card should be:
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The cards should be placed in the 2560 card reader/punch as follows:

Secondary Feed - Place blank cards here,
“=~ ~sLPrimary Feed - Place here the control

eae card and the input deck followed by
at least 6 blank cards,

The control card and input deck will be

stacked in stacker 2 after they are

read,

The output cards, after they are punched

and interpreted will be stacked in

stacker 4,
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6.5.6 Mode of Input

TABSIM will accept input in either EBCDIC or BCD mode, Column 15 of the

control card determines which mode, If column 15 is blank, TABSIM assumes the

input deck is in EBCDIC mode. If column 15 contains a B, TABSIM assumes the

input deck is in BCD mode and it converts each card image to EBCDIC before

processing , Therefore, to list or interpreta card deck which is in BCD mode, the

user must punch a B incolumn 15 of the control card. To reproduce a BCD card

deck and have the output deck in BCD also, the user must leavecolumn 15 blank, To

reproduce and convert a BCD deck to EBCDIC column 15 must contain a B.

Example

In order to reproduce, converting from BCD toEBCDIC and lista MAC program

deck, the control card would be:
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6.5.7 Checking Output Cards Prior to Punching

TABSIM can check output cards to be sure all columns are blank, prior to

punching, The card reader/punch on the IBM 360 Model 20 is capable of reading

cardsprior to punching them, which makesthis feature of TABSIM possible, Column

16 of the control card determinesif any checking takes place, If column 16 contains

a C, all output cards are checked before punching. If a card is found that hasa

non-blank column, the card is ejected into stacker 3 and the data to be punched into

that card is punched intothe next blank card, If the user specifies 80x80 reproducing

by putting an R in column 12 of the control card, this checking feature is turned on

automatically.



6.5.8 Comparing

TABSIM can be used to compare two decks of cards, All 80 columns of the

cards are compared . TABSIM caneither compare two decks of cards and stop when

it finds twocards that are not identical or compare and list the two decksand noteon

the listing whenit finds two cards thatare not the same, One deck is read through the

primary feed and the other deckis read through the secondary feed. Thecontrol card

mustalways be the first card of the deck read through the primary feed, Column 17

of the control card determines whether any comparing takes place. The acceptable

operation codes for column 17 are as follows:

blank No comparing

C TABSIM readsand comparestwocard decks, If twocards are identical,
the card image is printed once on the printer, If the two cards are not

identical both card imagesare printed with the word "ERROR" printed

tothe right of each card image, Thecard read though the primary feed

is printed first.

S TABSIM reads and compares two decks of cards, If two cards are not

identical, the computer stops, The non- matching card from the primary
feed will beinstacker 1 and the non-matching card from the secondary
feed will be in stacker 5, Before restarting the computer, the card

reader/punch must be run out and the bad card fixed.

If TABSIM is used for comparing it can not interpret or punch during the run,

Columns 10-16 of the control card must be blank,

Example

To compare two card decks using the list feature (non-matching cards are

noted on the listing), the control card would be:
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Example (continued)

The cards should be placed in the 2560 card reader/punch as follows:

6-20

Secondary Feed - Place one card deck here

followed by at least 3 blank cards.

Primary Feed ~ Place here the other card

deck preceded by the control card

and followed by at least 3 blank cards,

Stacker 2 will contain the cards from the

primary feed,

Stacker 4 will contain the cards from the

secondary feed,



Section 2 - Operating Procedures

The 2560 card reader/punch on the

IBM 360 Model 20 computer has two feed

hoppers, The computer is capable of

reading or punching cards from either feed

hopper, When using the program TABSIM,
all cards to be punched must be placed in

the secondary feed hopper and all cards to

be read must be placed inthe primary feed

hopper except when using TABSIM for

comparing two card decks. In this case

one deck is read through the primary feed

hopper and the other is read through the

secondary feed hopper, Therefore, the

control card and the parameter cards, if

any, arealways placed inthe primary feed hopper,

The program TABSIM should be loaded in the IBM 360 Model 20 computer at

all times,

ls

2.

To start the program, proceed as follows:

Clear the card feed path of the 2560 multi-function card machine by
pressing the nonprocess-runout (NPRO) key,

a. If the runis going to read an input deck and do no punching (when

interpreting or listing), place the input deck preceeded by the control

card and followed by at least three blank cards in the primary feed

hopper of the 2560,

b, If the runis going toread aninput deck and punch anoutput deck (when

reproducing, reproducing and numbering, reproducing and interpreting
etc.) place the input deck preceded bythe control card and the parameter
cards,if any,inthe primary feed of the 2560, Placeadeckof blank cards

in the secondary feed of the 2560,

c, If the runis going to gangpunch or number an existing deck, place the

control card and the parameter card, if any, followed by at least three

blank cardsinthe primary feed of the 2560, Place the existing deck to be

numbered or gangpunched , followed by at least three blank cards in the

secondary feed of the 2560.
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d, If the runis going tocompare twocard decks, place one deck preceded

by the control card in the primary feed of the 2560, Place the other deck

in the secondary feed of the 2560, Put at least three blank cards at the

end of each deck,

3, If the run is going to print, press the start key on the printer,

4. Press the start key on the 2560 card reader/punch,

5. Press the System reset key and the Load keyon theconsole. (As soon as

you press the load key the program should start processing.)

If during the run, the 2560 card reader/punch runs out of cards, the computer

will stop, To restart, fill the hopper thatis empty and press the start key onthe console,

At the completion of the run, the cards read through the primary feed, will be

in stacker 2 and the cards read through the secondary feed will be in stacker 4,

Destroy any cards that arein stacker 3, These are cards that were punched incorrectly

and have been repunched,

If the stop light comeson before the completion of the run, one of the following

error conditions may exist, The various error conditions are distinguished by

displaying different hexadecimal characters in the E, 5S, T and R registers.

0 0 O 1 - This indicates an illegal control card,

0 11 1 - This indicates that the program has found two non-matching cards while

comparing. The non-matching card from the primary feed will be in stacker 1 and

the non-matching card from the secondary feed will be in stacker 5,

To Restart

1, Correct whichever card that is wrong,

2. Runout the 2560.

3. Reload the cards from stacker 1 into the primary feed and reload

the cards from stacker 5 into the secondary feed,

4, Press Start on the 2560,

5. Press Start on the console,
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0 F F 1 - This indicates a primary feed reader check. The card that caused the

reader check should be in stacker 1.

To Restart

1, Check the card in stacker 1 to be sure that all columns contain

legal punches,

2. Runout the 2560,

3. Reload the cards from stacker 1 into the primary feed and reload

the cards from stacker 5 into the secondary feed,

4, Press Start on the 2560.

5. Press Start on the console.

O F F 2 - This indicates a secondary feed reader check. The card that caused the

reader check should be in stacker 5.

To Restart

1. Check the card in stacker 5 to be sure that all columns contain

legal punches,

2. Runout the 2560 card reader/ punch,
3. Reload the cards from stacker 1 into the primary feed and reload

the cards from stacker 5 into the secondary feed,

4, Press Start on the 2560,

5. Press Start on the console,

0 F F F - This indicates a feed check,

To restart

L. Try torunout the 2560. If there are still cards in the card path of

the 2560 they will have to be taken out manually. Do not try to do

this without the help of a 360 computer operator,

2. a. If the run was just listing or interpreting, reload in the primary
feed any cards from the card path that were not yet listed or

interpreted.

b.If the run was reading an input deck and punching an output deck,

reload in the primary feed any card from the input deck thata

output card has not been punched for, The last oneor twocards in

stacker 2 may have to be reloaded,

c, If the run was comparing two decks, reload any cards that were

in the card path in their proper feed, Be sure that the first cards

in each feed are cards that you want compared to each other,
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d, If the run was gangpunching or numbering an existing deck,

reload inthe secondary feed any cardsinthe card path that were not

yet punched,
Press Start on the 2560,

Press Start on the console,
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APPENDIX A

Listings of programs to initialize the manufacturing history data set

and the master deck sequence number data set.

a) Program to initialize manufacturing history data set.

//GAP JOR 0375-¢H0PE.,I INITIALIZE MFG HISTORY
4/7 EXEC GAPPMHST
/*

// EXEC PGM=ITEHPROGM

J/SYSPRINT DO SYSOUTZA
J/VOLUMEL DD VOLUME=SER=NCGN03 sUINIT=2314.N1SP=ENLD
J/SYSIN DD *

SCRATCH DSNAME=GAP,AGCMANU HISTORYpVOL223 1420CG0039PIUIRGE
/%

// EXEC ASMFCLG

J/ASN.SYSIN ON *#

TNMH TITLE "PROGRAM Th INITIALIZE MANUFACTURING HISTORY DATA SET.
DEFNMRST CSECT

INUTMHST SAVE (14517) ¢,%

BALR 17,9
SPACE 2

USING #,12
SPACE 2

ST 134¢SAVE13
OPEN (MHISTOCHse (OUTPUT ZNISP))
PUT MHISTDCFReRECMRDO

CLOSE (MHISTOCK)

L 13¢SAVE13
RETURN (14912) ¢ROL=0
SPACE

PRINT NATA

SPACE 2
* ENITIAL MANUFACTURING HISTORY MATA SFT RECORN.

RFCORNO NC CL1i20° DATF NF INIC
TIALIZATION = AUG. A+ 1969!

SAVE13 bs F

EJECT
* MANUFACTURING HISTORY DATA CONTROL BLOCK.
* QUEUED SEQUENTIAL ACCESS METHOD. MNVE=MONE PUT.

MHISTPCR OCR NSORG=PS.

MACRF=(PM),

NONAME=MFGHIST,

DEVD=DA,

OPTCN=W,

RECEMsFR,

LRECL2120,-
BLKSIZE=120,

BFETEK=Sy%
RUFNO=1 >.
RBFALN=D¢

ERMIPT=ARF,

SYNAD=HSTERRAD

SPACE 2

HSTERRAN AREND 777

END INITTMHST

AANANANQANANAA
/*

//GOeMFGHIST DD DSNAME=GAP LAGCMANU HISTORY UNI T=2314¢VOLUME =SER=DCG003oC

// DISP=(,KEEP) sSPACE=(TRKo(2595))
// EXEC GAPPMHST

/* A-l



7/GAP

Notes:

1) The date field on the continuation card following the card

labeled RECORDO should be changed to the date on which

the program will be run. Do not shift or otherwise alter

the apostrophe following the date.

2) If this program aborts with a User Code 777, a permanent
write error was encountered in the attempt to initialize

the Manufacturing History Data Set; consult a GAP System

expert.

b) Program to initialize master deck sequence number data set.

JOB 0375-HOPF..I INITIALIZE MOSFONN

7/ EXEC ASMFCLG

//ASM.SYSIN DD *

TIMDN

DEFNMNSN

INI TMNSN

TIILE "PROGRAM TN INITIALIZF MASTER NFCK SEQUENCE NUMARER,?

CSFCT

SAVE (14412)..%

RALR 12.0

SPACE 2

USING *,12

SPACE 2

ST 13-SAVE13

OPEN (MNSONNCR. (OUTPUT.NISP))
PUT MDSONNCR. RECORNO

CLOSF (MDSONNCR)

L 13.SAVE13

RFTURN (14.12)-RC=0

SPACE

PRINT NATA

SPACE 2

* INTTIAL MASTER DECK SFOQUFNCE NUMBER NATA SFT RECORD.

* MASTER

RECORDO

SAVE12

* MASTER
* QUEUIEN

MNSONDCR

DECK SEQUENCE NUMRFR STARTS AT RFCARNN+77.

oc cti1i2o¢ THE NEXT MASTC

ER DECK SENUENCE NUMRER TS 010012.!

NS F

FJFC

DECK SFOUFNCF NUMBER DATA CANTROL BLOCK.

SEQUENTIAL ACCESS METHOD, MOVE-MONE PIT.

OCR OSORG=PS.

MACRF=(PM).

NONAME=MSTOKSN.

NEVN=DA.

OPTCDE=wW.

RECFM=FR.

LRFCL=1270,

BLKST7E=120.

RFTEK=S.

BUFNO=).

AFALN=D.

EROPT=ARE,

SYNAD=MNNERRAD

SPACE 2

AANMNAANAANAAND
MDNERRAD AREND 666

/*

ENN INITMDSN

//GO.MSTOKSN ON NSNAME=GAP.AGCMANU.MDSFOND.UNIT=2314— VOLUMFESERENCGN036C

//

/%

NISP=(,KEEP) «SPACFS(TRKe(1lel))



Notes:

The six-character numerical field on the continuation

card following the card labeled RECORDO should be

changed to the six-digit sequence number of the first master

deck to be manufactured after this program has been

run. This number must always contain six digits and must

occupy the same columns as the number shown in the

above program listing.

If the program aborts with a User Code 666, a permanent

write error was encountered in the attempt to initialize

the Master Deck Sequence Number Data Set; consult a GAP

System expert.



APPENDIX B

Sample page of listing of manufacturing history data set.

PAGE 004
AGC MANUFACTURING HISTORY

15242 MAR. 17, 1969 PEV 5 TF PROGRAM STARTRAK BY STG B36KCRS OGSTR TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED23213 MAR, 17, 1969 REV 6 MF PRIGRAM STARTRAK BY STS 26KCRS OGSTR TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED19247 MA%. 18, 1969 REV &9 OF PRIGRAY LUMINARY BY 5U4GROUP A36KCRS MAGTP TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLFTED12:40 MAR. 19, 1969 REV 51 OF PROGRAM COMANCHE BY NASA 2021113-031 M08C10064 TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED13254 MAR. 19, 1969 KEV 51 OF PROGRAM COMANCHE BY NASA 2921113-931 M0#(010065 TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED128244 MAR, 20, 1969 REV 7 NF PROGRAM STARTRAK BY STG 36KCRS NGSTR TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETEDBUtlS MAI. 21, 1969 REV 89 FF PROGRAM LUMINARY BY 5 -4GRQ)P B36KCRS DGSTR TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED6232 MAX. 225 1969 REV BY UF PROGRAM LUMINARY SY 5¢4G6P0uUP B34KCRS NGSTR TASK SUCCFSSFULLY COMPLETEDIuile MAR. 24, 1959 REV 9, FE PRIGRAM LUMINARY BY 54 4GRQU2e R36KCRS OGSTR TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED1024C MAR. 24, 1569 REV 45 DF PROGRAM COMANCHE BY NASA 2021113-021 (360 ) COMPARED WITH
REV 2 OF PROGRAM QUALITY BY NON EXISTENT—EN (366 ) DIFFERENCES: 96P, 5S647WrMUS 123456, QuM10242 MAR. 24, 1969 REV 51 OF PROGRAM COMANCHE BY NASA 2621113-631 (360 ) COMPARED WITH
REV 2 OF PROGRAM QUALTTY BY NON EXISTENT<E9 (26° ) CTFFERFNCES: 4aP, TTW MHS 2 e OUM17241 MAR, 24, 1959 REV 3 GE PROGRAM OYINED AY Sex AND VIOLENCE 36KCRS NGSTR TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED21276 MARS 24, 1969 REY 3 FE PPNGEAM TAGLTEST BY LATIMEF P30KCRS BLK M TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED21:23 MAR. 244 1969 REV & OF PROGRAM YAHOO ay TURNAULL 36OKCRS MAGTP TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED2123u MAR. 24, 1969 PEV 69 OF PROGRAM LUMINARY BY NASA 2¢21112-.11 JEKCRS MAGTP TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED21232 MAR. 24, 1969 REV 4 OF PROGRAM YAHCEC BY TURNBULL M0 401ND66 TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED21234 MAR, 24, 1969 REV 69 NE PRUGOAM LUMINARY HY NASA 2° 21112--11 MO#C 19067 TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED212541 MAR. 24, 14969 ELV Ge FF SPOGRAM LUMINARY AY 5 4GRQuU° B3EKCRS MAGTP TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED22245 MARe 24, 1969 GEV 3 QF PRUGQAM TASLTEST AY LATIMER B36KCRS ALK O TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETEN22242 MAR. 24, 1969 REV 4 UF PROGRAM YAHOO BY TURNBULL 36KCRS MAGTP TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED22244 MAR, 24, 1969 REV 69 CF PROGRAM LUMINARY BY NASA 2021112-C11 36KCRS MAGTP TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED22345 MAR. 24, 1969 REV 4 NF PRUGRAM YAHOO BY TURNBULL MD#C10068 TASK SUCCFSSFULLY COMPLETED22247 MAR, 24, 1909 FEV 69 NF PRIGRAM LUMINARY BY NASA 2° 21112-.11 MDALIcces TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLFTEDBicu MAR, 255 1969 Kev 91 TF PXOGRAM LUMENARY 3Y 5. 4RRONP 376KCRS NGST® TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLFTENVIZ? MAP, 255 1969 FEV 31 OF PRIGRAM LUMINARY AY 5s 4GRUUP A3Z6KCRS OGSTR NUN-PROGRAM ABORT BEFORE COMPLETION11:08 “AR, 25, 1969 REV 91 OF PROGRAM LUMINARY BY 504GROUP B36KCRS MAGTP NON-PROGRAM ABORT BEFORE COMPLETIONYL254 MAR. 25, 1969 REV 91 OF PROGRAM LUMENARY BY 594GRQUP B36KCRS MAGTP TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED12223 MAR. 25, 1969 RFV 91 OF PRUGRAM LUMINARY BY 54 4GROUP B36KCRS DGSTR TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED13249 MAR, 25, 1969 PEV 51 CF PRAGRAY COMANCHE AY NASA 2°?21113-.31 34KCRS NGSTR TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED11214 MAR, 26, 19469 25V 51 UF PRUGKAY COMANCHE BY NASA 2°21113~.31 36KCRS LGSTR TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETEDR751 MAR. 265 1969 PEV 92 “F PRIGPAM LIMINARY BY NASA 2. 21112-l21 3ZOKCRS MAGTP TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED20:05 MAR. 265 1969 REV 92 UF PROGRAM LUMINARY BY NASA 2021112-021 36OKCRS DGSTR NON-PROGRAM ABORT AEFORE COMPLETION20218 MAR. 26, 1969 REV 92 OF PROGRAM LUMINARY BY NASA 2921112-021 Z6KCRS OGSTR NON-PROGRAM ABORT BEFORE COMPLETION20821 MAR. 264 1969 REV 92 CF PROGRAM LUMINARY BY NASA 2021112-C21 36KCRS DGSTR NON—PROGRAM ABORT BEFORE COMPLETION20326 MAR. 2€, 1969 REV G2 CF PROGRAM LUMINARY AY NASA 2C211L12-"21 36KCRS NGSTR NON-PROGRAM ARORT REFNRE COMPLETIONGS1G MAR. 27, 1969 REV 92 GF PANGRAM LUYINARY BY NASA 2221112-.21 A6KCRS OGST® TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED8258 MAR. 27, 1969 REV 92 NF PROGRAM LUMENARY BY NASA 2021Lb2-, 21 Z6KCRS NGSTR TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED16:18 MAR. 27, 1969 REV 6 OF PROGRAM ONEIF BY LANOCWEINSTEIND B36KCRS DGSTR TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED26243 MAR. 27,5 1969 REV 5 OF PROGRAM YAHNO SY TURNBULL 36KCRS MAGTP TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED16219 MAR. 28% 1969 REV 92 OF PROGRAM LUMINARY BY NASA 2021112-021 26OKCRS BLU M TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED1823C MAR. 28% 1969 KFV 51 NF PRIGRAY CUMANCHE SY NASA 2021113-031 (366 § COMP NON-PRNGRAM ABORT BEFORE COMPLETION2U257 MAG. 285 1969 REV 69 TF PROGZAM LUMINARY AY NASA 2721)12=111 PORTAFAM TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED21:21 MAR. 28, 1969 REV 51 AF PROGRAM COMANCHE RY NASA 2°71113-231 (36° ) COMP NON-PRUGRAM ABORT BEFORE COMPLETIONBt12 MAR. 29¢ 1969 REV 51 OF PROGRAM COMANCHE BY NASA 2921113-031 (360 ) COMP NON-PROGRAM ABORT BEFORE COMPLETION8215 MAR, 29, 1969 REV 51 CF PROGRAM COMANCHE BY NASA 2021113-031 (360 3 COMP NON-PRNGRAM ABORT BFFORE COPPLETION13200 MAR» 32, 1969 REV 92 OF SEGMENT LUMAGS BY STG BOKCRS OGSTR TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED14244 MAR. 3Bbe 1969 REV 2 FF PROGRA4 LUM6S BY NASA 202)112-¢31 (36C § COMPARED wITH



ABBREVIATIONS EMPLOYED:

a) Manufacturing Task Codes:

ST - Symbol Table

MDé¢nnnnnn - Master Deck Number nnnnnn where nnnnnn is

a six-digit Master Deck Sequence Number.

ST&MDé#nnnnnn - Symbol Table and Master Deck Number

nnnnnn where nnnnnn is a six-digit Master

Deck Sequence Number.

36KCRS - 36K Core Rope Simulator Tape

36KBRD - 36K Braid Wiring Tape

PORTAFAM - PORTAFAM Tape

Output Media Codes:

PNK O - Pink oiled paper tape

BLK O - Black oiled paper tape

BLU M - Blue paper-MYLAR tape

GRY F - Grey fiber tape

ALUM - Aluminum tape

DGSTR - DIGISTORE (magnetic) tape

MAGTP - Seven track magnetic tape

Comparison Task Codes:

COMP - Compare. (This abbreviation occurs only when the

comparison job was aborted. )

nnnP - Total number of paragraphs that differed, where nnn is

a one to three digit integer.

nnonnnW - Total number of words that differed, where nnnnn is a

one to five digit integer.

M#Sdddddd - The number(s), (from one to six) of the Core Rope

Module(s) that contained differing words; here a

"qd" represents a blank or a module number (1 for

the first "da", 2 for the second "d", up to 6 for the

sixth ''d'"). For example M#S 1 4 6 means that

Core Rope Modules, one, four, and six contained

words that differed in the comparison.



nnnUM - Total number of paragraphs found which did not possess

counterparts with matching paragraph numbers in the other

data set. nnnis a one to three digit integer.

(360) - Machine on which program was assembled. (This will always

Notes:

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

be an IBM System 360 machine for the forseeable future. )

Columns 1 through 19 contain the time and date of manufacture.

Columns 21 through 67 contain the identification of the AGC

program that was manufactured.

Column 69 contains the letter B if the AGC program that was

manufactured was flagged as bad when it was assembled.

Columns 70 through 81 contain the abbreviated Manufacturing
Task Code and/or Output Medium Code.

Columns 83 through 119 contain the message

NON-PROGRAM ABORT BEFORE COMPLETION

if the manufacture failed and was aborted for any reason. If

the manufacture was successful, the message

TASK SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED

is displayed.

When the task is COMPARE, the Manufacturing History includes

a second line which contains the identification of the second AGC

program in the comparison and the Comparison Task Codes.



APPENDIX C

USER COMPLETION CODES AND MESSAGES

Return Codes Set in GAP Manufacture AGC Control Section.

User

Code Reason for Termination User Action

ooo1 Manufacturing Communication Table does not Consult GAP System
contain 'AGC

"
for computer name Expert

0002 First (control) record identification character
" "

is not X'80'.

0003 Input data set is not an AGC program
" i

0004 "AUTHMEMO" field of first record is incorrect " "

0005 Revision number in first record differs from us "

revision number in Manufacturing Communication

Table.

0006 Program name in first record differs from program
" "

name in Manufacturing Communication Table.

0007 Program name field in first record is blank. " "

0008 Author's name field in first record is blank. " nm

0009 Author's name in first record differs from author's Punch correct 16-character

name in Manufacturing Communication Table. author's name in Mfg
Director Card and rerun

job.

0010 Second (control) record identification character Consult GAP System
is not X'c0!. Expert

0011 Second record identification field (program name,
" "

computer type, device name character, revision

number) differs from program data set identifica-

tion.

0013 Symbol table record identification character is not
" "

X'00!,”



User

Code Reason for Termination User Action

0014 Symbol table record contains incorrect program Consult GAP System

name.
:

Expert.

0015 "SYMBOLS
"

field of a symbol table record is i re

incorrect.

0016 An entire paragraph record of fixed switchable " "

memory contains only unused AGC words.

0017 An AGC word contains the characters "BADW"

(bad word).

0018 An AGC word contains the characters "CONF"

(conflict).

0019 Paragraph record identification character is not
" "

x'20'”

0020 Paragraph record is missing or out of sequence.
" m

0021 Paragraph record contains incorrect program name.
" "

0022 Paragraph number in record differs from the para-
" "

graph number specified in the Paragraph Presence

Indicators.

0023 No manufacturing task has been specified. This
" "

error can be caused only by a machine failure or

an error in YUL GENERAL.

0024 A paragraph requested for manufacture (specified
" "

in the Output Paragraph Presence Indicators) is

missing from the input data set.

0025 Error in Compare Task; the first data set named
" "

in the Manufacturing Communication Table was not

assembled on the IBM 360 Model 75.

0055 An attempt to find the location of the data set to Consult GAP System
be manufactured failed because of a LOCATE Expert. Make sure the

error. AGC program has been

assembled and catalogued.

0056 Data set is contained on more than one volume. Consult GAP System

Expert.



User
Code

0057

0058

0123

0124

0999

1000

1999

2000

Reason for Termination User Action

Either (1) the AGC data set to be manufactured has Consult GAP System
been located on a device other than the assembly Expert.

disk AGCBO2 but no DD card describing this device

.

is present in the catalogued procedure GAPMAGC

(or GAPMAGCA); or (2) the AGC data set is on

magnetic tape but the AGCTAP DD cards were not

appended to the catalogued procedure GAPMACGC (or

GAPMAGCA). The error message "THE AGC

ASSEMBLY AGCPROG.dsname. revision number

THAT YOU ARE ATTEMPTING TO PROCESS

COULD NOT BE FOUND ON THE ASSEMBLY

DISK" is printed on the job output.

Input AGC data set failed to open properly and

the associated DCB was not successfully completed.

This is the normal return code from the first job No action required.

step if the manufacturing task was PUNCH 36K CORE

ROPE SIMULATOR TAPE.

This is the normal return code from the first job
" "

step if the manufacturing task was PUNCH 36K

BRAID WIRING TAPE.

The end-of-file of an input data set was read and Consult GAP System
the end-of-data-set exit of the corresponding DCB Expert.

was taken.

A record of an input data set was found to be un- Rerun the job. Consult

readable and the SYNAD exit of the corresponding GAP System expert if

DCB was taken. The error message "UNREAD- the failure is repeated.

ABLE DATA SET RECORD. RERUN THIS JOB.

IF ERROR PERSISTS INFORM ASSEMBLY CON-

TROL OF THE PROBLEM." is printed on the job

output.

An attempt to write a record on the PORTAFAM Rerun the job with an-

output magnetic tape resulted ina permanent I/O other magnetic tape. If

error and the SYNAD exit of the PORTAFAM DCB _ error persists, consult

was taken, GAP System Expert,

An attempt to write a Manufacturing History Consult GAP System

Record resulted in a permanent I/O error. The Expert.

SYNAD exit of the Manufacturing History DCB was

taken.



User

Code

2999

3000

Reason for Termination

An end-of-file was encountered when an attempt

was made to read the Master Deck Sequence

Number data set. The EODAD exit of the Master

Deck Sequence Number DCB was taken.

An attempt to read or rewrite the Master Deck

Sequence Number data set record resulted ina

permanent I/O error. The SYNAD exit of the

Master Deck Sequence Number DCB was taken.

The message "|||||***WARNING. WARNING.

YOU ARE ATTEMPTING TO PROCESS A BAD

ASSEMBLY. WARNING. WARNING. ***ll[l "

is printed in the job listing if an attempt is made

to process an AGC program that was flagged as

a bad assembly by the GAP Assembler. If the

manufacturing task was PUNCH MASTER DECK,

PUNCH 36K BRAID WIRING TAPE, or WRITE

PORTAFAM TAPE, the job was aborted.

The message "MANU. INPUT PROG. SYSTEM/

360. RESIDES ON DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE."

is printed in the job listing if the AGC program

data set has been successfully located on the

assembly disk and opened. If the task is COM-

PARE the message is repeated for the second

data set involved in the comparison if it is

successfully located and opened. If the AGC data

set was assembled and stored on magnetic tape,

the words "DIRECT ACCESS DEVICE" in the

message are replaced by "360 TAPE". If the

Device Name character in the first record of

the data set is not recognized by GAP Manu-

facturing the message "MANU. INPUT PROG.

DEVICE NAME NOT FOUND." is printed in

the job listing.

In each case when the job is aborted because of

an error, the computer operator gets the console

message "GAP MANUFACTURING ABORT".

User Action

Consult GAP System

Expert.

User should heed warning

and be fully conscious of

what he is doing. In case

the warning was unex-

pected, a GAP System

Expert should be con-

sulted.

None required, except

that if the "DEVICE

NAME NOT FOUND."

message is printed, a

GAP System Expert

should be informed.



User

Code

1998

1999

User

Code

1001

1002

1997

2000

3333

Return Codes Set in GAP Manufacture General Control Section

Reason for Termination
;

User Action

An attempt to write a record in the card output Rerun job with fresh

data set (Symbol Table or Master Deck card reel of magnetic tape.

images on magnetic tape) has resulted in a per- If error persists, con-

manent I/O error. The SYNAD exit of the card sult GAP System Expert.
output data set DCB (PUNCHDCB) was taken.

An attempt to write a record in the paper tape Consult a GAP System
output temporary data set (36K Core Rope Expert.
Simulator Tape buffer output on direct access

device) resulted in a permanent I/O error.

The SYNAD exit of the paper tape output DCB

(PAPERDCB) was taken.

Return Codes Set in GAP Manufacture Paper Tape Punch Program
Control Section

Reason for Termination ’ User Action

End-of-data-set exit (EODAD) of the input data Consult GAP System
set DCB (PAPERDCB) was taken. Expert.

Permanent read error encountered while reading
" "

the input data set. The SYNAD exit of the input

data set DCB (PAPERDCB) was taken.

An attempt to write a record on magnetic tape Rerun job with fresh

(36K Core Rope Simulator Tape output on mag- reel of magnetic tape.

netic tape) resulted in a permanent I/O error. If error persists, con-

The SYNAD exit of the magnetic tape output DCB sult GAP System Expert.

(MAGTPDCB) was taken.

¢

A permanent I/O error was encountered while Consult GAP System

reading or writing in the Manufacturing History _ Expert.

Data set. The SYNAD exit of the Manufacturing

History DCB (MHISTDCB) was taken.

Unable to properly open paper tape DCB in on-

line paper tape punch utility.



User

Code

3344

3355

3366

User

Code

1000

Reason for Termination

An uncorrectable paper tape punch error has

occurred. The operatoralso receives the con-

sole message "GAP MANUFACTURING ABORT.

UNCORRECTABLE PAPER PUNCH ERROR."

An uncorrectable DIGISTORE error has occurred,

The operator also receives the console message

"GAP MANUFACTURING ABORT. UNCORRECT-

ABLE DIGISTOR ERROR."

This error return occurs in a portion of the

program that will read the DIGISTORE tape

backwards and check it against the records

from which it was written. Since this section

of the program is not used at the present

time, this error should never occur.

The operator may receive the console message

"PRESS DIGISTOR PERMIT BUTTON. TYPE

"GO" WHEN READY."

User Action

Rerun job. If error

recurs, consult GAP

System Expert. IBM

customer engineer should

be informed if hardware

trouble is suspected.

Rerun job. If error

recurs, consult GAP

System Expert.

DIGISTORE hardware

expert (Robert Pinckney)
should be notified if

hardware trouble is

suspected.

Consult GAP System

Expert.

Operator must follow

instructions in message.

Error Messages Written in Job Output Listing by Master Deck File

Duplicating and Tape Checking Program.

Message and Reason for Termination

"PERMANENT I/O ERROR IN MASTER DECK

TAPE FILE f. ERROR RECORD IS SHOWN

BELOW.

eighty character error record printed in EBCDIC

form", where f is the number of the magnetic tape
file that contains the error record (1Sf$4). This

message is printed if an attempt to read a card

image record from the Master Deck Tapere-

sults in a permanent I/O error.

User Action

Rerun the job with a fresh

reel of magnetic tape. If

error persists, consult

a GAP System Expert.



User

Code

1010

1020

1030

1040

1050

Message and Reason for Termination

"PERMANENT I/O ERROR IN MASTER DECK

DISK FILE. ERROR RECORD IS SHOWN BELOW.

eighty character error record printed in EBCDIC

form". This message is printed if an attempt to

read a card image record from the Master Deck

data set stored as a temporary file on a 2314

disk results in a permanent I/O error.

"ERROR. THIS MASTER DECK CONTAINS AN

ERASABLE BANK." Master Deck tapes manu-

factured for release must not contain erasable

banks.

"ERROR. BAD AGC WORD PARITY IN MASTER

DECK.

BANK ADDRESS = bank address

BANK NUMBER = bank number

PARAGRAPH ADDRESS = paragraph address

PARAGRAPH NUMBER = paragraph number

AGC WORD = AGC word

GIVEN PARITY = parity bit given with above

AGC word

THE ABOVE NUMBERS ARE HEXADECIMAL.
"

This message is printed if a (used) AGC word is

detected whose associated parity bit results in

an even word parity.

"ERROR IN CHECKSUM ARITHMETIC." This

error is caused by a faulty program branch in

the checksum recomputation (branch is in state-

ment following statement 140). The error should

never occur.

"ERROR. AGC BANK CHECKSUM IS INCORRECT.

BANK ADDRESS = bank address

BANK NUMBER = bank number

PARAGRAPH ADDRESS = paragraph address

PARAGRAPH NUMBER = paragraph number

AGC CHECKSUM WORD = AGC bank checksum word

COMPUTED CHECKSUM = computed bank checksum

THE ABOVE NUMBERS ARE HEXADECIMAL.
"

This message is printed if the computed AGC bank

checksum is not equaltoeitherthe AGC bank number

or its one's complement.

C-7

User Action

Rerun the job. If error

persists, consult GAP

System Expert. If hard-

ware trouble is sus-

pected inform an IBM

customer engineer.

Inform Assembly Con-

trol of the situation.

Inform Assembly Con-

trol of the problem.

If this error occurs, it

implies that something is

wrong with the Tape

Checking Program. Con-

sult GAP System Expert.

Inform Assembly Control

of the problem.



User

Code

1060

1070

Message and Reason for Termination

"ERROR. NON-ZERO WORD FOUND IN BANK

AFTER CHECKSUM WORD.

BANK NUMBER = bank number

PARAGRAPH ADDRESS = paragraph address

PARAGRAPH NUMBER = paragraph number

NON-ZERO AGC WORD = (used) AGC word

THE ABOVE NUMBERS ARE HEXADECIMAL."

The Tape Checking Program looks for non-zero

words following the AGC bank checksum word in

the remainder of the paragraph. If a non-zero

word is found the above message is printed in

the job output.

"ERROR. COMPARISON FAILURE BETWEEN

MASTER DECK TAPE FILE f AND DISK FILE.

TAPE RECORD IS SHOWN BELOW, FOLLOWED

BY DISK RECORD.

eighty character tape record printed in

EBCDIC form

eighty character disk record printed in

EBCDIC form",

where f is the number of the magnetic tape

file that contains the suspect record (15f£4).

The Tape Checking Program checks each

record of each Master Deck tape file by

reading the record from the magnetic tape

and comparing the record with the corres-

ponding record read from the temporary

Master Deck data set file stored on the 2314 disk.

If the two records differ, the above message

is printed in the job output.

User Action

Inform Assembly Con-

trol of the problem.

Rerun the job. If error

persists, consult a GAP

System Expert. If hard-

ware trouble is sus-

pected inform an IBM

customer engineer.



AGC Program Identification

Symbol Table SYMANL TABLE  RKEVISTON © UF PROGRAM MANUTASK BY LATIMER foose) acc Count of number of

Header Card 004155 -OCHK 004166 -1CKK onn000 4 066656 ANUCHK 30060 ADRS+} Symbol Table Card Images

Image
006440 ADRSKZMF 006441 ANDKSDCA 030061 ADRESDVL OUN442 AURSOXCH 004054 ALKS} (decimal)
004055 ADRS2 004056 ADRS3 004057 ADRSG NN4060 ANRSs Y0G061L ADKS6

004062 ADRS7 00001N ARUPT 004774 AUGCHK 0924607 KANKO-L O00N06 RA

000016 BBRUPT 004063 RBNKINIT 002410 BNKNMAR 000017 BRUPT 005153 RZFCHK

005175 BZMFCHK 004212 CCSCHK O00013 CHAnES 000014 CHAN14 000003 CHAN3

000004 CHANS 004623 CNTINU 000022 CYL 006713 CYLCHK 006724 CYLCNTUN

006717 CYLLODK ONNN20 CYk 006672 CYRCHK 006703 CYKCNTDN 030042 CYKCON

006676 CYRLUOY 004434 DAS ++ 004650 Hhaseseiv 004466 HASt+—-—4+ 006506 DAS-—

004522 DAS=--UIV 095023 DIMCHK 005462 DVIe+ N0C5376 DVI t= 005405 Dvi-+

005412 Dv1l-- 030056 DVICON 095422 Ivaee 05435 DV2e- 0054465 Nv2—-4

905451 Ava-- N30057 PV2ZCUN  1N5464 DVv3ae4 005472 DV34— 005501 0V3=4

005505 DV3-~ 0055145 DV4+4 005527 NV44~ 005537 DVa-4 005545 NV4--

005561 DV5++4 005571 DVS4- 05402 DVS-4 ANSE14 DV5—-— 005631 DVb+4 E
005645 DV64- 005653 NVO-4 005463 DVAR=- 005673 OVT++ 005706 fVT+~ =
005712 NVI-+ 0N5721 DV l-~ NO4730 OVRee N05742 DVRF~ 005752 Ova-+ 2
005762 NvB=- 000003 ER 002412 FRKEFR 902412 ERSTART monn’ enue

°

Symbol Table 004747 EDNPCHK 906753 EDUPLODF 006726 FNDCYL 106705 ENDCYR 007002 ENDENOP ~

Card Images 002414 EUIPTINN 0041467 ExRUKS 003730 ETADRS 000004 FR 900770 FLAG
> >

005773 IN-NUITL 006306 IN-0UT2 007617 KEFPL 007620 KEEP? 002421 KEEP iB 3
.

002472 KEEPS 002423 KEEPS 002424 KEERG6 002475 KEEPT 900001 L . uF

So 000011 LRUPT 005220 mpLe+ 005225 MPL+e— 005231 MPl-+ 005235 MPL-- 5 2
~ 005244 MP2++ 005251 mp2+~ 005255 «ipa—+ N05261 Meae= 005270 MP3e4 >

9

005275 MP3+- 005302 Mps-4 005407 mP3-- 005314 MPGse 00532) MP4e~ a &
005325 MP4a=+ 005332 Mren= 005337 MPS++ 095345 MPS4- 005351 MPS=+ Yop
005356 MP5-- 004251 MSKCHK 00240] NIX+mAXx 002600 NDX+4+0 00654464 NOXAUG 3
006451 NDXAZME 0046571 MUXCHK 0064655 NDXNCA 006553 NDXDIM 096503 NNXNDV gz
006562 NOXINOUT 0024602 MDXKREEPL 002403 NDXKEEP2 002406 NUXKEEP3 006524 NOXMSU

_

006533 NDOXOXCH 002405 NOXSELFL 007406 NOXSELF2 0009546 UCSCHU 000050 UCxCUU 3
000051 UCYCDU nNnNN2 Oo N0261A QANRES 902415 CKFEEP 004751 ONMHR c
0000] 2 ORUPT 004756 OXCHCUN] 904757 OXCHCON? 006016 RANDCHK 0046041 RANDUV ®

006323 RAND2 ON7G) 1 RMrAn 006124 KORCHK 006154 kKOROV 006353 ROR?

006245 RXORCHK NN627H RXURUV =006417 RXOK2 040035 S4#MAX 030017 S#7ERD

030070 Sl 030021 S+?2 030027 S+28 030022 $43 030073 See .

030024 $+5 030025 S+6 030026 $47 D3003H S-MAX 930055 S-ZFRO

030054 S-1 0300465 8-14 N30NG6 S-15 N30053 S~-2 030052 S-3

030051 S-4 030050 S-5 030047 S-6 030066 S-7 030000 SKIT1

O3001L SKITIONO 030012 SRIT1) 030015 SBIT1L2 030014 SHIT13 030015 SHITI4
Symbol Table

439016 SRIT15 030001 SBIT?2 030002 SRIT3 «930003 SAIT4 «030004 SAITS

Trailer Card 930005 SHIT6 030006 SRIT7 030007 SAITH 030010 SHITY 006611 SEIFI
Image 904617 SELF2 004673 SELF3 030940 SEVEN 30037 STNUETL 030060 SINGUT2

030043 SINODUT3 030034 SuDD 000021 SK NNK7T32 SRKCHK 006745 SRCNTDN

006736 SKLOMP 004177 START 094704 STRIXTRA 030032 SLIBITS 930033 SL3RITS

030030 S6BITS 030031 S7BITS 004204 TCCHK HNCO2ZT TIMES NN0031 TIMES

006054 WANDCHK O061NG WANDUF 006334 WANN? 006170 HOKCHK 006223 WOKUV

066375 WOR2 006443 XKTHANDX O00005 2 NODES ZRURT

NO GF SYMANL TARLE KEVISTON © OF PREGRAM MAnUTASK BY LATIMER —



Master Deck Header Card Image.
Paragraph Header Card Image “\

010086

91CC86

O1LCG86

0100862

019036

010986

010C86

0100862

O1LOCB6

yv10L36

€19036

6100862

O10Cd6

O10CAR6

C190A6

€199662

10086

010096

010936

0100862

O1CG386
vlLOC496

10086

0100362
G10036

010086

010086
O1LvV03962

010086

O1CG86

C100866

Paragraph Trailer Card Image~_.- oases

T+a

NNU81 068 64a5CMASTER DECK
RILIOBG2KEVISIUN

0000040 0340541
0526110 o0CC061
C3201L0 0340641
G520110 0340611
O520110 0340621

O52C110 0340650

S8t0L001L 8161070
8140319 8200330

8540000 8600001
G9I0061 0941151
0141030 0000061
0041320 0310201
0310220 0042551

0046161 8623371
9610120 0100000

0342010 0560061
0029900 8621919

0042200 0042261
OL1L0421 0642271
8012061 0342010
0946350 8614501
944636C1l 0547771
O7T10211 0610120
0220020 0343021
OOLOOTL 0035051
000C020 0310170

809C111 8000040
00C0020 054622u

v6CGO0OLl 0660001
8760009 0050721
8000230 8c00211
0447451 0000061

LISTING OF AGC “ASTER DECK

TIME 22.52

O56006L 0126670
0312750 0520060
9560061 (120001
0560061 012332C
O56C061 013506C
0560061 0122751
8121000 8521001
8240171 8300361
0000040 9000061
9000C6L 6000040
3000031 O00002U
0540231 030023%

0041430 09515506
0046356 8620021
0000020 0347531
OOOOC61 CO400T71
0530400 0051650

0300010 0750120
0000C20 0942271
0000061 0010071
6000421 G34201C
0546350 8614421
vl00000 0000020
O56Coel 0000661
8601011 0550171
0143040 0546030

O5402C1l G4CC201
0400220 040022u

9600CC! 0600001
9652030 0052611
8000250 8000121
0030111 0000020

ENO OF PARAGRAPH 010

LST PARAGRAPH 010
99 OF PROGRAM LUMINARY SY NASA 2021112-051

0520110 0000061
O520110 0340572
0520110 €346600

O520110 0340600
6520110 0340630

8121030 8020650

814106C 8221021
834C341 840C231
0900046 0540011
C540CLL 0447330

G341441 0710221
C046161 8623371
8376000 0043641
220070 0541230
0600029 0550370
0550409 0342010
0347351 0550211
0600040 0550421
0110430 0042271
0342421 0550130
C000061 0010071
8909411 07467571
G240020 0101230
0040071 0521310
0540036 0743570
0743570 0650070

040C2U1 v400201
0400220 0400220
C60C99L 0000020

0051050 8300001
0347450 0000061
0347471 0000061

0340560

0560061

0560061

0560961

0569061
8361060

8040251
8440351

o000cel
0600010

0000061

0347551
0410411

0347361

0230229
0000061

0000020

0051330
0000020
0443601

0342540
0541230
0142701

0342010
0650070
0000020
0400201

0560221

8000370

8037770
OOSOLLE

0050111
NEXT PARAGRAPH O11

MAY

0520060

0134070

0132741

0133170

OL315O1

8021031

8100030

8500370

0060040

0090061

O141321

0550130
0550130

O710211
0042040
ooLOOoTL

0220620

0051550

0056520

OS67771

0550130
0347361
0000020

0000061
0541450
8000160

560200

0000020

80174600

8003771
0000020

0000020

14, 1969
PARAGRAPH O10€1A05

OOO1A0S
OLO1LA0S

0201A05

0301405

O401A05

0501405
O601LA05
OT01A05

1001A05

1101A05

1201A05
1301405
146014005
1501405
1601A05

1701405
2C01A405

2101405
22012405
2301005

2401405
2501405

2601405
2701405
3G01A05
32RO2A0S
3201 005

3301A05

3401A05_
3502 A05
3601405

STOLAOS

adel
yOaq
sa1IseIN
ODY
Us
jo

JunsryT
jo

atdwes
aayejuasauday

gq

XIGNIddV



2OLCOS62RE VISION
91€086 0000061

7109085 0261540

e10986 9173100

4109362 9009061
G1CN86 0600920

O16986 UT7LO2ll
01909086 0541441

9100362 0347551

910C86 0550121
uv15086 9354121

019636 19996961

3100862 9529621
910C86 48661611

3lvuut6 = =0345630

CiGOaA& =3590919

7130862 6347441

€19036 901C0000
Jl0C36 uC60010

9106386 9396901

C1LON862 0020509

919086 9540041

9lL5C85  3006C20

319086) =99D0C040

0199862 3950031

G10C36 9540011

910086) 0566043

¥lbv986 0590920

919090962 COLCCTIL

OL943G 8935400095
31less6 0 6aGQOLOS

alvG86 #8900130

9190362 860046C

FI109°868
|

Carriage
Control
Character
—————»

for
IBM
407
listing
purposes

Master
Deck
Sequence
Namber

.

99 OF PROGRAM LUMINARY BY NASA 2021112-051

0360250

0540071

0244170
cosolll
0609040

0610120

044736C

0570431

6001440

0001440
0667410

022029

0006016

0600620

000010

6540011

0300613

0747330

0240020
6561341

0750120

0541351

0000062

0540041

0220040

0560730

030CG91

c000620

80920090

8030040

8000150

8000591

LISTING OF AGC MASTER DECK

9520140

0000020

0447550

o00cG20
9046350

0100000

6000040

0051371

6560020

9000061
9167370

03474C0

0345621

0945120

8007650

0346151

0610360

0647351

0546011

0560040

0560020

9560040

v010G71

0301350

0750120

0000721

0540041
B3777TL

3010000

8000020

BOOOL7TE

8000551

0000020

054162C

0541540

0447461

8106470
0144550

O710211

0000031

0541441

0645151
coooGgél

0701100

6600620

8656730

8164501

C7C1100

o700011

0550361

€220040

0561341

0500020

0000061

0500010

c000c20

0560020

0541640

07501206

8377771

8004000

8060010

8000301

8000601
END OF PARAGRAPH OL1l

0000061

co00020

0541551

0000061

8020030

C141641

0550211

6447470

0110430

0145160
c500C20

0100000
0045120

6000010

0347531
0300061

0000961

0000026

C750120

0001330

0120001

6049071
0320090

0520731

0520731

0347441

6569020

8577771
890C2C00

B7777T7TOU

8000331

8000620

0301560
0541351

O5461561L

oo301L11

0220070
0240029

0110430
6000061

G045071

C400000
0500001

0145501

8644200

U30061C

0713931
0146010

0167421

8101020

0560026

9560920

6350121

0541350

0561350

9500020

0500020

0540231

C561641

8409000

&0C1060

8000001

8000351

80012C1

O201561

0200000

0000020

oococ2n

0541236

9144371

0C44706

6030112

0044730

050002C

o300C1C

0300610

0000010

0045125

0190009

03475C1

0310360

0521349

0521345

0500CCl1

0701331

9750129

c009061

0390001

0C25009

0300Col

0146436

8209052

8000400

80CG051

BC0032¢

#001461

NEXT PARAGRAPY 012

000
thru
377
are
the
octal
addresses

of
the
first
AGC
words
of

each
card

image
relative
to

the
first
AGC

word
of
the
paragraph

0601541
0301350

G34746C

0444440

©3467361
0560020

0044730
0347551

0347551

0609001
924002CU

C945126

6645600

8516151

9990020

STCLLOG

ULOO0061

9599620

9509020

039v001

9601341

0560019

FColoo7lL

9240620

9560730

0541651

OCCOO61

8100000

6CCO20G

RONGOTO

8000450

8CCO1440

PAKAGRAPH 01181805

0001895

0101805

0201805

0301305

0401805

0501805

0601805

O701805
1001805

1101605
1201805

1301805

1401B05

1501805

1601805

1761805

2001805

2101805

2201805

2301805

2401805

2501895

2601895

2701805

3001805
3101805

3201805

3301895

3401805

3501895

3601805

3701805

Mfg
Location
Code



e-a

ROLECNASZZEVISTON
c10086

C10G84

O10 339
9199362

910006

v1G736

910086

0100462

910086
C1C086

O1LU86

9100862

910086

010086

610086

0190862

010084

610036

010936

0100862

010086

O1EN36

010486

0100862

010986
910086

010086

9100862

01N086

010086

010086

Master Deck Trailer 0100862

Card Image" ROL 00868

0540011

9932731
os20011
013437C

0933329
0033070

co00cél
0647501

0540210
0400200

6347549

0953730

0335631

0935520
c3nocal
0553711

0090961
0936160

0113760

0035331
0647411

0136609
0632371
u313740

054C210

003121323
O6T7TT4T1L
03475290
0346350

0046350

coo0000

0900000

LISTING NF AGC WASTER NECK

99 OF PRIGRAM LUMINAPY BY

C24001L9 v5C0C0L

0313609 A0V0CEL

O51377u [400000

Q000C51] 2313761

0313740 0540039

0113721 9033629

0133550 0100630

osngcol G4GC0C0

0540231 C60G200

0600221 %600211

0553760 4347551

0347531 [553759

0647411 9035741

6350200 0553730

0035631 0035741

O413721l 0613731

0136701 0113750

CO03616C 0113750

OL00671 5051220

0035570 9035570

0553741 0036460

0632401 90COG6l

0273741 OLLITTI

0743501 0043311

0300010 0747571

OLL37211 0037140

0032731 0036331

0137331 0362451

8117621 0310110

BLISOLL 8037521

0000000 00C0000

oooooty 0000000

9520011

0134376

“0513770

C523779

025377)

9253720
0333501

6113721

0606221

0600230

6553 741

0313740

C400000

0347551

0553721

0000020

0036061

0036171
0936250

0913741

0347351

013655C

0035250
c540011

0600213
0037151
8661C00

05516606
OS51 710
8037530

coocooc

0000000

END OF PARAGRAPH 237

0513770

coccoel

C60 Iu19

Ld520uL1

C413771
C390C31

c350070

0334671
9oI0211

v647541

0347531

C54C011

0553771
0553712

060137120
€220601

0036661

O3TT4T1
0033320

0637231
0273761

C5366206

C347531
C313 740
0540011

0647531
0347551
0629761
0311661
6072331
6009000

0000000

END OF AGC

WASA 2621112-051

0400011
9513770

0032731

0347551
0613731
9647430

0540030
0332410
6606230

0032731
0553771
0743501

0000061
0347531
O5537LI

O313731

0036700
0036171

0253731
0000063

0036629
0332362

0035439

0743570

O313 78.
0553718

O137331
O3L0OLLO
0551720

0000000
0000000
0000000

0513770

6490011

0313600
0553661

009C061

054903C

0347711

0540201

0632420

0253671
0347551

0613731

0135511.
0553750

0347551
O7T501L26
0100011
0347531
OLL37TI

0131310
0743501

0273741
0347456
0000061
oo000el

0400011
0347531
0000061
0347531

oa00e00c

0000000
0000000

MASTER OECK

¢600001

0513770
0000061

n000031

0134510

0632431
0553721

0540220
0032731
0033010

0553711
0046511

0347400
0513731

0613710
0643500

0036160

0553750

0035331

0313740
0900061
0036620
0035250
0137051

OL3z7RAl
0613710
0137331
01374621
0551731
0000000

0000000

0000000

PARAGRAPH 23786812
0006812
OLO6BL2

0206812
0306812

0406812

0506B12
0606812
0706612

1006B12
1106B12
1206B12
1306812

1406812
1506812

1606812
1706812
2006812
2106812
2206812

23066122
2406812
2506812
2606812
2706812

3006B12
3106812
3206B12
3306812
3406B12
3506812
3608812
3706012.



1) Word 354 (8672331) is the Bank Checksum Constant.

2) Words 355 through 377 are unused AGC words. (Even parity! !)

3) Each seven-digit AGC word group is composed as follows:

a) The first (decimal) digit is a Word Type Code;

b). The next five (octal) digits comprise the AGC word itself;

c) The last digit is the AGC word parity (odd);

4) The symbol # in the Paragraph Header Card Image will be printed

as an = sign if a BCD listing of the Master Deck Tape is made (on,

say, an IBM 1401 computer);

5) If the paragraph is an erasable bank, the Manufacturing Location

Code field contains the characters EBKb, where b is the (octal)

bank number.

Manufacturing Location Code

The Manufacturing Location Code is written in the form xyz.

x represents the Core Rope Module Number, a digit from 1 to 6.

y stands for either of the letters A or B specifying side A or side B of the

Core Rope Module.

zis the two-digit Sense Line Set Number which ranges from 01 to 12 (decimal).

For example, 1B05 means Rope Module 1, Side B, Sense Line Set 05.

AGC Word Type Codes

0 A basic instruction, but not complemented or leftover.

9 Interpretive operation code word.

8 A constant or a complemented or leftover basic instruction

4 Same as for 0. Instruction's address refers to an unused location in

fixed-fixed memory.



REVISION 99 OF PROGRAM LUMINARY BY NASA 2021112-0521
JANK PARAGRAPHS CHECKSUM CONSTANT

OCCUPTEN VACANT -

LOCATION VALUE

N2UFF) QLOeILL4012,013 S777 67044 0
SUF) 0145615,016,017 7760 61751 9
v0 9202021.022,023 37T6 T7716 1
91 02450252026,027 3777 $5151 1

04 040041 5042,043
_

3773 17532 0
05 04410456046,047 BVI 44523 0
06 95000523.052,053 2%ée 44057 0
o7 05450554056,057 3775 66702 1

u 066 5C614062,C63 3777 56195 ©
11 060496652066,067 3777 43373 1
12 O700071,C72.073 3777 734L1L 1
13 OT4,075 076,07? 3771 21126 1

1s 106,101,102,10u3
,

3776 56616 0
15 16421059156,107 3777 47112 0
16 11Get11 22126213 3774 10415 0
iv 114e1155116,127 3746 64555 0

2 1209121,1224123 3774 “llilo 1
él 124,125,126,127 3772 . 67517 0
22

. 130¢1315132,133 3775 00471 0
23 134 9135e1345137 3771 57135 1

246 140014151425143 3777 76466 1
25 144414551 46,147 3772 19540 1
26 1506151 01525153 3777 73435 1
27 154.155—91569157 3774 45319 1

39 160-161 ¢162,163 3777 71361 0
31 164.165 ,166,167 3763 53641 1
32 L7Gs17Re 172,173 3775 71663 1
33 174 o1L75e176,177 3777 07459 1

44 260520146202,203 3777 60264 1
35 204+205.206, 207 3777) =. 46737 1
36 216 02115212,5213 3767 53326 0
a7 2146215,216,217 3776 47535 1

os 220 ¢22192225223 3725 7CT62 C¢
41 224722592265227 3733 72612 1
42 23052324232,233 3774 56666 1
43 23492359236—237 3754 67233 1

NOTE: A bank checksum must always equal the bank number or the one's

complement of the bank number.

E-5

CHECKSUM

00002
00003

TT777
00001

77773
00005
00006
00007

00010
00011
00012
77764

00014
oools
T7761
oooL?

00020
00021
77755
00023

00024
7TT752
00026

00027

00030
00031
00032
TTT4&4

00034

00635
00036
00037

00040
000461
00042
00043



APPENDIX F

Output Formats of 36K Core Rope Simulator Tapes

The following notation is used:

1)

2)

An Erasable Bank number is represented in binary as E9E, Eo; where

each one of the E's isa0Oorail. For example, Erasable Bank 6 is

110 in binary.

A Fixed Bank Number is specified in binary by the Fixed Extension Bits

X9%1%oand the Fixed Bank Bits FoF FoF Fy: where each of the x's and

F's isaOoril. The Fixed Extension Bits 000 are used for Fixed Banks

0 through 37 (octal). Banks 40 through 43 (octal) use the Fixed Extension

Bits 100 and Fixed Bank Bits 11000 through 11011 respectively. For

example, Bank 32 is written

000 (Fixed Extension Bits) 11010 (Fixed Bank Bits);
Bank 42 becomes

100 (Fixed Extension Bits) 11010 (Fixed Bank Bits).

In any case, for Banks 40 (octal) or greater, X9%1%qis formed from

the_first three bits of the Bank Number; FoF, is set to 11 (binary) and

FoF3F, is formed from the last three bits of the Bank Number.

An AGC word is written in binary as

BoB,B,B,B,B.B.B7BeB BoB, 1B)28,3314W
where W and each of the B'sisa0Qoral. Wis the (odd) AGC word

parity bit.

An unused AGC word that will appear on DIGISTORE tape or seven-track

magnetic tape has the binary form

0000000000000000 (even parity!)

An unused AGC word that will appear on punched tape is converted to the

binary form 0011111111111110 (odd parity).
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Punched Output Formats

1) Erasable Bank

Erasable Bank Header
Character ——"]| O

First AGC Word

Jd

Sprocket
Holes

uoT}OJ
adey
Jo

uot}aI1q
————__»



2) Fixed Bank

Fixed Bank First Header Char

Fixed Bank Second Header Char

First AGC Word

Last AGC Word

STOP Character ———»

Unused AGC Word on

Punched Tape

F-3

uo}joW
aduy
jo

uojpe{q
——————



Notes:

a) 0 depicts the sprocket hole.

b) O-represents a hole punched in the tape (binary 1).

A binary 1 is represented by punching a hole in the tape at the

given position, a binary O by not punching the tape.

c)

d) P stands for the (odd) parity bit for each eight-bit paper tape frame

e) Each Erasable or Fixed Bank is preceded and followed by the AGC

program identification and Bank Number punched into the tape in

the form of human readable alphanumeric characters.
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_DIGISTOREOut put Format
DIGISTORE tape formats resemble punched tape output formats, except

that;

a) There is no sprocket hole that appears in the body of each eight-bit frame.

b) O-represents a magnetized spot rather than a punch.

c) A binary one is represented by a magnetized spot.

d) No AGC program identification and Bank Number precedes or follows

any bank written on the tape.

Unused AGC
Word on

Magnetic Tape
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Seven-track Magnetic Tape Output Formats |
Seven-track magnetic tape output formats are similar to DIGISTORE tape

formats. The principal differences are:

a) A non-return-to-zero (NRZ) magnetic tape recording scheme is used.

b) Each group of three eight-bit characters is split and formed into a

group of four six-bit characters which are then written on the magnetic

tape.

c) The seventh (c) track of the magnetic tape is the standard IBM tape

(odd) parity channel.
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APPENDIX G@

Sample of Binary Comparison Output

fo
__

GAP_SYSTEM FURAGC
-

PAGE 2
eon

Cuveaa1s0N
1

KEVISLON2 GFPRUGKAAMANCHE4SBYNASA_2021113=061£360) APRa_108_1902
etlTet cVISICN 45 CF POSRAMCuMANUHEBYNASA 2O21123-022 (360 } TIME_ 6125

BANK1] PARAGRAPH066 _ROPE MuiJIF 29 SIDE As SENSELINE SET O8{WIRES 123-128)

—BANA _ —_— ———__ —______PARA_
ADDRESS O. 1 2. 2 4 4 4 1 ADDR

11,3000 = = = = = = 2 = 200

11-3010 = = = = = = = Ss —__919
11.3020 = = = = = = s = 920.
b1¢3030 se as = = = = 2 oe! —

s 030

13,3040 = = = = = = so = 040
12.3050 = = = = = 2 s s 930.

22,3060 2 = = = = = s = 969
~i12.23070 = = = = = = 2 s __ OTe.

11223100 = = = = = =z 2s s _._ 100
11,3110 = = = = = = = = a hh@

~2323120 = = = = = = = s
_ 120

12,3130 640161077741] ts 3 ID = = = 536700 430701 2: in.

5 0043430 90532 2573.0) 227020 6394350 22762) YO01L7) 3442021 635250 277701 000211 777161 652151 412040 900032 140
—2203150 277550 465352) 605250 £19.003) 44215) 415250 900111 GOu230 11¢1450 653610 4120590 900250 _000171 453161_ 277350 231460... 150
~32,3160 565610 524051 000171 277550 777251 5°3611 43225) 021520 11613) 725610 000111 777251 140111 000171 _000171 6320508. 160__
—11e3170 412050 00021) 000250 22152) 2775590 742359 43352) 000250 60425.) 633420 02310) 777251. 90050) 413010 672061 000501. 2370

3263200 —0127750000010 242710 142550 232571 277530 570011 53257] 702570576050201460000331 653250777541015170021501.70q
—3263210 237550 77600) 451560 23717) 021501 2525/) 55324) 270154) 400530 022020 = 22762) _77600) _022020 227621. 210
—1123220 = = = = = 3 s = 220

13-3250 = = =. = = zs zs s , 230

hig 3240 - = = = 3 a = —2 2 <a

3303250 = = = = = = 2 s 250

La 3260. x = s = = at = ens a Ee s 260
2103270 = = = = = = = = —_—270___

11.3300 = = = = = = =

_

= 300
11-3310 = = = = zs zs 2s sz 310
2103320 = = = = = = = o 320
ll 4330 = = = = = =

-
=

s 430

—41,3340 = = = s = = 2 = 4a
2101550 = = = = = 2 x = 350

41,3529 = = = = = = = = 36a

41,330 sa - = = = = = = ‘. 370



Notes:

In a typical word pair, such as 401610 777611, the first word

(401610) comes from Revision 2 of MANCHE45 and the second

word (777611) from Revision 45 of COMANCHE.

The last (sixth) digit of each word is the parity digit.

To clarify the process of reading addresses, observe the

following:

a) the (unequal) AGC word pair 231331 000331 is located

in Bank 11, Bank Address 3132, Relative Paragraph

Address 132;

b) the word pair 536700 430701 is in Bank 11, Bank Address

3136, Relative Paragraph Address 136.

See Appendix B for a discussion of the Comparison Statistics,

paritcularly in reference to the Rope Module Number(s) field.
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wa ee
seco ek DO KE dO 2 CR RKC KAM MANCHE@5S.BY NASA-2021113-06L 4300} APR. 1091969_

wee ee ee ES 45 OF PUG KAM CUMANCHE-S¥.NASA-2021113-021_  _4360.1_. TIMEA823 __
~

wee : —- BANK. Lb——— PabALRAUH. C6 T——acPe. MQUULe-2e-Sluc_de SENSE LINE SETO8. (WIRES 113-128).

eann—
_ _

_ ——~-._PARA.
~ADOKE SE ——-—_--_9 -_ a 2 3 Ww" 5. 6 1 —AnBa_

~— bi 2e3400 sl ccs eas,
_

és _—_ ae. =. = 4 3. ONO _
-~bie3410 we Me = 2 = = i = 3 DAD
--41 93420 van =. = x x z = = O20

~—t4be4430 = i am —o = = Jame 2 030_

- 41094490 =. _at. it = zm a m BR 040 _
—4393450. aks a = z me. = = s 050

~blbed400 =z a mm i. im. = = s O40.

—~b)94470 = = = a a SB 3 = oro

—3493500 =a ce = = =

:

= = =. 100
—3)035130 = = = z x a s s 110.

—339359290 = = = x a 5 =. s 120
—1 303530 = = a, = = = a & 130.

—$-403549—— = =
= =. z = ____. = 2 en

—13»3550 = = 7a 2 z= = = s _—_130.
—4 304960 a =. =. ae oy a. a. 4 = =. 16h.
~4ie35790 s aot = — a. = = = s _—_ 170...

~£ by $600. - = a

__

asi - = = im. = __ 200
—~14046190-— = i st meee = Zz _ 7 = _m —8 210.
—2iy 4620 a = = = 2 a = 2 220.

-~3b93630 =. a2 a = i zm i. s ——2320..

413640 = iat as = ms = 2240.
-bhy 4050 = = Wien eee =. = = = s 250.

3493660. = = = x ws =. rire ra _ az. B42 60
~$ he 4e7g os. = =~ = = = x. 2 210.

-~2153700 =. ie Mes vee ee: eres | a =. x i. - 300.
—-abe27tO =

=

=... ~- — zs ms = = ——aln.
-4103720 . = = aL m = a s - 420.

33532720 a. _ aa so 2. a a Tics = 2 —430_

~41403749 =. =
=

a = = aR = = 340_
~3h94750 a. oS x. ae =z z z 3 -—ASo_

~bl93160 ms = poe: a = x =. 3s s 340_

-31048470. = _ = —— we eee a Ki. a = 660531 444610 370
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COMPALLTSON oF BEVISITON 2 GF PRUG2AMMANCHE45BYNASA2021113-041 £360 } APR. 10» 1969 |

wiTet “cWVISIUN 45 OF PROGRAM
CUMANCHE

AYNASA2021113~071 £340 ) TIME.6329

h be hn
|

= = = = = = sa
1223410 = = = = = = = s

_

i

~1203420 = = = = = = =
7. oz.

3243430. = = = = = = = 8 nao

—12.-3440 = = = = = = = =
 &»&»04

'
1203450. z= = = = = = = s —o
2243440 = = = = =

= = s ___. 804. .

1203470 = =
= = = = = S e7a

i Iu|

into
fu

FPCe

Gal

CL

te

fap

fal

:
hf

in

he

mt

|v

pe

le

tn

ft

tas

12023600 = = = xz = 4 =. # —— 228...
3203610. = zx zx = = —-=___. a a ar >!il

203620 = = = = = = = = _-»—_-228
22036390 = = a. = = = 2. Lo ——298.

42536460 = me a = = a . on ——__244~2203650. = = = = =

=. = s_._____ 2734
1203660 = = = = = =

_ _ =z _
s ROL,

3293670 = = = = = = =
____

2 aia

12.3700 = = Z = = = = ==
12-4210 = = = s = = = =

—_—._Ala
32263720 = = = = = me = =

—__—__ A120__4263730 = = = = = = = s a3

23223740 es = = = = s = s __340 _
2203750 = = = = 635250037541 00021) 037550 776250 §12150 742050N0Qe|a250 _
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APPENDIX H

PORTAFAM Magnetic Tape Formats

Characteristics: Seven-track, half-inch magnetic tape recorded in standard IBM

NRZI format at a density of 556 (odd parity) frames per inch. Each block of data

is 4100 frames (equals 3075 bytes) long and contains a single AGC bank. Each of

the identification and pass number blocks is 48 frames (equals 36 bytes) in length.
The tape organization of an AGC Mission Program is shown in the following figure:

Beginning
of Tape Block 1 Block 2 Block 37 Block 38

Boae I.D. begin AGC Bank ° AGC Bank I.D. end

oint Pass 1 0 Data 43 Data _ Pass 1

Block39 _ Block “= Block 75 Block 76

I. D.[EDeeineo Bank | cae |Bank | beet?|
D. end

eebore|2 eoData | cae |Data | Emr |2

i
C

Block 77 _Block
78 Block 113 Block 114

I.D. begin
Pass 3

Tape Tape

C
Mark Mark

Only one tape mark (plus erase gap) is written in the above if the AGC Mission

Program is followed by a Special Program.

Special programs have the same tape organization as Mission programs, ex-

cept that the identification and pass number blocks contain a different Program Type

Code; see the Status Block Codes below.



Block 1 has the folrowing tormat:

Cc BA 8 4 2

P oO O Ao A, Ay
P oO O A, As Ag

P oO0O Mo M, 2

P oOo oO M, Ms, 6

P oO 0O 0 1

P oO O

48 frames
pie

total P oO 0O
P oO 0O
P 0 0O

Status

Subblock P10

P oO 0O
P oO 0

P oO 0O

1 _Seven Track Tape Channel

13 (EBCDIC) character AGC

program identification

EBCDIC blank characterye
Begin Pass 1 of Mission

Program

(Two-Bit Pass number)

The preceding four frames

repeated 4 more times...

P represents the odd frame parity bit that is generated by the IBM tape control

hardware. Ao: ee ay Ag through Mo: we GeMy represent the bits of 13 (eight -bit)
EBCDIC characters that specify the AGC program name and revision number in the

form n. Rrrr; nis the one to eight character program name and rrr is the three

character revision number. For example, Revision 2 of AGC program LUM69 would

be written as LUM69. ROO2bbb where bbb represents the three blanks that are necessary

to pad out the identification to 13 characters.

would appear on tape as follows:

This particular program identification



SD
Seven Track Tape Channel

Rl

CODD
BFC

OOOO
OC

OOOO
OC

OC

OC

OC

OOO
CO

oO

Coo

OP

AAA

ARAAAAHHeehehhhana
a

aA
A
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Blocks 2 through 37, 40 through 75, and 78 through 113 (AGC Bank Data

Blocks) have the following format:

4-frame Bank Number

at beginning of block

ranging from 0 through
43 (octal)

1024 AGC words in

sequential address

order (equals

4096 frames)

In the preceding, BoB, B2B38
word (odd) parity bit, and XQXpXoq-eee-s

C BA 8 __ 4 2 _i Seven Track Tape Channel

P 1 of Bo B, Bo By Bank number (binary)
P 11 By Bs 0 0 Bs is the least

}P 1 1 0 0 0 0 significant bit

(\P 1 11] 0 0 0 )

(Po 1] w xX, X,  X, | First used AGC
i

| P 0 0 |X, X, Xs, Xg | word. Xj, is the

P 0 0 Xo Xe Xo X10 least significant bit

|
poo 0 }.%11 X12 *13 X14

J
PO 1l1/}W XX, X, X,

}P 0 0 | X¥, X, %X, X, | last used AGC word

P 0 0 Xe Xs, Xq X10
(P00 |X, Xyp Xyg yy

An unused AGC word has the following format:

4Bs is the six-bit binary Bank Number, W is the AGC

‘ -%13%14represents a 15-bit used AGC word.

C BA 8 4 2 1 Seven Track Tape Channel

P O11 0 0 0 0

P 1i1 0 0 0 0 Unused AGC word

P. 1 1 0 0 0 0 (4 frames)

P 1 1 0 0 0 0



Block 38 has the following form:

BACc 4 2 1 Seven Track Tape Channel

r
A, Ag Ag
A As A,

13 (EBCDIC) character

P 0 O My M, M, M,
AGC program identifi-

P oO 0O M M; M M
cation

po 0 ° i 0 o
EBCDIC blank character

P oO 0O 0 0 0 Oo48 frames r

total 4 P 10/1 0 0 4

| P 00 0 1 6 0
End pass 1 of Mission

P oO 0 0 0 0 Program

P oo 0 a) 0 0 (two-bit pass number)

Status <
:

Subblock
1 0O 1 0P u 1

The preceding four
| P oO 0 0 1 0 0

frames repeated fouri

P OO 0 0 0 0
.

more times
L |

P 0 0 0 0 0 0

The notation is the same as that in Block 1.

Blocks 38 and 77 differ from Block 1 only in that their two-bit pass numbers

are 10 and 11 respectively. Similarly Blocks 76 and 114 differ from Block 38 only
in their respective pass numbers.

The general form of a status subblock is as follows:

C BA 8 4 2 1 Seven Track Tape Channel

P 1 0

|
E To TT, Ty

)

General format for

P 0 0O Po Pi 0 0

\ Begin or End Pass

P 0 0 0 0 0 0 number blocks

P 0 0
1

0 0 0 0

Status Subblock ‘
-

(20 frames total)
P 1 0 rE T TT, Ty

|

The preceding four

P 0 O | Po Pi 0 0 | frames repeated four

P 0 0 ; O 0 0 0 more times.

P 0 0 0 0 0 0



The symbols in the preceding diagram are defined as follows:

E = O, Begin pass Po Py
E = 1, End pass Po Py

To T, To Three-bit Program Type Code

0 0 0 Trace Dump

0 0 1 Mission Program

0 1 0 Special Program Number 1

No others are used presently.

Two-bit Pass NumberP P

_9 1
niga __

0 0 Not used

0 1 Pass l
1 0 Pass 2

1 1 Pass 3

IMPORTANT NOTE: PORTAFAM tapes that are to be used in the field

must be written on type 3M777 magnetic tape.
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ABOUT THE MAGNETIC TAPE UNIT

The need for a portable and highly reliable digital magnetic tape recorder/
reproducer is an out-growth of an effort to simplify and economize field simulation

tests and diagnostics of fixed memory mission programs for the Apollo Guidance

Computer (AGC). The tape recorder is to furnish bulk storage in a compact system

called PORTAFAM (Portable Fixed Memory). Naturally, the recorder is a key
link in the PORTAFAM system. The relationship of the PORTAFAM system to the

AGC is further explained.

The larger portion of the AGC memory system is fixed (read-only) memory.

Each AGC fixed memory is a specialized and custom made assembly which, by intent,

cannot have its stored programs altered once the memory has become a part of the

AGC system. When Apollo mission requirements call for a change which affects the

fixed memory portion of the AGC, in addition to a new mission program requirement,

a new fixed memory must be fabricated. Eventually, the memory must undergo
extensive field simulation testing. Should these tests reveal a non-trivial fixed

memory deficiency, a great deal of time, money and effort are expended in detecting

and correcting the source of the problem.

The PORTAFAM system is simply a design and diagnostic aid which will

simplify and economize:

1. The fixed memory stored program field simulation tests.

2. The diagnostics in case an error is detected.

PORTAFAM will accomplish these objectives, respectively, as follows:

1. The AGC fixed memory is simulated with an erasable memory which

can be loaded with one or more stored programs from magnetic tape.

This memory temporarily replaces the AGC read-only memory until

the stored programs are verified by field simulation tests.

2. <Aportion of the PORTAFAM erasable memory, called Trace Memory,

in excess of AGC (fixed memory) requirements is reserved for use

as a recirculating push-down list for the contents of recently accessed



AGC (fixed memory) locations. In the case of an error, the Trace

Monitor, i.e., the Trace Memory and its control circuits, stores

the current contents of the Trace Memory list onto magnetic tape
for later processing.

The requirement for portability and compactness arises due to the limited available

space inside the Apollo space capsule where the AGC simulation tests and diagnostics
will be conducted. The PORTAFAM system is thus considered ground support

equipment, and while it will not be subject to the rigid environmental specifications
of a flyable system, it will encounter field system abuses.

IBM format and reel upward compatibility* of the magnetic tape recorder

is required for convenience and economy reasons. Source data at the computer

facility which assembles new mission programs can be readily written on magnetic

tape with IBM compatible tape transports using a loaded supply reel from the

PORTAFAM system. The recorded tape and reel are then sent to the field test site.

No intermediate processes are required.

The choice of the seven track, 0.5.inch, NRZI version IBM format is based

on the current availability of compatible tape transports at the various computer

sites likely to be used for handling PORTAFAM tapes. Of the three different re-

cording densities available for seven track format (200, 556 or 800), 556 bits per

inch recording density appears to be a reasonable choice in terms of tape utilization

and data reliability for this application.

A particular type of magnetic tape is specified (3M777) in order to standardize

on a tape/oxide thickness, thereby obtaining a consistent basis for tape length for

a given reel size and permitting the recording head saturation current to be ad-

justed to an optimum in the write amplifiers.

The generation of the Longitudinal Redundancy Check (LRC) and Vertical

Redundancy Check (VRC) bits as well as the reaction control logic to the LOAD

POINT and END-OF-TAPE sensing is performed external to the magnetic tape unit.

This is intended to provide an added measure of reliability of data transfer to, and

flexibility in operation of, the magnetic tape unit.

*Upward compatibility in this case implies that the tape format and reels used on

the portable magnetic tape recorder are fully compatible with an IBM system tape
transport, but that the normal start/stop distance and reel diameter of the IBM

transport are not fully compatible with the portable recorder.



Speciman pages of a PORTAFAM Tape Dump - from Revision 67 of AGC

APPENDIX I

Program COMANCHE by NASA 2021113-061

19009036
LEO2Z0FOS

L9060FOT

13069A08
tE000102
LOOAOFOF

LEOADIOL

LVROANLOS

LCI2IFOA
1e070C02

19000307
169339006

LFEOG6GOAO0A

18079600

13099002

LIDOAOFO9

LLOTOEOS
180A0108

1oo000002
3C030006

90030005

20303030
12060a05

19080500

130390500

16090001

13000500

1&00060C

10080300

10040600

18090006

19000500

1 300060E

180A0102

11040004

1BOAI TOD

LPOSOBOA

13000500

1004)3C00

11000000

11040E€06
19990508

150C0600

10050908

LOOSOLOF
1400060C

160A000B8

19950405

18009509

Bt1059102

18009509

taonoool

2ag20001
16009600

LINSOB0E

19999508

16000508

TBO20FOE
1893900006

11000003

10080190

1€000101
1894019D
18070896

150A0FID

LEO2OFOS
19000001
10040800
19060038

18000006

130a0105

LFOAOLOF
1c000001
t30Ccos0c

15080C33

10090C0D

90040C01

. 00060CI1

11060807

190CO0D03
19000100

18000036

1FO0000090

18000006

1508060C

19000190
1504070 2
13000730

11040694

1AOOO60E

17O0004)E

19040E02

10080091

12000702

16070508

LA050A98

11040199

11040€06

L1O5S049E

1090C06)C

1BOA010B

19050106
160F OCOE

120CO060C

10000508

12000599

14000599

18000096

1a000001

10940699

15980090

18009006

1998069nN

18000006

159029FOF

139079303

13060F 02

15080102
15090103
1LINADFOD

14999900

13020F0B

19990002

13970908

1307090F

13020F0C
19070807

LJO7050F

1S090101

215023F09

19080009

19090C0D

LIOFOEOD

09050C03

93059C03

11070507

1306080C

13040208

1=000001

1908N60F

1=00060D

17040408

13040605

13040600

14009700

110€0108

1200060C

11000000

1704000E

130C060C

13999050)

13000006

L30A0102

137940108

19040605
13040F03

1370099508

13080501

11050108

15090508

13 0A000E

11059005
130909508

13900006

15959 90E

1a000001

11099600

13050806

15059904

1703950E

13050A07

I-1

1NN40001

1eNTIONL

18040305

15980101

LEOADLOB

150A0F08

1NOADFOF

180990900

14049009

18070908

18060E04

TEOAO1OL

18079B9C

13020F02

10080001

LSOFOCOE

1804030E

ITSNEDFOC

LROTOFOE

ocoRocos

OCOS9CO5

190T040E

L9060A0T

110C0107
1A00960E

11040304

10089600

10080501

18000 TOE

18040308

18099006

10089500

120250602

180E0405
19099703

1500060)

19089500

15040002

1700040E

1€00950D

1400040E
11050509

11059102

18079108

19090609

11099009
16000000

15080600
1F09909)

1£050102

1COAODOOE
1aooood1l

100N9604

18039006
14089602

19099002

11059708

PORTAFAM TAPE DUMP

LRBOAOLON LDOAOFNO 18000003

LIO2Z9FOA 13060F02. L20A0FOA

15080903 1280A0207 LOOADFIA

190980103 160090100 1€000102

18060205  LAOAIFOT 10060C0B

1804010B LSO0AO0FOD 130270F9C

18000006 11070703 13040100

1907079D 18079806 LOOADFIA

18020=0R 1F0A0308 LEOBOFOS

18070308 211020F0D 10070909

LAOAOFOB 219029FOF 19070695

130a0FOC 18070800 130A0000

13960408 LAOEOFOC 1807989C

17080504 18080605 190999)1

1BO20FOE 18000006 11070003

18069205 210070005 160C94)9

13020009 18090006 19070E0B

14000401 17080104 11000000"

16080)0F*

040803099 OFOOOFO6 OFO70490

94080309 OFOSOFO6 0°070400

19070807 11070809 1306070C

130C0809 12F000100 15080101

13000500 18000006 I1FOO060E

LIOCOLOR &£300060E 18090095

1A0C060D 2B0A010D0) 1LDOBD60E

150CO301L 13049390 18099191

19000500 19040402 19000100

15000500 L30A000E 10080500

LLOEOFOT 10089500 19090096

19040701 10090FO03 18000006

LSODOBDA 19049TOF 11204080A

1£000900 15089000 19049891

110C0108 10080500 12BOA0L04S

11L040B0F 1204¢080F 13000500

1804030A 14000600 109C06DF

11040402 18090804 11000108

1SOFOZTOE 190895900 180A919N

11000300 180€0405 11000108

16040506 10089500) 1104090€

18009306 I1FOA0L06§ 10089190

LO9ORO60F 10060906) 11090600

13959901 1905000E 1400060

L20RN0590E %£40095909 19059972

1SO5OIOF 11000108 11050103

13050405 16099001 19050706

1—£000509 15080509 1LBOADLOD

16009600 1£&000509 13000096

15080900 13059409 190496390

139A099E 1609000000 120€059°

19050594 1A940101 180900096

1400930t 28A0909001 14009991

190504802 13040609 18090096

1690050R 1A08960C 1105089R

119050905 18099996 190579998

19090902 10000002 18000095

130A930B 1508960C 14009509

18060F.0%

18000003

LEOAD108

1£000101

130A010C

10089901

10070704

16020F09

18990006

130FOCOE
10070605

LAOEOFOC

1E060A09

13929F0C

18050F0A

18040100

10070F03

19070F OC

239040000

21080900

1904040E

19000100

1008060€

1F93050D

190C060C

10080500

180£0405

18040308
13000600

18000702

100£0906

1009050)

18000006

16070008

150€9700

1€000000

190C060C

15000500

12040506

11040403

1105000C
18000006

18030005

11020108

130A000E

150A9908

1—050005

1003950F

1 BOAI1I0D

LFOAQOOE
1A00000L

19000508

18000006

18930005

1700060)

16090609

L3329FOC

16049193

10939009

16000193
150A0F OF
17989F0O4
130A030E

1DO0ADFO9

ELO7IC92

10070909
18070709

18079B0C

LTAOEDOFOC

1798)F9B8

19929F09

LLO7O0E0S

13020009

1COAO1OA

299469099

210829000

LLOFI9IOF

1904694601

13000509

153C)639

18009006

18000006

110€9108

10040600

14000600

12909792

18099602

ALIOITIA

1700940€
18000006.

1804)B0A

1N09060E

15009609

130 AJ09E

16000500

140A0108

L9049F99

1E059005

14939599

18003095

1€900009

1A0C3598

19050405

10053705

19989598

150C3001

1A009001

1094360N

1£050900

129C959C

10949690

19950994

15030003

150890903

14000000

LEISOA0C

18040100

LEO20FOB
150ANF9B

1B80A0100

11320F9D

18040108

18070709
17030F04

190 20F OF

18930096

18070006

180A0108

10080COL

1F920009

. 29040000

21080990

11960908

18930104

18000006

18930906

1F000500

1300060E

11000108

10040700

1800006

18930906

190460807

1799040E

LFOCOBOC

1E040507

14000700

1BOA0LOD

1D0B8060E

10089500

14000900

1008050E

19950008

1298050E

15040509

10090600

16000600

1400069C
18090006

1008060E

19040F03

LEJIOLOR

1A000001
1493069C

18090006

16999508
1B80A019D

14040108

120A9FOF

169674090

19020F0A

18060C05
1D0A0FOC

10090009

1BO0ADL0D

16020F09

10079900
150A0FOD
1CO20FOC
18009006

1007050F

1L9079COF

19070007

1L1070€05

13000009

11000909

23040000

21089900

19060103
10093101

1700060C

1F09950D

14099600

LAOOO6DE

L30A910F

10040600
11049608

19049707

12089500

11009000

19009000

160F OCOE

1NO0COTO01

150C9002

1900050)

18940102

1008950)

15080 SOF

19009509

130A9008

1208950E

10049600

10080600

160005086

1408950F

11029108

11009000

15079001

14090001
18039006

16009508

12049007

10039002
15086950F

PAGE 055

1CO020F0F
18003005

10070401

2$039190.
18040108

100707090
LO0ADFI9

1DO0ADFO9

19079900

LLO2ZIFOE
16070000

L1070B0A

TBOAD108

15080101

1E0AI108

L30A010A
10080C02

LIOTOFOC

29040000¢

2108990908

1106070€
130AR000E

10040600

15000600

10999992

1€009602

1F000100

18040306

10030F 06

10000F00

18000006

11040904

11040908

10080500

19070702

13933002

13089500

1703040E

19090703

15080600

15000506

1508960C

11090602
1208050E
18040100

11000000

13933006

11039000

1905000€

139959799
1A000001
17000509
18090006

18030006
1409969C

10089507

strapons



100600C8

18000006

11059005

1$04)50C
10040700

190S50FO7
14043108

1€050005

1504) 702

16003006
10040 205

~ LBOADLOD

10000900

10040205

10040 6nD
10000500
10000002
11050704
10060£ 03

10089500

10040700

15009703
15000 706

1008060E
18003906

16000508

19060EC9

1508060C
11070204
10040600
18003006

19000508

16079401

19070102
.1&000000

106000600
1&000000

13000609

17039309

1A00060E

31€000600
180A010D
19000599

L200090F

LOOEO2ND

210000000

1907090F
19070000

150A0601L
10303030

20343030

10003E05
170C0306

16040305
17009305

LAOFO CCA
LAOFOCO8

15040509

LLOSOSIF

19000508.
19050004
10040600

ILOSOEOE

1508N669

1904060N

18CFO4CB

LLO601L0E
11050005

19060404
L3OA000E

14CA010R

15040792

19000000
11060702
16060C00
19000500

1R0A9010N

18999606

280C0808

1D030F0F

180A01090
1AC4050F

19080509

19060F08

L30A010F

11070002

100C0101
1FOAONCE

1NQ80001

100406090

16000006

15080102

10040600

19080991

1504050

1LOO0099F

1E00060C

10040609

LLOTO90E
LLO70C98

1FOQA9307

1Q00050F°

130A000E

170FOFO3

180FD9E99

17040809

10303030

18000303

18000708
18050804

11000090
14040900

L4NFNEDE

18090009

LTADFO40%

11059005

11950901

18000006

10040700

L1OS5OFO3
1400060C

1DOOD050F

1504C 702
1105¢005

10080908

19009500

1N080508

150806C0

18C604N9

L30A000E

10000002

110¢€0108
110660808

1904G10F

150007C6

LAOCOT06

110C0108

150C0600
18060C09

19C600CF

150CO060E

1A0C€0509

11070204

1A0C0600
LACEC50OR

1A0005C9

14040101

1300060€

11000102

1804000F
LW TI6CA

1806CCCO)

L3CSOF0E

120C060C

18070009

110970401
1NN4Y509

LFOICEN2

1ACOC O06

10080590

Lig7ocoL
13020404

1BO0A010N

10393035

1NOCOnCs

1F090608
17040600

10040FOF
19049402

L8U59059C

1FCAC3O3

15040509

159C0700
11050005

1408050F

18050E08

19000600
16090508

19050705

2800NCRO

18000006

16000500

1106030C
18900096

15040503
LLOEOFOT

18000006

14040100

19000703

110€0108
18000R04

13990001

19000703
1300060€
18000006
13640700

10080501

150C0609

1100060C

18080005
13040C0C

180090096

1400060N

18900006

1400060E

11000102
120C060C
1NN90090

180£&0709

13050308

110C€0108

150CO50E
19080609

1594059C

1907019

106000600

18040308

10000004
L3070F06

179000006

1039303¢

18060303

1coRO0CcQO9

120C0303

15000307
17090303

15990397

LADFICOSA

PORTAFAM TAPE DUMP

19000508

100CO60F

19050C0N

18000006

15040702

19050F07

110c09000

13050406

10060008

1300060D

. 11000000
16040104

1F000609

109040609

19080509

1700060C

1D08050E

11060906
160700098

11¢C0108
15040702

19060B0A
19000503
1700060C
19040600

15040702

1508060C

11070004

12020C02
18000006

LENA000F

199000006

LFOAOOOE

1£00060C

1907030C
10040600

L30A0000

18000003

1O0CFO02900

18070908

1508050F

1508060C
10040600

LAQDOEOE

160 A000E
19070409

199080002

19080301

LNOFO6OL

10303030#

18009194

11000000
18cA0000

12000000
14040000

LTQFOFOF

18000298

11050001

18000006

11050005

18000509
19040600

10000002

19060C04

150C0002

1ACFO401L

10000500

14900000
10080500

150C0508

15040509

180A0100

19060302
18C00006

11060906

18900006

110€0108

11000308

110C0108

10000500

14000001
15C46509

19040609
130ANIOF

10000002

1E050204

1700060C
10040660

1107020C

19040600

120C060C

1107000€E
1AO00O0L

1F000000

11090201

18000006

1107080A

1COA0DOCODE

1000050E

18QEC7TO9

170801CF

19040600

18C000006

130C080C

13000004

1930A0809

13000303

19050307

18050A06

18050401

19040196

L7OACBO7

17¢A04cyo

1LO50R07

11056C03

18000006

12000509

15040702
11LOSOFO3
11050FO0F

10040600

1RQ0A0100

10040203

19060508
18000006

18000006
18060609

100€95C3

1100060C

1€00060D
18060C OF
16060901
LIGFOSCF

18060CCF
18000006

1300020A

LAQ0060E
1300060E

18C60C00

10080500

19060F0E

18000006

16050706
18600006

13CA000B8

100C0O101

12080500

11970307

15080000

18000006
1890F0005

13C0060€

13070COA

1£00060C

18000006

180C0006

1DGFOA0O

18C0050F

L107090E

10080308

16000308

1LO0A0FO0

19000203

13080306

120€0303

18080307

17090303

LACFOCOB

120F9OCO9

19050C0D

11050005
14000509

13000508

18050E08

10000902
11050905
189F 0408
150C0501
10060E03

11060305
13000600

1700060C

15049505

159C6502
11060708
15000500
12040703
12040007

1€0A0109

lIOEOC O1
13000700

1D08040F

100C060C
15080504

190€060C

1100060C

11070204
16070200

10080508

19000508

1508060C

1A0C0600

18000006

180D0B0A

11070500

1€00060C
15060408

1A00060€

1008050€

11000300
10000600
11960400

10060206

18000906

10080804

10000000

19080002

10070E08

18000303

11000900

11000000

18000000
170COEO7

100ACRO4

189090400

100C0509

100C0702
15040509

1€003000

LLOEOFOT
18000006

15080600

10040600

10080601

1100060C
140A0201
1906040A

150C0001
10040600

1D0C0505
19060600

11050704

18000006

1A04040E
140C0706

18000006

15009706
11000901

. 18000006

18060C00

180A010D

11070004
11000000

19040609

1B00060C
15080509

10080609

13060907

1300060€

11070502

18000006
1508060C
1LEOLOFO4S

1€00060C

180D0B0A

11070000
160A000E
12070908

100E0603

10000600

18020CO1

18020601
1BO70FOT
18070F01

18000407

1004930C

10050908

18000000

17040909

17080203

1F0A0304

150C0508

100C€0701
12080507

15080000
13000507

10000600
10000600
10040700
18060COF
19060209

10080500
14000000
16000508

19040700
150C0504

11060702
1008050€
13000600

19040C03

18000006

13000600

15030F0D0

13000600

17000000
1D04060E

19080500

19060F02
11070002

1A040101
120460007
1A0A0100

10000002
18000006

LAQ0060E

19070505

1€000001
1€00060D
19040606

120C060C

11070904

19070006
10040600

17090901
1FO00A0C

LEQAOOOF

180A010D.
18000006

190A0809
16070F08

10000402

100C0306

1F000307
18000000

1AOFOCOB

120F0CO9

120°0C09

150C0600
18000006
18000006

19050005
1008050E
10040600
1E00050C
180F0408

13000601
10080001
1800060C
10080500
150C0001
18060609

150C0507

1900060D
10040600
10000500
15000500

10000000

15000 706

18000006

18000006
14000600

12000504

1100060C

19060F0E
19000600

18000006
. 18000006

150C0001
LEOAOOOF

1700060C
1E00060C
19070505

10040600
19080600
1A020B0E

18000006

11070006

1LO7OAO0L

1504050C
ICOFOFOD

14040404

10040600

11L07090E
11LO7TOE06

10090005
10070F09

10000800

11000000

19080000
14040000
LTOFOFOF

LT70OFOFOF

18010F04

PAGE 036

100C060C
19050C08
18000509
18050608
1100060C
12080506
18000006
10040700

15060501
10000500
10080001
14000000
10000500

10040507

100€0506
11060708
15000500
10040203
130A0000
18000003
10040001
18000702
17000000
10000002
1£00060C
11070004
150C060D

18040100
LFOAQO0E
19000508.
18000006

18000006
16040808

120C060C
18000006
1B00060C
18000006
1F 080306
1300060€

18000006
19000600
10060E03
10050200

13050308
110C0108

1B0A000F

19000308
15000308
LFOCOFOE

1800000E

10040E0E

180S070E
1804040F

17040807

170A0807
1FOACTOS



Notes:

1)

2)

3)

The symbol * indicates the end of a tape block.

To read the dump:

a) convert each even-numbered pair of hexadecimal
characters to binary:

b) discard the two most significant bits, leaving the six bits
of the corresponding tape character,

The formats of all blocks are shown in Appendix H

Example:

The last word of the first specimen page of the dump (Page 055)
is 1D080507, On conversion to binary this becomes

HEXA DECIMAL BINARY

1D 00011101

08 00001000

05 00000101

07 00000111

Discarding the two most significant bits of each binary character leaves

the four six-bit tape frames

Cc

vuvd
B A 8 4 2 1 Seven Track Tape Channel

o 1 1 1 0 1

0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 1

0 0 0 1 1 1

According to Appendix H this represents the binary AGC word

101100001010111 1, whichis the octal AGC word 54127 1.

I-+3



APPENDIX J

Listings of Catalogued Procedures

Procedure GAPCKMDT

710K
//MACPAC
//FTOGFOOL
//FTO8FOOL
//
//
//FTO8BFO02
//
//FTO8FOO3
//
//FTOSFOOR
//
//FTOSFOO1

EXEC

pn

pn

on

on

on

OD

on

PGM=MACFETCH, PARM="MNTPCK',REGION=52K

NSNAMESSYS1.USFPLIB,DISP=SHR
SYSQUT#A,NCR=(RECFMSFRA, LRECL2=133,BLKSIZF=1596)
NCE=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80,DEN=1,TRICH=ET),
LABEL=(1,BLP),UNIT=TAPE7, VOLUME=SER=MASTDK,DISP=OLD,
DSNAMES&AGC.MASTER. DECK.TAPE

NCR=(«,FTO8F001),DISP=(, KEEP),VOLUME=REFee,FTO8FO01,
LAREL=(2, BLP), DSNAME=COPYO1]
DCB=(*,FTO8F001),D1SP=(, KEEP), VOLUME=REF=*.FTOSFOOL,
LARFL=(3,BLP),NSNAMF=COPY02 ‘

DCR=(C,FTO8F001), DISP=(, KEEP), VOLUME =REFee. FTO8FO0I,
LABEL=(4,BLP),DSNAME=COPY03
UNIT=2314,SPACE=(80, (5000,10),RLSE,, ROUND)

J-1
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Procedure GAPMAGC

11M
//MACPAC
//SYSOUT
// SYSPRINT
//AGCB02
//AGCBO2B
/ /MASTOKSN
//MANUHI ST
// PUNCHDCB
/1
//
// PFAMTAPE
//
//
// AGCPUNCH
//P
/ /MACPAC
// AGCPUNCH
7 /MANUHIST
// FRCMAGTP
//
//
// BRCMAGTP
//
// PAPTPPCH
//DIGISTOR

EXEC

DD

DD

on

DD

on

DD

DD

OD

DD

DD

EXEC

OD

DD

DD

DD

po

DD

DN

PGM=MACFETCH, PARM='AGCMFG',REGLON=180K
NSNAME®SYS1.USERLIB,DISP=SHR
SYSOUTSA

SYSOUT=A

DESPSSHR,UNIT=23148, VOLUME=SERSAGCRO2

DISP®SHR,UNIT=23148, VOLUME=SERSAGCBO02
DSNAME=GAP.AGCMANU.MDSEQNO, DISP=(OLD, KEEP)
DSNAME=GAP.AGCMANU.HISTORY,DISP=(MOD, KEEP)
DCB=(LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80, DEN®1,TRICH=ET),DISP=(,KEEP),
UNITS(TAPE7,,DEFER), VOLUME=SER=MASTDK,LABEL=(,BLP),
DSNAME=AGC..MASTER.DECK.TAPE
DCB=(BLKS!ZE#3075,DEN@1, TRTCH=C),VOLUME=SER=PORTFM,
DISP=s(,KEEP),LAREL#=(,BLP),UNIT®AFF=@PUNCHNCR,
DSNAME®AGC.PORTAFAM. TAPE
DISP=(,PASS),UNIT=#2314,SPACE=(TRK, (26,5))
PGM=MACFETCH,PARM®'AGCPCH',COND#(0,£Q,M),REGION=52K
DSNAME®SYS1.USERLIB,DISPSSHR
NSNAME #*«.M.AGCPUNCH,DISPS(OLD,DELETE)
DSNAME®=GAP,.AGCMANU.HISTORY, DISP=(OLN, KEEP)
NCB=(LRECL#=77,BLKSIZE=77,DEN®2,TRICH®ET),DISP=(,KEEP), C.

VOLUME=(PRIVATF, RETAIN, SER®36KCRS),LABFEL=(1,RLP), c

UNIT=(TAPE7,,DEFER),OSNAME=AGC.CRS.FILEL
DCB=(LRECL=126,BLKSIZF=3150,DEN@2, TRTCHaC),NISP=(,KEEP),C
LABFL=(2,BLP), VOLUME®REF#2*#,FRCMAGTP,DSNAMESAGC.CRS.FILE2
UNIT=1012
UNIT=#031

aa

an

J-2



Procedure GAPMAGCA

7/™ EXEC PGM=MACFETCH,PARM="AGCMFG', REGION®@180K
//MACPAC DO OSNAME@SYS1.USERLIB,DISP=S?R
//SYSOUT DO SYSOUT=A
//SYSPRINT OD SYSOUT#=A

//AGCBRO2 DD DISP=SHR,UNIT#=2314, VOLUME=SER®AGCRO2
//AGCRO2ZP DD DISP=SHR,UNIT#2314, VOLUME=SER=AGCB02
//MASTDKSN DO DSNAME=GAP.AGCMANU.MDSEQNO,DISP=(OLD, KEEP)
//MANUHTST DN DSNAMF=GAP.AGCMANU.HISTORY,DISP=(MON, KEEP)
//PUNCHDCR PO DCR=(LRECL=80,RLKSIZE=1680,DEN=2,TRICH=C),DISP=(, KEEP),C11 VOLUME =(PRIVATE,RETAIN, SER=36KCRS),LABEL=(3, BLP), c
1/ UNIT=(TAPE7,, DEFER),DSNAME=AGC.CRS.FILE3
//PFAMTAPE OD DCR=(BLKSIZE=3075,DEN#1,TRTCH=C),VOLUMF=SER=PORTEM, c
1/ DISP=(, KEEP), LABEL=(, BLP), UNIT#AFF=PUNCHDCB, c
// DSNAME=AGC.PORTAFAM,.TAPE
//AGCPUNCH DD DISP=(,PASS),UN!IT=2314,SPACE=(TRK,(26,5))
//P EXEC PGMSMACFFTCH,PARM="ACCPCH', COND=(0,£0,M),REGION=52K
//MACPAC DD DSNAME=SYS1.USERLIB,DISP=SHR
//AGCPUNCH DD DSNAME=*.M,AGCPUNCH, DISP#(OLD, DELETE)
//MANUHTST OD DSNAME®GAP.AGCMANU.HISTORY,DISPS(OLN, KEFP)
//7FERCMACTP DD OCR=(LRECL=77, BLKSIZE=77,DEN=2, TRICH=ET),DISP=(, KEEP), c

/ VOLUME =(PRIVATE,RETAIN, SER=36KCRS),LABEL@(1,BLP), C
/ UNIT=(TAPF7,, DEFER),DSNAMESAGC.CRS.FILEL
/BRCMAGTP DN DCBS(LRFCL=126, BLKSIZE=3150,DEN©=2,TRICH=C) ,DISP=(,KEEP),C
/ VOLUMF=(PRIVATE, RETAIN, SER=36KCRS),LABFL=(2,BLP), Cc

// UNITT=(TAPF7,,DEFFEP),DSNAME2AGC.CRS.FILE2
//PAPTPPCH PMN UNIT=1012
7/DIGISTOR ON UNIT=031

orn
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Procedure GAPPMHST

//HS EXEC

7/SYSPRINT 0D

//SYSUT1 OD

//SYSUT2 on

//SYSIN op

7/8 EXEC

7/SYSPRINT DN

//SYSUT1 pp

//SYSUT2 DD

//SYSIN DD

PGM=ILERPTPCH,REG!ION®52K
SYSOUT#A

DSNAME®&GAP.AGCMANU.HISTORY,DISP=(OLD, KEEP)
SYSOUT=A

NSNAMESSYS1.PROCLIBCGAPPMHSU),DISP=SHR

PGM=ITEBPTPCH,REGION#52K
SYSOUT=A

DSNAME=GAP.AGCMANU.MDSEQNO, DISP=(OLD, KEEP)
SYSOUTSA

DSNAME=SYS1.PROCLIR(GAPPMHSV),DISP=SHR

(GAPPMHSU)

PRINT MAXLEINF=52,MAXFLNSs1
TITLE §#TEM=(*AGC MANUFACTURING HISTORY',48)
TITLE (TEM=(' ",48)
RECORD FIELN=(120,1,,1)

(GAPPMHSV)

PRINT MAXLINE=52,MAXFLNS#1
TITLE ITEM=("AGO MASTER NECK SEQUENCE NUMPER',4S)
TITLE tTEM=(° ",45)
RECORD FIELN=(120,1,,1)



Procedure GAPPPFTP

// PE EXEC PCMStERPTPCH,REGION=52K
/J/SYSPRINT OD SYSOUT=A
//SYSUT1 DD

OCB=(RECFM=U,BLKSIZE=4100,DEN@1),VOLUME =SER=PORTEM,// NISP=(OLD, KEEP), UNIT=(TAPE7,,DEFER),LABEL=(,BLP),// NSNAME=AGC..PORTAFAM, TAPE
//SYSUT2 ND SYSOUT#A

//SYSIN nn NSNAME=SYS1.PROCLIB(GAPPPFTQ),NISP=SHR

(GAPPPFTQ)

PRINT TOTCONVeXE
TITLE ITEM=("PORTAFAM TAPE NuMP',49)
TITLE ITEMS(" § ',49)



Procedure GAPPMDTP

77M EXEC PGM#IERPTPCH, REGION®52K

//SYSPRINT ON SYSOUTSA

pp DCB@(RECFM=FB, LRECL=80, BLKSIZE®=80,NEN=1,TRICH=ET),//SYSUT1
1 DISP=(OLD, KEEP), UNI T@TAPE7,VOLUME =SER®MASTDK,
1 LABEL=(, BLP),DSNAME=AGC.MASTER, DECK,TAPE
7/SYSUT2 DO SYSOUT#A

//SYSIN DN DSNAME®=SYS1.PROCLIB(GAPPMDTQ), DISP#SHR

(GAPPMDTQ)

PRINT MAXLINE=37,MAXFLNS=1
TITLE ITEM=C('LISTING OF AGC MASTER DECK TAPE',&5)
TITLE 1TEM=(' ",45)
RECORD FIELN=(80,1,,20)
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Notes:

1)

2)

3)

In a typical sord pair, such as 401610 777611, the first word

(401610) comes from Revision 2 of MANCHE45 and the second word

(777611) from Revision 45 of COMANCHE,

The last (sixth) digit of each word is the parity digit.

To clarify the process of reading addresses, observe the

following:

a) the (unequal) AGC word pair 231331 000331 is located in Bank

11, Bank Address 3132, Relative Paragraph Address 132;
b) the word pair 536700 430701 is in Bank 11, Bank Address

3136, Relative Paragraph Address 136.

See Appendix B for a discussion of the Comparison Statistics,
particularly in reference to the Rope Module Number(s) field.
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APPENDIX K

Documents Pertinent to GAP Manufacturing

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

Operational Procedure for Generation of Master Deck Tape for

Mission Programs

Apollo G&N Specification ND 1002377

Date - 6/68
Author: M.G. Murley

Release of Master Deck Tapes for Manufacture of Core Ropes

Apollo Project Memorandum

Author: M.G. Murley

Users' Guide to the AGC Monitor (Core Rope Simulator)

Apollo Guidance, Navigation and Control, MIT

Instrumentation Laboratory, Publication E-2026

Date - 9/66
Author: James D. Wood

Users' Guide for the MIT/IL 360/Digistor 1/O Routine

MIT Instrumentation Laboratory, DCG Memo #44

Date - 9/68
Author: E. Sabine

Portafam System Operational Description

Apollo Guidance and Navigation, MIT Instrumentation

Laboratory, Publication E-2402

Date - 7/69
Author: J. Leavitt


